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Relación de acrónimos
AMOC ‐ Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
CFU ‐ Colony‐Forming Units
CM ‐ Central Mediterranean
CMBA ‐ Culture Medium enriched in Ba (Ba‐enriched Marine Broth)
CTD ‐ Conductivity, Temperature and Depth
DCM ‐ Deep Clorophyll Maximum
DIC ‐ Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
DNA‐ Deoxyribonucleic acid
DOC ‐ Dissolved Organic Carbon
DOM ‐ Dissolved Organic Matter
DW ‐ Deep Water
EA ‐ East Atlantic pattern
EA/WR ‐ East Atlantic/West Russian pattern
EBSD ‐ Electron Backscatter Diffraction
EDX ‐ Energy‐Dispersive X‐ray microanalysis
EM ‐ Eastern Mediterranean
EMDW ‐ Eastern Mediterranean Deep Water
EMT ‐ Eastern Mediterranean Transient
EPS ‐ Extracellular Polymeric Substances
FWM ‐ Far Western Mediterranean
HRSEM ‐ High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy
ICP‐MS ‐ Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
IW ‐ Intermediate Water
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LDPE ‐ Low Density Polyethylene
LIW ‐ Levantine Intermediate Water
LSR ‐ Linear Sedimentation Rates
MARs ‐ Mass Accumulation Rates
MAW ‐ Modified Atlantic Water
MB ‐ Marine Broth
MDW ‐ Mediterranean Deep Waters
MIW ‐ Mediterranean Intermediate Water
MO ‐ Mediterranean Oscillation
MOW ‐ Mediterranean Outflow Water
NAO ‐ North Atlantic Oscillation
ODP ‐ Ocean Drilling Program
OM ‐ Organic Matter
OML ‐ Oxygen Minimum Layer
ORLs ‐ Organic‐Rich Layers
POC ‐ Particulate Organic Carbon
PCR ‐ Polymerase Chain Reaction
rep‐PCR ‐ Repetitive element sequence based‐polymerase chain reaction
rRNA ‐ Ribosomal ribonucleic acid
RT ‐ Residence Time
SGD ‐ Submarine Groundwater Discharge
SW ‐ Surface water
TOC ‐ Total Organic Carbon
UV‐Vis ‐ Ultraviolet‐Visible Spectroscopy
WM ‐ Western Mediterranean
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WMDW ‐ Western Mediterranean Deep Water
XRD ‐ X‐ray Diffraction
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Resumen
Esta tesis aborda el estudio del ciclo biogeoquímico del Ba en el Mediterráneo a
partir del análisis de este elemento en el registro sedimentario de las diferentes
cuencas mediterráneas, de su distribución en la columna de agua, así como la
investigación de los mecanismos de precipitación de barita (BaSO4) en medios
marinos. El ciclo biogeoquímico del Ba está estrechamente relacionado con el ciclo del
carbono dado que este elemento es un indicador de la productividad biológica marina
y, por tanto, de la respuesta oceánica al cambio climático. Ello se debe a la
precipitación abundante de barita en la columna de agua cuando existe una alta
productividad biológica, lo que se traduce en una alta concentración de Ba en
sedimentos. Aunque han sido muy diversos los indicadores tradicionalmente utilizados
para reconstruir la productividad biológica en el pasado, la barita frente a otros
paleoindicadores de productividad presenta la ventaja de que en medios lo
suficientemente oxigenados y expuesta a procesos de alteración no es eliminada del
registro sedimentario, por lo que este mineral se ha convertido en un indicador fiable y
ampliamente usado en investigaciones paleoceanográficas. En el caso del Mar
Mediterráneo, su carácter de cuenca semicerrada y circulación restringida han hecho
que la respuesta a la variabilidad climática se haya visto amplificada, en particular la
respuesta de la productividad biológica marina. Así, durante periodos de cambio
climático hacia condiciones de mayor humedad y precipitación, el mayor aporte de
nutrientes dio lugar a un incremento significativo de la productividad. Además, en
muchos casos el mayor aporte de agua dulce también conllevó una estratificación de
masas de agua y con ello la menor oxigenación de las aguas profundas, depositándose y
preservándose sedimentos ricos en materia orgánica, comúnmente conocidos como
sapropeles. En esta tesis se ha hecho un análisis detallado del contenido en Ba en los
sapropeles depositados en las distintas cuencas mediterráneas para analizar su
variabilidad espacial y temporal, así como un estudio de la barita preservada en dichos
sapropeles. En cuanto a las diferencias entre las distintas cuencas mediterráneas,
puede establecerse que en zonas más someras, una mayor tasa de sedimentación ha
podido dar lugar a una dilución muy significativa del contenido en Ba. También se
corrobora el gradiente de productividad en relación a la principal fuente de nutrientes
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que fue el Nilo. En el Mediterráneo occidental se han depositado capas ricas en materia
orgánica, pero con un contenido en materia orgánica y Ba inferior al de los sapropeles
y en el Tirreno, por ejemplo, si bien se han depositado sapropeles, el contenido en Ba
es sensiblemente menor que en las cuencas más orientales. La variabilidad temporal es
aún más pronunciada. En general, los sapropeles pleistocenos tienen un contenido en
Ba mayor que sus equivalentes más modernos, en concreto el sapropel más reciente
(S1). El contenido en materia orgánica a lo largo del depósito de los distintos
sapropeles también ha variado, siendo mayor en sapropeles más antiguos. Aunque
guarda cierta correlación con el contenido en Ba, el contenido en materia orgánica
responde también a las condiciones de preservación, siendo particularmente elevada
en sapropeles del Plioceno debido al desarrollo de condiciones anóxicas. Por ende, a
pesar de que el contenido en materia orgánica es mucho mayor en los sapropeles
pliocenos, el contenido en Ba es comparable a los del Pleistoceno, indicando en ambos
periodos una mayor productividad, si bien la preservación de materia orgánica
durante ciertas épocas ha podido ser sensiblemente mayor.

En los distintos

sapropeles se ha separado la barita para realizar un estudio comparativo de su
naturaleza y preservación, comprobándose en todos los casos, independientemente de
la edad y región considerada, que dicha barita presenta la morfología y composición
habitual de la barita autigénica formada en la columna de agua, por lo que se corrobora
el importante aumento de productividad que tuvo lugar durante el depósito de
sapropeles y la óptima preservación del registro del Ba en el Mediterráneo. A pesar de
amplio uso del contenido en Ba como indicador de productividad, los mecanismos de
precipitación de la barita en la columna de agua están aun pobremente comprendidos.
Para avanzar en el conocimiento de la biogeoquímica de este elemento también se ha
realizado un estudio del Ba disuelto en la columna de agua en un transecto a lo largo
del Mediterráneo y así dar un paso más en el entendimiento de su distribución en las
distintas masas de agua de esta cuenca. Los valores obtenidos varían entre 6.5 y 11.1
µg/l, en acuerdo con datos publicados por otros autores. Existen variaciones
significativas en profundidad y a lo largo del transecto estudiado, con un promedio de
8.3 µg/l en los primeros 200 m en la estación más próxima a Gibraltar y 7.5 µg/l en las
regiones más orientales. A profundidades intermedias (200‐600 m) la concentración
va de 8.9 µg/l en el Mediterráneo occidental a 9.5 µg/l en el oriental. En aguas
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profundas la concentración es más uniforme, en torno a 10.3 µg/l. Aquí la
concentración es más elevada debido a la disolución parcial de la barita que llega al
fondo marino. En general, la distribución de Ba en profundidad refleja la precipitación
de barita marina en la zona mesopelágica en relación con la degradación de la materia
orgánica. Además, se han evaluado las distintas fuentes de Ba al Mediterráneo
incluyendo, entre otras, el aporte del Atlántico y Mar Negro, el aporte fluvial y eólico,
hidrotermal y de sedimentos profundos. Con respecto a esto se destaca que en ciertas
regiones un elevado contenido en Ba podría relacionarse con el aporte local derivado
de la disolución de barita, la influencia de sedimentos de cuencas hipersalinas o la
difusión de aguas subterráneas. En cuanto a los mecanismos de precipitación de este
Ba disuelto como barita, éstos se han discutido durante décadas. En general las aguas
marinas están subsaturadas en Ba, por lo que otros mecanismos, como la actividad
biológica, se hacen necesarios para explicar dicha precipitación. Se ha propuesto que la
barita precipita en microambientes sobresaturados en Ba generados por la
descomposición de la materia orgánica. Por otra parte, también desde hace décadas, se
viene proponiendo la posible participación bacteriana en este proceso. Precisamente,
en los grupos de investigación en los que se ha desarrollado esta tesis doctoral se viene
investigando desde hace tiempo sobre este particular habiendo sido los primeros en
haber obtenido la producción bacteriana de barita en condiciones de laboratorio. En
primer lugar, en el año 2003, la obtuvieron con bacterias del suelo, concretamente con
especies de mixobacterias y, posteriormente, en 2012 con bacterias marinas
procedentes de colecciones de cultivo. En este segundo caso con varias cepas de
diferentes especies: Idiomarina loihiensis, Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus y
Planomicrobium okeanokoites. Teniendo en cuenta la importancia de estos hallazgos,
así como de las perspectivas que abrían en este campo de investigación se propuso,
como uno de los objetivos de esta tesis doctoral, el ensayar la producción de barita con
bacterias marinas aisladas directamente de sus hábitats naturales. La oportunidad
para llevar a cabo esta investigación la brindaba el hecho de poder participar en la
campaña “Ristretto e Lungo” organizada por la Universidad de Utrecht (Países Bajos),
que permitía poder disponer de muestras de agua de mar procedentes de diferentes
localizaciones y profundidades. Con esta finalidad se eligieron muestras procedentes
de la cuenca Algero‐Balear y del Mar Jónico. A partir de ellas, y utilizando un medio de
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cultivo adecuado para crecimiento general de bacterias marinas (el denominado
Marine Broth, de DIFCO laboratories, gelificado con agar‐agar), se procedió al
aislamiento de numerosas colonias bacterianas. Este aislamiento se llevó a efecto de
manera que el número de colonias aisladas supusieran, en conjunto, un número
representativo de las que presentaban diferentes morfologías, tamaños, coloraciones,
etc., caracteres todos ellos que podían indicar que las respectivas colonias estaban
producidas por bacterias que pertenecían a especies y/o cepas diferentes. Siguiendo
las técnicas adecuadas se procedió a la identificación molecular de cada uno de los
aislados y se realizaron ensayos de producción de barita siguiendo la metodología
desarrollada por los autores antes mencionados. Hay que destacar que estos ensayos
han puesto de manifiesto que, de entre las bacterias aisladas, hay un número elevado
de diversas cepas de especies diferentes pertenecientes, asimismo, a grupos
filogenéticos diversos. En concreto se trata de cepas de los géneros Marinobacter,
Alteromonas, Pseudoalteromonas, Idiomarina, Bacillus y Brevibacillus. Además de esta
diversidad detectada entre las cepas aisladas en este trabajo hay que resaltar que,
según se encuentra descrito en la bibliografía consultada, diversas cepas de estas
especies se hallan distribuidas de manera abundante en muy diversas localizaciones
y/o hábitats marinos y oceánicos. Por otra parte, los ensayos realizados con ellas en
relación con su capacidad de producción de barita, en los medios de cultivo diseñados
por los autores mencionados, han puesto de manifiesto dos cosas interesantes. En
primer lugar, que en los casos en los que el crecimiento bacteriano en estos medios era
notable se producían, también de manera abundante, precipitados de mayor o menor
cristalinidad, mientras que en los casos en los que el desarrollo bacteriano era escaso
la producción de esos precipitados no se daba o, al menos, esa producción era dudosa.
Y, en segundo lugar, que de entre las cepas que claramente eran productoras de estos
precipitados, esta producción se daba con mayor abundancia por las cepas bacterianas
que presentaban una mayor presencia o cantidad de sustancias poliméricas
extracelulares (EPS). El análisis de los precipitados producidos se realizó mediante
difracción de rayos X y Microscopía electrónica de barrido de alta resolución acoplada
con microanálisis de energía dispersiva de rayos X. Los resultados de estos análisis
indican que se ha producido barita, pero además, junto con ella, otras fases minerales
más o menos cristalinas o amorfas en las que conviven fosfato y sulfato de bario,
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pudiéndose apreciar fases en que predomina el fosfato de bario, prácticamente
amorfas, y fases en las que, a medida que disminuye el contenido en fosfato y aumenta
el sulfato de Ba, presentan un mayor grado de cristalinidad. Esto lleva a concluir, como
ya apuntaron los autores mencionados más arriba, que el EPS bacteriano jugaría un
papel destacado en la producción de barita: fijar el Ba a grupos fosfato presentes en
estos polímeros extracelulares bacterianos, produciendo fosfato de Ba que
posteriormente iría evolucionando a sulfato de Ba. Este sulfato, en el caso de los
ensayos que se han llevado a cabo en el laboratorio, procedería del metabolismo
bacteriano. ¿Qué ocurriría, entonces, en los hábitats marinos u oceánicos? ¿Qué papel
jugarían allí las bacterias en relación con la producción de barita? En estos hábitats,
donde la concentración de Ba es de subsaturación en relación a la que se precisa para
precipitar barita, pero hay suficiente concentración de sulfato para que la misma
ocurra, no sería necesario el aporte del mismo por el metabolismo bacteriano. Aquí, el
papel de las bacterias sería fundamentalmente el aporte de EPS que ofrecería
abundancia de grupos fosfato a los que se fijará el Ba, danto lugar a concentraciones
locales del mismo suficientes para que, a través de la evolución que se acaba de
mencionar, sea posible la producción de barita. En base a esta idea se hicieron los
recuentos del número de unidades formadoras de colonias (UFC) totales en las
muestras utilizadas, que dieron como resultado (7.19 ± 1.0) x 104 UFC/ml en la
muestra de la cuenca Algero‐Balear y (3.6 ± 1.2) x 105 UFC/ml en la muestra del Mar
Jónico. Sin embargo, hay que tener en cuenta que el medio de cultivo Marine Broth es
un medio de cultivo general y que, por tanto, no todas las bacterias presentes en las
muestras pueden desarrollarse en el mismo sino solo aquellas cuyo tipo de
metabolismo lo permita, por lo que es lógico deducir que el número de UFC presentes
en el agua de mar del que proceden las muestras es muy superior al detectado en los
ensayos. Teniendo en cuenta la enorme diversidad metabólica de las bacterias, lo que
les permite vivir y desarrollarse en condiciones muy diversas, parece claro que su
papel en la precipitación de barita ha sido en el pasado y lo es en la actualidad de gran
relevancia. En consecuencia, por todo lo anteriormente mencionado se puede
proponer que la producción bacteriana impactaría significativamente en la
precipitación de barita, y esto sería un proceso importante a tener en cuenta cuando se
utilicen indicadores de Ba en reconstrucciones paleoceanográficas.
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Abstract
This thesis aims to investigate the Ba biogeochemical cycle in the Mediterranean
Sea by analyzing this element in both the sedimentary record in the Mediterranean
basins and in the water column, and also from exploring the barite (BaSO4)
precipitation mechanisms in marine environments. The biogeochemical cycle of Ba is
closely related to the carbon cycle since this element is a proxy for marine biological
productivity and, therefore, for the oceanic response to climate change. This is due to
the abundant precipitation of barite in the water column in regions of high biological
productivity, which results in high Ba concentrations in marine sediments. Although
diverse proxies have been traditionally used to reconstruct biological productivity,
barite has revealed as a reliable proxy being usually well preserved in the sedimentary
record under enough oxygenated conditions, and it has been widely used for
paleoceanographic reconstructions. In the case of the Mediterranean Sea, its semi‐
enclosed character and restricted water circulation have amplified its response to
climate variability, in particular regarding marine biological productivity. Thus, during
periods of climate change towards conditions of higher humidity and precipitation, the
enhanced nutrient input led to a significant increase in productivity. In addition, the
high contribution of freshwater also entailed stratification of the water masses leading
to decreasing oxygenation in deep waters, and enhancing organic matter preservation
and sapropel deposition. In this thesis, a detailed analysis of the Ba content in sapropel
layers in the different Mediterranean basins has been made in order to assess their
spatial and temporal variability, as well as the Ba record preserved within sapropels.
Regarding the differences between the Mediterranean basins, higher sedimentation
rates in shallower areas have led to a significant dilution of the Ba content. Moreover,
the spatial variability is consistent with the Nile being the main source of nutrients. In
the western Mediterranean, Organic Rich Layers have been deposited with lower
organic carbon content and Ba than sapropels. For instance, in the Tyrrhenian,
although sapropels have been deposited, the Ba content is significantly lower than in
the easternmost basins. Temporal variability is even more significant. In general,
Pleistocene sapropels have a higher Ba content than their younger equivalents, in
particular, the most recent sapropel (S1). The organic carbon content also depends on
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preservation, being particularly high in Pliocene sapropels due to the development of
anoxic environment. However, the Ba content is comparable to those of the
Pleistocene, indicating greater productivity in both periods, although the preservation
of organic matter during the Pliocene may have been significantly higher. Barite has
been separated from different sapropel layers to compare its nature and preservation.
It is demonstrated that regardless of the age and location, barite has the usual
morphology and composition of the authigenic barite formed in the water column,
which corroborates the significant increase in productivity during sapropel deposition
and the optimal preservation of the Ba record in the Mediterranean. However, despite
the wide use of the Ba content as a productivity proxy, the mechanisms leading to
barite precipitation in seawater are still poorly understood. To advance in the
knowledge of the biogeochemistry of this element, a study of dissolved Ba in the water
column has also been carried out in a transect along the Mediterranean to further
understand its distribution in the different water masses of this basin. The values
obtained vary between 6.5 and 11.1 µg/l, in agreement with data published by other
authors. There are significant variations with depth and along the studied transect,
with an average of 8.3 µg/l in the first 200 m in the closest station to Gibraltar and 7.5
µg/l in the easternmost region. At intermediate depths (200‐600 m) the concentration
ranges from 8.9 µg/l in the western Mediterranean to 9.5 µg/l in the eastern basins. In
deep waters, the concentration is more uniform, around 10.3 µg/l. It is higher due to
the partial dissolution of barite that reaches the seafloor. In general, the Ba distribution
in deep waters reflects the precipitation of marine barite in the mesopelagic zone. In
addition, the different sources of Ba to the Mediterranean have also been evaluated,
including, among others, the contribution of the Atlantic and the Black Sea, the fluvial
and wind inputs, as well as the hydrothermal and deep sediment contributions. It is
also highlighted that in certain regions a high content of Ba could be related to the local
contribution derived from the dissolution of barite, the influence of sediments from
hypersaline basins, or the diffusion from groundwater. Regarding the Ba precipitation
mechanisms, these have been debated for decades. In general, marine waters are
subsaturated in Ba, so biogeochemical processes would be required to explain barite
precipitation. It has been suggested that barite precipitates in Ba‐supersaturated
microenvironments where the decomposition of organic matter occurs. The bacterial
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role in this process has also been suggested. In the research groups in which this
doctoral thesis has been carried out, this has been investigated since time ago, and it
was demonstrated for the first time that microbial barite can precipitate under
laboratory conditions. In 2003 barite was obtained in experiments using soil bacteria,
specifically Myxobacteria species, and later on, in 2012 using marine bacteria from
culture collections. Several strains of different species: Idiomarina loihiensis,
Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus and Planomicrobium okeanokoites were used in
those experiments. Considering these important findings, as well as the field of
research opened, this thesis was conceived to test the precipitation of barite by marine
bacteria isolated directly from their natural habitats. The participation in the "Ristretto
e Lungo" cruise (University of Utrecht) provided samples of seawater from different
locations and depths across a Mediterranean transect, and two stations were selected,
one in the Algero‐Balearic basin and another one in the Ionian Sea. A suitable culture
medium for the usual growth of marine bacteria (the so‐called Marine Broth, from
DIFCO laboratories, gelled with agar‐agar), was used and numerous bacterial colonies
were isolated. Bacteria were isolated in a way that the whole isolated colonies would
represent different morphologies, sizes, colour, etc. in turn representing bacteria
belonging to different species and/or strains. Appropriate techniques were used for
molecular identification of each bacterial isolate and barite production assays were
carried out following the methodology previously developed by the host group. These
assays have shown that among the isolated bacteria there is a high number of strains
of different species belonging to diverse phylogenetic groups. Specifically, these are
strains of the genera Marinobacter, Alteromonas, Pseudoalteromonas, Idiomarina,
Bacillus and Brevibacillus. In addition to this diversity among the strains isolated,
several strains of these species are also abundantly distributed in diverse locations
and/or marine and oceanic habitats. The assays carried out with such genera to test
their barite production capacity have provided new insights into barite precipitation:
i) when the bacterial growth in these media was significant, precipitates with different
crystallinity were abundantly produced, whereas in the cases in which the bacterial
growth was scarce the production of those precipitates did not occur or, at least, the
production was questionable. ii) Among the strains that were clearly producers of
these precipitates, this production was abundant in the cultures with bacterial strains
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showing large quantities of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). The analysis of
the precipitates was carried out using X‐ray diffraction and high‐resolution scanning
electron microscopy coupled with X‐ray energy dispersive microanalysis. The results
of these analyses have served to demonstrate that barite shows different crystallinity,
including mineral phases where barium phosphate predominates which mostly
amorphous, and phases in which the phosphate content decreases while the Ba sulfate
increase, showing higher degree of crystallinity. Hence, as already suggested in
previous studies, it is demonstrated that bacterial EPS play a major role in barite
precipitation by fixing Ba ions to phosphate groups present in these bacterial
extracellular polymers, and producing barium phosphate that would eventually evolve
to Ba sulfate. Under experimental conditions, the sulfate derives from bacterial
metabolism. However, what would it happen in marine habitats? What would be the
role of bacteria in barite production? In these habitats, where the concentration of Ba
is undersaturated in relation to that required for barite precipitation, there is enough
sulfate thus the sulfate supply by bacterial metabolism is not required. Here, the role of
bacteria would be essentially producing EPS that would provide abundant phosphate
groups to which Ba binds, this would increase local Ba concentrations triggering the
aforementioned crystallization process. Based on this hypothesis, the total number of
colony‐forming units (CFU) was counted, which resulted in (7.19 ± 1.0) x 104 CFU/ml
in the sample from the Algero‐Balear basin and (3.6 ± 1.2) x 105 CFU/ml in the Ionian
Sea sample. However, it must be also taken into account that the Marine Broth culture
medium is a general culture medium and not all bacteria present in the samples can
properly grow in it but only those whose type of metabolism allows growing.
Therefore, it is logical to deduce that the number of CFUs present in the seawater from
which the samples come is much higher than the detected in the tests. Taking into
account the high metabolic diversity of bacteria, which allows them to live and develop
in diverse conditions, it is suggested that their microbial role in barite precipitation has
been of major importance over geological time scales. In summary, it is demonstrated
that bacterial production has a significant impact on barite production, and this would
be a major process to take into account when using Ba proxies for paleoceanographic
reconstructions.
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Chapter I. Introduction
At present, gaining further knowledge on climate change impacts and climate
responses is essential to assess future climate change scenarios. In this regard, oceans
play a major role as essential components of our climate system. In recent decades
they have undergone major physical and biogeochemical modifications in response to
natural and human‐induced global change. Warming, acidification, deoxygenation and
changes in primary productivity are considered as four major stressors of ocean
ecosystems (e.g., Bopp et al., 2013). In the coming decades the effect of these stressors
will be amplified. The Mediterranean Sea in particular is considered an important hot
spot for climate change and one of the most vulnerable regions with regard to the
aforementioned ocean stressors. Hence, understanding temporal and spatial variations
in ocean productivity is fundamental for assessing global changes. Most productivity
reconstructions to date are based on Ba proxies, whereas the nature of marine barite
and mechanisms for Barium precipitation in seawater are largely unknown. The
biogeochemistry of barium has intrigued geochemists for decades because of its
nutrient‐like distribution in seawater and its precipitation as barite in the water
column, despite widespread undersaturation conditions (Monnin et al., 1999). To
explain this apparent contradiction, it has been suggested that barite precipitates in
barite‐supersaturated microenvironments generated by the biological degradation of
sinking organic matter (Dehairs et al., 1980; Bishop et al., 1988). This is of great
relevance, since barium fluxes to the deep ocean and barite accumulation in sediments
is widely used as a proxy to reconstruct past ocean export productivity (e.g., Paytan
and Griffith, 2007); this in turn has implications for reconstructions of the marine
carbon cycle and global climate. It has recently hypothesized that barite formation in
the ocean may be linked to microbial activity (González‐Muñoz et al., 2003; 2012;
Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), a possibility supported by the correlation
between the abundance of bacterial activity and barite in the ocean water column
(Dehairs et al., 2008; Jacquet et al., 2011; Planchon et al., 2013). The capability of
certain marine bacteria to mediate barite precipitation under experimental conditions
has also served to demonstrate that bacteria likely mediate barite precipitation in
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natural environments. Within this context, exploring barite precipitation and the
biogeochemistry of Ba in the Mediterranean are the main aims of this thesis.
I.1. The global carbon cycle and productivity oscillations
Carbon is the fourth most abundant element on Earth and it is the fundamental
basis of life, its biogeochemical cycle describing the carbon fluxes between
atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and geosphere. A continuous CO2 exchange
between the atmosphere and the oceans takes place, oceans being major carbon
reservoirs, occupying 70% of the Earth´s surface. The distribution of sources and sinks
depends on oceanic circulation and biological productivity, since the efficiency of the
ocean as a CO2 buffer relies on temperature and density. CO2 is more soluble in cold
and saline waters, but also depends on atmospheric CO2 concentrations regulated by
the biological pump (Passow and Carlson, 2012). The emission of greenhouse gases to
the atmosphere raises temperatures, decreasing carbon sequestration efficiency in
oceans due to lower CO2 dissolution rates at high temperatures. The biological pump
plays an important role in ocean chemistry and the global carbon cycle, through
carbon sequestration mediated by biological productivity (Figure 1), which transforms
inorganic carbon from atmospheric CO2 (dissolved inorganic carbon, DIC) into organic
carbon (or dissolved organic matter, DOM) that is vertically transported to the deep
ocean (Chisholm, 2000; Meyer et al., 2016). Organic carbon is commonly divided into
particulate organic carbon (POC), composed of phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria
and detritus; and dissolved organic carbon (DOC), mainly composed of molecules and
mostly produced in the surface layers by phytoplankton (Eppley and Peterson, 1979;
Volk and Hoffert, 1985; Cavan et al., 2017; Boyd et al., 2019; Kujawinski, 2011; Hansell,
2013). Dissolved organic carbon is mostly used as nutrient by microrganisms, while
larger organisms consume particulate organic carbon (e.g., Middleburg, 2019). DOC is
remineralized by heterotrophic prokaryotes through the water column, then exported
to the deep ocean, where it forms the largest reduced carbon pool in the biosphere. In
the euphotic zone (0‐200 m), the DOC concentrations (10 – 102 µmol/l) are usually one
order of magnitude higher than those of POC (1 – 10 µmol/l), while in sediments the
trend is the opposite, being of the order of 106 µmol/l and DOC in pore waters of 102 –
103 µmol/l (e.g., Wilson and Arndt, 2017). DOC concentrations decrease downward in
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the water column, for instance in the central Red Sea, where the DOC values (from 41.4
to 95.4 µmol/l) are roughly 70.0 µmol/l in the epipelagic zone, then decrease to 50.7
µmol/l in the mesopelagic zone (Calleja et al., 2019). In the Weddell Sea the average
water column DOC is 52 ± 11 µmol/l, in surface waters up to 69 µmol/l, and within
denser water layers, in the lower pelagic zone, up to roughly 61 µmol/l (Geuer, 2015).
In the Equatorial Pacific, the DOC ranges are 60 – 70 µmol/l and the deep water values
range 35 – 40 µmol/l (Sharp et al., 1995). After atmospheric CO2 sequestration and its
transformation into organic carbon by the biological pump, it is again transformed into
DIC and eventually upwells to the surface (Álvarez‐Salgado et al., 2001; Mills et al.,
2004; Rykaczewski and Dunne, 2010). Roughly 25% of the carbon fixed in the upper
ocean sinks to the depths (Falkowski et al., 2000), and only a small fraction of the POC
can elude the mineralization processes and contribute to accumulation and burial in
sediments, some 0.5% of the gross production (Hedges and Keil, 1995; Passow and
Carlson, 2012; Boyd et al., 2019). The current carbon oceanic pool is of 624 Gt C,
comparable to the atmospheric CO2 reservoir of roughly 750Gt C, which highlights
oceans as an efficient atmospheric CO2 removal system (Hansell, 2013; Hansell and
Carlson, 2015; Calleja et al., 2019). Thus, an understanding of past variations related to
biological pump efficiency, through paleoproductivity reconstructions, can be
considered a key factor for assessing current climate change (e.g., Paytan et al., 1996;
Capotondi et al., 2016; Diester‐Haass et al., 2018). Paleoclimate and paleoproductivity
reconstructions are based on a wide range of proxies. Among others, Ba excess is held
to be a reliable proxy for productivity reconstruction when deriving from biogenic
barite, as barite is a refractory well preserved mineral in the sedimentary record under
oxygenated conditions (Gingele et al., 1999; Paytan and Griffith, 2007; Liguori et al.,
2016). The mineral barite (barium sulphate, BaSO4) forms and accumulates below
areas of high productivity (Pfeifer et al., 2001; Griffith and Paytan, 2012; Costa et al.,
2017; Diester‐Haass and Faul, 2019). A close link between Ba excess and organic
carbon has been demonstrated both in sediment traps and in sediments (Dymond et
al., 1992; Dymond and Collier, 1996; Schoepfer et al., 2015). Marine barite crystals,
ranging in size from 0.5 to 5 μm, precipitate in the water column within Ba‐saturated
decaying organic matter microenvironments, even though the ocean is subsaturated in
this element (Monnin et al., 1999; Rushdi et al., 2000; Horner et al., 2017). The link
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between Ba excess in marine sediments and higher biological productivity was already
suggested by Goldberg and Arrhenius in 1958 in the Pacific, then by Turekian and
Tausch in 1964 in the Atlantic. Since then, many studies have demonstrated the
association between barium distribution and carbon fluxes (e.g., Dymond and Collier,
1996; Jacquet et al., 2004, 2005; Guieu et al., 2005; Paytan and Griffith, 2007; Jacquet et
al., 2016; Pyle et al., 2018; Carter et al., 2020; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2020). Dissolved
barium has a nutrient‐like behavioral profile in the water column, with low
concentrations in surface waters and increased content in deep waters (Jeandel et al.,
1996; Paytan and Griffith, 2007; Roeske et al., 2012). Particulate barium has a
maximum 100‐600 m water depth within the mesopelagic zone (Dehairs et al., 1997;
Jacquet et al., 2005). The mechanisms controlling Ba precipitation in the water column
are not fully understood, despite the widespread use of Ba proxies to reconstruct
productivity and the clear link between the Barium cycle and biological processes in
the ocean (Lemaitre et al., 2018; Figure 2). Although the formation of
microenvironments where marine barite precipitates requires barium and sulphate
saturation (e.g., Horner et al., 2017), the processes leading to such saturation are not
well known. It has been shown that diatoms, acantharia and fecal pellets can provide
Ba ions, but their abundance is insufficient to explain Ba concentrations in water and
sediments (Fresnel et al., 1979; Gooday and Nott, 1982; Bernstein et al., 1992; Bertram
and Cowen, 1997). The precipitation of barite by bacteria (González‐Muñoz et al.,
2003, 2012) was a major finding in this respect, advancing our understanding of the
organisms involved in marine barite precipitation mechanisms.
I.2. Barium biogeochemistry
Barium is a relatively abundant trace element in the oceans, its concentrations
varying from 30 to 140 nM, and having a residence time (RT) of roughly 10,000 years
(Chan et al., 1976; Rubin et al., 2003; Hsieh and Henderson, 2017). Ba usually shows a
spatial correlation with Si distribution even though their cycles are decoupled, with a
nutrient‐type vertical profile increasing from 30‐60 nM in surface waters —except in
upwelling or river areas— to 140 nM in deep waters (Chan et al., 1976; Jeandel et al.,
1996; Jacquet et al., 2007, 2016). Dissolved Ba concentrations in the Atlantic (Chan et
al., 1976), the Indian and the Southern Ocean (Jeandel et al., 1996; Jacquet et al., 2004,
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2007, 2008; Hoppema et al., 2010), the North Pacific (Dehairs et al., 2008) and the
Mediterranean Sea are of the same order of magnitude, although the Mediterranean
vertical gradient is smaller compared to the open oceans. This suggests that the
Mediterranean Sea is even more undersaturated in Ba than other ocean waters; its
dissolved Ba distribution appears to be mainly affected by water circulation in the
epipelagic and mesopelagic zones (Pyle et al., 2018). Meanwhile, the high Ba
concentrations in deep waters are linked to particulate Ba dissolution and could be
further enhanced by low ventilation and residence time (Chan et al., 1976; Jacquet et
al., 2016). The nutrient‐type behavior of Ba is reflected in its isotopic variations in the
water column, affected not only by hydrodynamic processes but also by
biogeochemical processes (Horner et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2016; Bates et al., 2017).
Surface waters are relatively depleted in the lighter Ba isotope due to organic matter
production; in contrast, deep waters are enriched in the light isotope. This isotopic
fractionation points out that Ba is incorporated into organic matter during marine
barite precipitation, the main Ba carrier mineral, which latterly sinks to the deep ocean
and may partially dissolve. Seawater

δ138/134Ba

values range from 0.24 to 0.65 ‰

(Hsieh and Henderson, 2017), yet in open ocean sediments the value decreases to 0.09
± 0.01 ‰, correlated with particulate Ba sinking to the deep ocean (Horner et al.,
2015; Bridgestock et al., 2018). The biogenic fractionation of Ba isotopes supports its
use as a proxy for land–sea interactions and ocean mixing processes (Horner et al.,
2015; Cao et al., 2016; Bates et al., 2017; Hsieh and Henderson, 2017). Regarding
barium distribution in the ocean water column, it has been shown that higher
mesopelagic particulate Ba (marine barite) is tied to higher bacterial production
(Dehairs et al., 2008; Jacquet et al., 2011; Planchon et al., 2013). The precipitation of
barite under laboratory conditions (González‐Muñoz et al., 2003, 2012; Martínez‐Ruiz
et al., 2018) further supports this link. Under experimental conditions, extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS) serve as nucleation sites to concentrate Ba ions (Martínez‐
Ruiz et al., 2018). These findings point to the same role in the seawater column, given
the presence of abundant bacteria in natural environments. It has moreover been
demonstrated that microorganisms can generate a saturation of sulphates through
sulphur compound oxidation as well as enhance Ba accumulation linked to biofilms
(Glamoclija et al., 2004; Sanchez‐Moral et al., 2004; Senko et al., 2004; Bonny and
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Jones, 2008; Stevens et al., 2015; Singer et al., 2016). Although the exact mechanisms
for barite are still poorly understood, it has been demonstrated that bacterial cells and
EPS phosphate groups act as precursors of barite (Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2019).

Fig.1. Simplified scheme of the biological pump in oceans.
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Fig.2. Conceptual model of barium cycling in low‐sulphate water columns. Depth profiles of p[P]
and p[Ba]XS in Lake Superior (North America), an extreme Ba undersaturated environment alike
to those occurring in marine basins. (1) Autotrophic production leads to a peak in OM (organic
matter) near the surface, indicated by the maximum in p[P]. (2) Microbial respiration within
aggregates of decaying OM leads to development of barite‐supersaturated microenvironments
and precipitation of barite. (3) Continued respiration diminishes OM concentrations and
destroys protected microenvironments, preventing further build‐up of Ba2+ and sulphate ions
and thus any additional barite formation; settling barites are exposed to undersaturated waters
and may start to dissolve. This scheme highlights the necessity of a constrained framework for
barite precipitation and the importance of the microenvironment (From Horner et al., 2017).

The role of EPS is particularly important in this regard, living cells are not a
requirement for cation bioadsorption in carbonate precipitation, since it can also occur
in EPS without living cells (Bontognali et al., 2014). In general, bacterial biomasses
favoring accumulation mechanisms, and not only of Ba but also of diverse metals
(Kikuchi and Tanaka, 2012; Merroun and Selenska‐Pobell, 2008; Sheshadri et al.,
2012). A soil bacterium (Myxococcus xanthus) was the first used to test prokaryotic
barite precipitation under laboratory conditions showing Ba bioadsoption (González‐
Muñoz et al., 1997, 2003). These landmark studies using bacteria, were preceded by
others reporting intracellular barite crystals in some algae and protozoa, though their
abundance cannot account for that of marine barite (Fresnel et al., 1979; Bernstein et
al., 1987, 1992; Levin, 1994; Bertram and Cowen, 1997). In sum, it has been broadly
demonstrated that organic microenvironments linked to decaying organic matter are
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appropriate sites for Ba saturation; therefore, the Ba cycle is closely related to the
carbon cycle.
I.3. The microbial role in mineral precipitation
Mineral precipitation derives from processes that separate solids from a solution
through changes in physical and chemical conditions: pressure, temperature,
saturation and biological activity. Even though the body of current knowledge about
microorganisms is broad, only about 1% of them are known to play an important role
in mineral precipitation. Diverse prokaryotic precipitation mechanisms have been
reported. For instance, certain bacteria use metal ions as an energy source, reducing
them and releasing energy used for bacterial processes; they are thereby able to
bioremediate contaminated soils and waters by mine waste (e.g., Merroun et al., 2006;
Newsome et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2014; Romero‐González et al., 2016). Chromium
reduction by microbes can transform a highly bioavailable and toxic species into a
comparatively immobile Cr species, helping to mitigate its toxicity. While the copper
present on electronic circuit boards can be extracted using acids or high temperatures,
its recovery through biolixiviation is a cheaper and more eco‐friendly process (Chen et
al., 2015; Yang et al., 2014; Awasthi et al., 2016). Certain iron, copper, uranium and
gold ore deposits have been traditionally attributed to inorganic precipitation, but this
paradigm changed when it was shown that they can be mediated by microorganisms
(Sillitoe et al., 2005; Sanyal et al., 2019; Tornos et al., 2019). Microorganisms also affect
aquifers by modifying the environmental conditions controlling dissolution processes,
increasing dissolution rates of the host rock; and the mineral background of sediments
or rocks can also be affected by microbial communities (e.g., Rodríguez‐Navarro et al.,
2012). Overall, microbes play a major role in many biogeochemical cycles through
mineral and metal speciation, mineral precipitation and mineral dissolution.
Distinguishing between biotically‐mediated minerals and abiotically‐mediated
precipitates is no straightforward matter, however. Crystal shape is usually indicative
of microbial precipitation. Spheres, ovoids, dumbells and rounded shapes may be
linked to such precipitation, with amorphous phases as mineral precursors. Still,
morphology cannot be systematically applied, as inorganic precipitation also results in
spherical morphologies (González‐Muñoz et al., 2003, 2008, 2010; Bonny and Jones,
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2008; Morcillo, 2010; Rodríguez‐Navarro et al., 2007; 2012; Widanagamage et al.,
2018). In the case of barite, morphology is certainly characteristic: authigenic barite,
diagenetic barite and hydrothermal barite are clearly differentiated. In addition, Sr and
S isotopes with crystal morphology characterize barite origin (Paytan et al., 2002).
Because organic interfaces enhance strontium content in marine barite (Wallace,
2019), this would lead to an enriched lighter Sr isotope. Sr isotopic fractionation also
sheds light on authigenic precipitation and recrystallization (Griffith et al., 2018).
Moreover, sulfur and oxygen isotopes can serve to distinguish between sulphate
sources and identify biochemical processes such as sulphate reduction.
Bacterial precipitation mechanisms can either be controlled by microorganisms
(Mann et al., 1983) or be the indirect consequence of other biological processes, known
as biologically induced mineralization (Lowenstam, 1981). In the case of bacteria,
except in very specific cases (e.g., magnetosomes), the precipitation processes are
considered as biologically induced mineralization. Bacteria promote this kind of
mineralization by providing surfaces to bind ions, and/or through their own
metabolism. In the former case, the cellular walls and the bacterial secreted polymers
contain a large quantity of ligands that participate in cation fixation processes. The
cations associate to become a crystallization nucleus, and the type and space of ligands
on a surface will condition the cation type to be fixed, as well as the orientation and
structure of a future nucleus (Fowle and Fein, 2001; Bazylinski et al., 2006). In the
latter case, involving the bacterial metabolism, activity can affect metabolite
concentration in the solution and the surrounding parameters determine the
precipitation (or not) of some compounds. All these processes are known in general as
biosorption, which includes adsorption, absorption, ionic exchange, binding to a
surface and precipitation (Gadd, 2009). They require the saturation of a cation or
compound in the solution along with adequate thermodynamic and kinetic conditions.
Any structure containing proteins, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides can provide sites
to fix metallic ions and other elements, their composition affording different functional
groups for binding. The cellular wall, the extracellular polymers and the S layer are the
most important sites, being external structures in direct contact with the area
surrounding the cell. The anionic functional groups present in the cell walls of Gram‐
positive and Gram‐negative bacteria are responsible for the global negative charge;
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and the abundant phosphate groups allow for binding with diverse elements (Van der
Wal et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 2007). Furthermore, as most microorganisms secrete EPS
on their surface —generally composed by polysaccharides and less frequently by
proteins— the polymers of this material are also negatively charged due to the
presence of uronic acids, pyruvate, phosphate or sulphate. In general, the polymers
forming the EPS are produced and secreted by bacteria and other microorganisms to
promote cell adaptability. Merroun et al. (1998, 2001, 2003) demonstrated the
implication of EPS in silver, plumb and lantene sorption by M. xanthus, while González‐
Muñoz et al. (1997) described uranium sorption by the same bacterium. Other authors
have studied the sorption capacity of EPS isolated from bacteria (Guibaud et al., 2008;
Morillo‐Pérez et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2009). Mata‐Gómez (2006) analyzed halophylic
microorganisms of the genera Halomonas, Alteromonas and Idiomarina, among others,
finding that all the studied EPS were heteropolysaccharides mainly made up of
carbohydrates and organic components, but also containing an inorganic fraction as
sulphates and phosphates. In general, sulphates and phosphates are usual ligands of
the EPS; their presence lends the exopolysaccharides significant binding properties.
The structure of the most abundant insoluble phosphate, apatite [(Ca5(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)],
is very tolerant to substitutions and could incorporate most of the elements in its
crystalline structure (McConnell, 1973). González‐Muñoz et al. (2010) showed that soil
bacteria of the genus Myxococcus induced precipitation of a number of phosphates,
carbonates, sulphates, chlorides, oxalates and silicates. Thus, the ionic exchange on the
bacteria cell surface and EPS could have a role in the creation of nucleation sites for a
wide variety of minerals, including marine barite. It is also known that EPS play a
major role in barite precipitation in the ocean, supporting the link of bacterial
production and Ba distribution (Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2018, 2019).
I.4. Barium cycling in the Mediterranean
The Mediterranean Sea constitutes a natural laboratory of great relevance, being
particularly sensitive to climate variability owing to its semi‐enclosed basin character
and restricted water circulation. The Mediterranean Sea sediment records contain the
so‐called “sapropels” (Kidd et al., 1978): organic‐matter‐rich sediments with dark
layers of centimetric thickness having over 2% of Total Organic Carbon (TOC) that are
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highly enriched in Ba. These deposits, related to variations in environmental
conditions, hold keys to understand climate variability and paleoceanographic
evolution of the Mediterranean basins. The deposition of sapropels results from a
combination of decreased oxygen concentrations at depth and enhanced biological
productivity in surface waters (Rohling and Hilgen, 1991; Rohling et al., 2015). The
precession minima in the North Hemisphere led to a maximum summer insolation
(Rohling and Hilgen, 1991) with a subsequent maximum monsoon activity (Rossignol‐
Strick and Paterne, 1999). The thermal differences between the ocean and the
continent, marked by seasons, provoked an increase in North Africa precipitation, thus
a maximum Monsoon. In the Mediterranean, the increase in humidity led to higher
river runoff (Rossignol‐Strick and Paterne, 1999). The North African Monsoon affected
the eastern Mediterranean Sea by providing a high input of nutrients from rivers,
which enhanced primary productivity. The river runoff moreover led to density
changes in the water column, promoting lower oxygenation in deep waters and poor
ventilation. The combination of both factors produced appropriate conditions for
organic matter accumulation and for preservation. Spatial productivity variations are
reflected by Ba content in Mediterranean sapropels (e.g., Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000,
2003; Weldeab et al., 2003; Moller et al., 2012; Zwiep et al., 2018). At present,
productivity is low and Ba profiles suggest that internal Ba cycling in the
Mediterranean is of minor importance compared to fluxes through the system
(Dehairs, 1987), a hypothesis supported by Jacquet et al. (2016) with their complete
dataset of dissolved Ba for the Mediterranean Sea, showing Ba distribution is mainly
driven by hydrodynamics. Here, the Geotraces project has provided trace elements and
isotope data that serve to characterize diverse processes and quantify Ba fluxes. The
precise Ba distribution in seawater in the Mediterranean Sea analyzed during the
GEOTRACES GA‐04S MedSeA cruise (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019) pointed to more intense
mean particulate Ba cycling than previously estimated, though inputs from
Messinian evaporites call for further study.
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Chapter II. Objectives
The objectives of this thesis rely on significant previous achievements regarding
the bacterial precipitation of barite. In particular, the precipitation of barite by bacteria
(González‐Muñoz et al., 2003, 2012) opened an interesting research field surrounding
the Ba biogeochemical cycle and productivity reconstructions. This thesis is
contributing to further understanding of the marine barite precipitation mechanisms,
with implications for the Ba cycle, but also for paleoproductivity reconstructions and
understanding the link between productivity and climate change. Within this context,
the thesis mainly addresses the particulate and dissolved Ba distribution in the water
column and in the Mediterranean sedimentary record as well as the microbial barite
precipitation mechanisms. The Mediterranean basins are of particular interest in this
regard since, at the geological scale, they record an important biogenic Ba
accumulation linked to cyclic productivity increases deriving from higher humidity and
increasing precipitation. Hence, the main objective of this work is to contribute new
knowledge regarding the still poorly understood Ba biogeochemical cycle, strongly
correlated to the carbon cycle, which is of capital importance in the context of global
change. This main objective includes diverse specific objectives:
1. Establish the interrelations between primary productivity variations and the Ba
distribution in the sedimentary record, linking paleoproductivity oscillations to
climate variability in the Mediterraneans basins over geological time scales. To do so,
the Ba distribution in Mediterranean Sea sediments will be reviewed, and
mineralogical and crystallographic studies will be performed on barite separated from
sapropels from the eastern Mediterranean basin.
2. Determine the distribution of dissolved Ba in the Mediterranean. A high‐resolution
barium profiles from the water column through a Mediterranean Sea transect will be
provided and compared with those from literature to better assess Ba budgets in the
Mediterranean Sea. Ba sources will be also discussed.
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3. Further investigate the bacterial barite precipitation mechanisms and establish the
role that bacteria play in the Ba biogeochemical cycle. Mineral precipitation
experiments using microbiological cultures will be carried out, with the purpose to
demonstrate if marine bacteria isolated from natural seawater samples can promote
barite precipitation.
The proposed objectives are intended to improve our knowledge of the Ba
biogeochemical cycle and the role of bacteria in barite precipitation as well as the
implication of microbial processes for productivity reconstructions based on Ba
proxies.
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Chapter III. Methods
The data and materials used for this study were collected during diverse
oceanographic cruises and also derived from further investigations related to such
campaigns. The materials used, as well as the experiments and analyses performed, are
summarized below.
III.1. Sampling
III.1.1. Water sampling for bacteria isolation
For bacterial isolation and culture experiments, samples were obtained during the
oceanographic campaign "Ristretto e Lungo M83/3" on board research vessel "R/V
Meteor". During this cruise, water samples were collected at different depths (between
50 and 1200 m depth) with a Niskin bottle rosette, which incorporates a recording
system that measures conductivity, temperature and depth, as well as other
measurements such as fluorescence, salinity and oxygen. The depths for collecting the
studied water samples (Table 1) were selected according to the CTD (Conductivity,
Temperature and Depth) profiles obtained at each station, taking into account the
maximum productivity inflections observed in the fluorescence, oxygen, temperature
and salinity profiles, as well as the matching the maximums of productivity (e.g.,
Church and Wolgemuth, 1972; Van Beek et al., 2009). The samples were stored at 4°
and preserved for bacterial isolation.

Table 1. Water depth, coordinates, temperature and salinity at the stations where selected
samples were selected for culture experiments.
Sample

Depth

Latitude

Longitude

T (°C)

S (g/l)

RL 33 CT_10

250 m

37° 44.05' N

2° 12.43' E

13.5

38.5

RL 81 CT_7

200 m

34° 43.00' N

22° 12.90' E

15.8
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III.1.2. Sampling to study Ba distribution in the water column
During the past decade, high‐resolution data of the water column have been
acquired on scientific cruises conducted around the Mediterranean Sea (1999
“Smilable” with RV Logachev; 2010‐2011 “Ristretto e Lungo” with RV Meteor; 2000
“Pasap”, 2008 “Doppio”, 2009 “Macchiato” and 2012 Cortado with RV Pelagia.
Respective codes: SL, RL, PS, DP, MP, CP). For this work, seawater samples were
recovered from different stations and some of them were selected to study a west to
east Mediterranean Sea transect (Table 2, Figure 1). The samples were taken at several
depths in each station (about 24 depths per station) with a rosette of Niskin bottles, 12
litres volume, featuring a CTD system that analyzes several physical parameters at the
very time of sampling. Turbidity, salinity, temperature, fluorescence and depth were
measured with this system. Furthermore, on board measurements were performed for
oxygen, nutrients (nitrate, phosphate and silicate), DIC and total alkalinity, described
in detail below.

Table 2. Stations, water depth and sampling date of the stations along the studied
Mediterranean Sea transect.
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
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RL09CT
CP04CT
RL33CT
CP05CT
MP01CT
DP08CT
RL39CT
DP17CT
PS67CT
CP21CT
CP47CT
SL76CTD
SL56CTD
SL26CTD

Water
depth (m)

Latitude

831
2686
2701
2704
2780
2482
2908
2306
3311
3065
3488
655
1513
2001

36° 06.11' N
37° 24.48' N
37° 44.05' N
38° 10.14' N
39° 49.54' N
38° 20.80' N
34° 40.78' N
38° 28.36' N
36° 52.49' N
34° 23.61' N
35° 15.28' N
40° 18.90' N
35° 97.70' N
33° 39.98' N

Longitude
4° 53.03' W
0° 27.50' E
2° 12.43' E
4° 29.44' E
5° 55.94' E
8° 19.00' E
17° 24.56' E
18° 03.50' E
19° 41.12' E
20° 02.10' E
21° 27.74' E
25° 10.48' E
26° 34.94' E
33° 00.99' E

Date
29/12/2010
22/11/2011
01/01/2011
23/11/2011
26/11/2009
22/10/2008
05/01/2011
25/10/2008
25/05/2000
29/11/2011
06/12/2011
02/09/1999
30/08/1999
24/08/1999

Fig. 1. Studied Mediterranean Sea transect. Numbers indicate the location of the stations where
seawater samples were collected during the scientific cruises across the Mediterranean Sea
basins. Numbers indicate the location of the stations where seawater samples were acquired on
scientific cruises conducted around the Mediterranean Sea (1999 “Smilable” with RV Logachev;
2010‐2011 “Ristretto e Lungo” with RV Meteor; 2000 “Pasap”, 2008 “Doppio”, 2009 “Macchiato”
and 2012 “Cortado” with RV Pelagia. Respective codes: SL, RL, PS, DP, MP, CP). Map source:
Visible Earth‐Blue Marble, NASA. Map source: Visible Earth‐Blue Marble, NASA.

III.1.3. Sampling to study Ba distribution in sediments
Ba distribution profiles were investigated in diverse sediments records from the
Eastern Mediterranean, especially in selected cores from the Ocean Drilling Program
(ODP) Leg 160 (Emeis et al., 1996). We selected four sites from different
paleoceanographic environments (Figure 2, Table 3); and cores from the Ionian basin
(Site 964), the Mediterranean Ridge (site 969) and the Erathostenes Seamount (sites
966 and 967) were sampled to separate marine barite. The methodology and
sedimentary descriptions are reported in Gallego‐Torres et al. (2010) and the enriched
Ba intervals were selected accordingly.
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Fig. 2. Location of the ODP Leg 160 sites from which selected cores have been analysed to
separate marine barite, map plotted with Global Mapper software.

Table 3. Selected cores/intervals from ODP leg 161 sites studied in this thesis.

Sample

Location

Water
depth (m)

Interval
(cm)

Age (ky)

78‐80

120.696

96‐98

124.944

80.5‐82.5

170.502

969A 1H 03

Mediterranean
Ridge

2200

967D 2H 3A

Erathostenes
seamount

2700

966B 1H 03

Erathostenes
seamount

969D 9H 01

Mediterranean
Ridge

2200

30‐32

964 9H 05

Ionian basin

3660

967A 9H 06

Levantine basin

966D 5H 06

Erathostenes
seamount
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Sapropel

I‐cycle

Pleistocene

12

Pleistocene

16

Pleistocene

16

2965

Pliocene

284

89‐91

2965

Pliocene

284

2700

120‐122

2965

Pliocene

284

926

38‐40

2965

Pliocene

284

926

132.5‐134.5

170

136‐138

172

141‐143

174.28

III.2. Bacteria isolation and bacterial culture experiments
III.2.1. Culture media and solutions
The culture medium constitutes an essential nutrient source for microorganism
growth under laboratory conditions. An accurate composition depends on the bacterial
strain intended to grow, as nutritional needs vary considerably. Culture media for
bacteria may be liquid or solid. These nutritive solutions may be prepared with
distilled water or tap water, according to the requirements of the bacteria to be
cultivated. As solid media, the nutritive solutions are prepared in water and gellified
(with a few exceptions) with agar‐agar. In preparing the culture media, the first step is
to dissolve the medium components in water —which in many cases starts from a
commercial preparation with all the dehydrated components— following the
manufacturer's instructions. If the media contain a gellified agent (agar‐agar), it must
to be heated until boiling, stirring occasionally to ensure correct agar fusion and
distribution. For liquid media is not necessary to heat, only to stir the mix of solid
components within the water. To avoid the growth of contaminants, the next step is to
sterilize the culture medium, once its components have dissolved. Depending on
whether Petri dishes (for solid media) or liquid media are used, the steps would be as
follows:
a)

Solid media for use in Petri dishes: the correspondent nutritive solution, with

the necessary agar‐agar amount added, is prepared in 250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks, 100
ml per flask. In each flask, a magnetic stirrer is used to homogenize the corresponding
culture medium once sterilized. Sterilization is carried out in an autoclave at 120 °C for
20 min. Once sterile, the Erlenmeyer flasks are stirred until reaching 50 °C. Then, the
gellified culture medium is poured into sterile Petri dishes (20 ml per plate) which
stand at room temperature in a laminar flow hood until solidified. The Petri dishes are
then stored in a cold chamber at roughly 4 °C until their use.
b)

Liquid media: once the components have dissolved, 2‐4 ml of the liquid

medium is distributed in each test tube, covered with stoppers to sterilize in autoclave.
The test tubes containing the sterile culture medium are stored at 4 °C until their use.
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The composition of the different culture media and solutions used in this work are
detailed below:
‐ Media for bacterial strain isolation, growth and conservation as work
cultures: For marine bacteria isolation and cultivation, “Marine Broth” (MB, DIFCO
Laboratories, USA) was used for both liquid and solid culture media. Its composition is
described below:
Marine Broth (MB)
Peptone

5 g/l

KBr

0.08 g/l

Yeast extract

1 g/l

SrCl2

34 mg/l

C6H5O7Fe

0.1 g/l

H3BO3

22 mg/l

NaCl

19.45 g/l

Na2SiO3

4 mg/l

MgCl2

5.9 g/l

NaF

2.4 mg/l

Na2SO4

3.24 g/l

NH4NO3

1.6 mg/l

CaCl2

1.8 g/l

Na2HPO4

8 mg/l

KCl

0.55 g/l

NaHCO3

0.16 g/l

To prepare liquid MB, suspend 37.4 g of Marine Broth powder in 1 litre of distilled
water. Heat with frequent agitation and boil for 1 minute to completely dissolve the
powder. Autoclave at 121 °C for 15 minutes. For solid MB add 20 g of Agar (DIFCO)
before autoclave. In both cases, pH 6.5 – 7.
‐ Media for barite precipitation experiments: Barite production assays were
conducted in solid culture media enriched with Ba (CMBa) (González‐Muñoz et al.,
2012) containing no free sulphate to avoid inorganic barite precipitation. We used two
CMBa types that differ in the NaCl concentration in order to test the effect of salinity;
their composition is detailed below:
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Ba‐enriched Marine Broth (CMBa1)

Ba‐enriched Marine Broth (CMBa2)

Yeast extract

0.4%

Yeast extract

0.4%

BaCl2 · 2H2O

2mM

BaCl2 · 2H2O

2mM

NaCl

1.9%

NaCl

3.5%

Purified Agar

2%

Purified Agar

2%

PH

7

PH

7

The CMBa1 and CMBa2 media preparation is carried out in two steps. First, the
BaCl2 solution is prepared and then the yeast extract, NaCl and purified agar are added.
Both

culture

media

(CMBa1

and

CMBa2)

are

sterilized and once reached 50 °C they are poured into Petri dishes, 20 ml per plate,
and stored at 4 °C until their use.
‐ Glycerol solutions for bacterial strain conservation during long periods: For
conservation of the bacterial strains during long time periods, in conditions ensuring
their viability, the procedure was as follows:
a) Cryopreservation tubes are prepared with 0.5 ml of glycerol (99%)/tube and
sterilized in autoclave, then stored at 4 °C until their use.
b) Pure cultures of the bacteria to be conserved are prepared by growing the
strains in liquid MB medium until roughly half of their exponential growth phase.
c) 0.5 ml from the bacterial culture prepared as described in b) is added in
aseptic conditions to a cryoconservation tube prepared as described in a). Then the
tubes are stored at ‐80 °C.
The conservation under these conditions assures the viability of bacteria during long
time periods (several years).
‐ NaCl solutions: Saline solutions were necessary for different purposes, and
prepared at two different concentrations of NaCl: 1.9%, the same concentration as in
the Marine Broth culture medium, and 3.5%, like seawater. Both solutions, once
prepared, were poured in test tubes, 5 ml per tube, which were sterilized in autoclave
and stored at 4 °C until their use.
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‐ Solution for marine bacteria fixation: To determine if the filters used for
bacterial isolation from seawater samples contained bacterial cells after washing, they
were submerged in a special fixative solution for marine bacteria (Morcillo, 2010),
with the following composition:
Solution for marine bacteria fixation
Glutaraldehyde

4%

Cacodylate buffer

0.2 M

CaCl

0.1 %

Sacarose

0.4 M

This fixative solution is characterized by an osmolarity of 1205 mOsm/l, very
similar to seawater, avoiding marine bacteria collapse.
‐ Cacodylate buffer 0.1 M, to wash filters after bacterial fixation, prepared for
High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM) observation:
Na(CH3)2 AsO3 · 3H2O

21.40 g

Distilled water

1000 ml

pH = 7.2 ‐ 7.4
‐ Osmium tetroxide 1%, for bacteria post‐fixation, prepared for HRSEM
observation:
Osmium tetroxide

1g

Cacodylate buffer

0.1 M

Distilled water

100 ml

pH = 7.2 ‐ 7.4
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III.2.2. Marine bacteria isolation
Two samples were selected for bacteria isolation, the first from the Balear basin
(200 m depth) in the western Mediterranean, the second from the Ionian Sea (250 m
depth), both locations being plotted in Figure 1, Chapter VI. From each water sample,
100 ml were aseptically filtered using a 0.45 µm pore size filter (Millipore) in a
Kitasato system with a vacuum pump. The filter was recovered with tweezers and
gently shaken in 10 ml of NaCl sterile solution (3.5%); it was then washed with the
same NaCl solution three times. Afterward, appropriate serial dilutions (until a 10‐3
dilution) were performed for both samples and several 100 µl aliquots of each dilution
were inoculated and spread on MB solid medium and incubated at 28 °C. Bacterial
colonies were counted at two time intervals (6 and 20 days). Aiming to (i) isolate the
different bacterial strains present in the samples and (ii) to essay their potential
capability of enhancing barite precipitation in solid CMBa culture media, was proceed
as follows: a selection of colonies —made in view of characteristics such as colour,
shape and morphology, considered a priori as belonging to diferent bacteria strains —
was isolated in order to be identified. The purity of the selected colonies was
confirmed by repeated streaking on solid MB medium and they were afterward
regrowth in liquid MB during 48 h at 28 °C for their conservation. These pure bacterial
suspensions were stored in glycerol at ‐80 °C.
III.2.3. Barite production assays
The assays entailed two phases: presumptive tests to detect barite precipitates, and
confirmative tests to verify and study the bacterial barite producers and their
precipitates. Both phases are described below:
a)

Presumptive test: precipitate detection. The selected bacterial strains were

plated by streaking on solid MB and incubated at 28 °C for 48 h. After growth, the
colonies were picked up with a sterile toothpick and cultivated on solid CMBa1 and
CMBa2 media with the same toothpick drawing several crosses (hence, “the crosses
method”). Afterward they were incubated at 28 °C and observed every day with an
optical microscope (objectives 4x and 10x) to detect the presence of precipitates.
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b) Confirmative test: bacterial barite producers. All the colonies producing
precipitates in the presumptive test were isolated in liquid MB and incubated at 28 °C
during 24 h. The cultures were centrifuged (15,871 xg for 5 min), washed three times
with a NaCl solution (1.9%, the same concentration as for MB) and finally re‐
suspended in a 5 ml volume of the same NaCl solution. Drops of 20 μl were inoculated
on CMBa1 and CMBa2 solid media and incubated at 28 °C. These Petri dishes were
observed daily to detect the presence of precipitates until 15 days´ time. Confirmation
of barite precipitates was performed by X‐ray diffraction (XRD) and HRSEM.
III.2.4. Identification of the isolated bacteria
Genomic DNA was extracted from different bacterial cells in order to construct
fingerprint patterns and cluster them in separate groups. The representative strains of
each cluster were identified on the basis of their 16S rRNA genes and the sequences
compared with those from the GenBank database. Genomic DNA was extracted from
bacterial cells using the RealPure Genomic DNA Extraction kit (Durviz, Spain),
following the manufacturer’s instructions. The quantity of DNA was determined by a
Nanodrop spectrophotometer (NanoDrop ND1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Additional quality analyses were performed by running an electrophoresis of the
extracted DNA (5 µl) on 0.7% agarose gel at 100 V for 40 min, staining with a Gel Red
solution (70 μl/l; stock: 10,000 x) for 20 min and visualizing with an UVP
documentation system (BioRad Transilluminator, Universal Hood; Mitsubishi P93D‐
printer).
III.2.4.1. REP‐PCR genomic fingerprinting
It consists in amplification of repetitive extragenic palindromic elements (multiple
copies of short repetitive sequences) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the use
of primers designed to hybridize with repetitive sequences interspersed in the
genome. Grouping using the genomic Fingerprint REP‐PCR technique was done to
choose a representative strain from each group and identify all of them. In this way, a
comparison could be made between the barite‐producing strains present in the
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eastern Mediterranean basin and those present in the western Mediterranean basin,
and thus determine whether strains of the same genus are present in both basins. To
obtain fingerprint patterns of all isolates and cluster them in different groups, rep‐
PCRs were performed using primers REPIR‐I and REP2‐I (de Bruijn, 1992), as
described in detail in Jroundi et al. (2010). PCR products of all isolates were
electrophoresed on 1.5% agarose gel, and the DNA fingerprints were compared
manually by visual inspection of the banding patterns.
III.2.4.2. Bacterial identification through 16S rRNA gene
Bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences were amplified through PCR. This allowed the
correlation and establishment of phylogenetic relationships between the isolates.
Representative strains of each cluster were identified on the basis of their 16S rDNA
amplification using the two opposing primers fD1 and rD1 (Jroundi et al., 2010). PCR
products were purified using the Qiagen PCR product purification system, and directly
sequenced using the same fD1/rD1 primers on ABI PRISM 3130xI Genetic Analyser.
The sequences were compared with those from the GenBank using the BLASTN tool
(Altschul et al., 1997) available at EMBL‐EBI database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk) and the
EzTaxon‐e tool that is an extension of the original EzTaxon database (Chun et al., 2007)
available at EzBioCloud (http://eztaxon‐e.ezbiocloud.net). Phylogenetic analyses were
performed utilizing the BioEdit computer program (package version 7.1.11; Hall,
2007), which uses the neighbour‐joining algorithm, and visualized with MEGA 4.0.2
(Tamura et al., 2007). The 16S rDNA sequences obtained in this study were deposited
in the GenBank database.
III.3. Chemical composition of the water column
III.3.1. On‐board analyses
III.3.1.1. Oxygen
The water samples for oxygen analyses were taken from the Niskin bottles using
rubber tubes and put into 100 ml volume flasks for “iodine titration”. The flasks were
filled until their overflow in order to avoid bubbles, and were immediately capped with
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rubber stoppers and lids. Afterwards, 1 ml of Mn (II) reagent was added and well
mixed in basic conditions to fix the dissolved oxygen present in the sample, resulting in
a brown precipitate of manganic hydroxide (MnO(OH)2). The samples were shaken and
stored in the dark until their analysis, which was done within hours after its recovery.
Prior to analysis, the samples were acidified with sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and well
mixed, to cause dissolution of the precipitated hydroxides, releasing Mn (III) ions.
Later, 1 ml of the reagent sodium iodide/sodium hydroxide (NaI/NaOH) was added
and the Mn ions oxidized the added iodine ions (I‐) to iodine (I2), forming a complex
(I3) that is in equilibrium with iodine. The iodine was titrated with a sodium thiosulfate
solution (Na2S2O3, 1M) and iodine was reduced to its ion (I‐), while the thiosulfate
oxidized to tetrathionate (S4O62−). As the thiosulfate solution is not stable, a standard
solution of potassium iodate (KIO3, 0.01M) had to be added. The procedure and
stoichiometric equations for the reactions are well described by Strickland and Parson
(1968), Grasshoff (1983) and Dickson (1994).
III.3.1.2. Nutrients (nitrate, phosphate and silicate)
All samples were collected in high‐density 125 ml polyethylene sample bottles after
rinsing three times with sample water. The measurements were done by ultraviolet
spectroscopy (UV‐Vis) in the Oldenburg University facilities (Germany). To measure
nitrate, it was first reduced separately in a copperized Cd‐coil using imidazole as a
buffer, to be measured as nitrite. Diazotization of nitrite with sulphanilamide and N‐(1‐
naphtyl)‐ethylene diammonium dichloride to form a reddish‐purple dye was measured
at a wavelength of 540 nm (Grasshoff, 1983). Phosphate was measured as ortho‐
phosphate formation of a blue reduced molybdenum phosphate‐complex at pH 0.9‐1.1.
Potassiumantimonyltartrate served as a catalyst and ascorbic acid as a reducing
reagent. The colour formed is measured at 880 nm (Murphy and Riley, 1962). Then,
dissolved silica was measured as a blue reduced silicate molybdenum‐complex at 810
nm. Ascorbic acid served as the reducing reagent, and oxalic acid was used to prevent
interference of phosphate (Strickland and Parson, 1968).
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III.3.1.3. Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
After acidification to a pH <1, inorganic carbon forms CO2 in its gaseous phase. This
gas was dialyzed over a membrane and the colour of an alkaline phenolphthalein
solution was reduced, measured at a wavelength of 550 nm (Stoll et al., 2001) in an
UV‐Vis spectrophotometer (Oldenburg University, Germany).
III.3.2. Ba profiles
Previous to seawater sampling from the Niskin bottles, a cleaning procedure was
followed for Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) and High Density bottles (dissolved and
dissolvable trace elements) as recommended in the GEOTRACES protocols book
(Cutter et al., 2017). Accordingly, the bottles were rinsed with methanol or acetone to
release oils from their manufacturing. Afterwards, they were soaked at 60 °C for one
day in an alkaline detergent and rinsed four times with deionized water. They were
then rinsed three times with Milli‐Q water under a clean atmosphere and filled with
6M HCl (reagent grade), submerged in 2M HCl (reagent grade) at 60 °C for 2 days,
rinsed again four times with Milli‐Q water, and finally filled with 1M HCl for at least 2
days. The last step was to rinse with Milli‐Q water and ship the bottles empty and
double bagged. A 50 µl volume of HNO3 was added to the samples in order to avoid
precipitation and to keep trace elements in solution, as well as for avoiding bacterial
growth. The samples were stored at 4 °C until their study. For Ba analyses, we used
subsamples of unfiltered oxic water stored in 60 ml ultraclean nalgene bottles and
filtered analogues for stations 2, 4, 5, 10 and 11. The use of filtered or unfiltered water
samples was chosen in function of the availability and conservation state of the sample
at the moment of the analysis. Nevertheless, there are no significant differences
because of the modest barite formation during the sampling periods. The samples
were analyzed with an ICP‐MS photospectrometer (Neptune Plus) at the Oldenburg
University facilities, in Germany.
III.4. Study of precipitates and bacterial cells
To study the precipitates, we used two techniques: XRD for crystallographic
identification, and electronic microscopy to observe the morphologies.
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III.4.1. X‐ray diffraction
For XRD analyses, the bacterial cultures from the confirmative tests were collected
by cutting the agar portions (2 x 2 mm) containing the bacterial colonies, which were
killed by exposition to a germicide UV lamp for 2 h. The portions were cleaned twice
with Milli‐Q water for 24 h in Falcon tubes to eliminate NaCl and bacterial cells. Then
the portions were picked up with sterile tweezers, placed on glass sample holders and
dried for 24‐48 h at 37 °C. The precipitates were recovered by a spatula and stored in
Eppendorf vials.
The obtained precipitates were analyzed by XRD using an X’Pert Pro diffractometer
with an X’Celerator detector, from the Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra XR
Diffraction service. The zero background holder was used, introducing the samples in
the diffractometer, where Kα1=1.540598 Å and Kα2=1.544426 Å, with a Cu anode. The
voltage used was 45 kV and a 40 mA current, with a counting time of 10 minutes and
16 seconds, scanning 4 to 69.9°, and a 0.01° step size. For precise mineral
identification, the diffractograms were interpreted using X‐powder software
(http://www.xpowder.com;

Martín‐Ramos,

2004),

a

method

using

the

nonlinear minimum square procedures to calculate the unit cell axis of the crystalline
phases to determine the exact terms of any isomorphic series.
III.4.2. High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy
HRESEM was used for observation of barite precipitates from bacterial cultures,
marine barite separated from sediments and bacterial cells retained in filters.
Morphological and chemical analyses of the precipitates were performed with an
AURIGA model microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT) coupled with an energy‐dispersive X‐ray
microanalysis (EDX) and Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) of Oxford
Instruments. The preparation of each kind of sample is detailed below.
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III.4.2.1. Precipitates from bacterial cultures
The samples were prepared by mixing the precipitates from several colonies of
each strain, in order to have enough quantity, by (i) cutting the agar containing the
dead colonies (after exposition to a germicide UV lamp for 2 h), (ii) immersing the
portions of the colonies in Milli‐Q water (200 ml), (iii) melting these portions in a
microwave oven (600 W for 2‐3 minutes), and (iv) centrifugating them (30 seconds at
6,261 xg) to retire the supernatant liquid. The step (iv) of this procedure was repeated
from 3 to 4 times to eliminate the remaining culture medium, salts and cellular debris.
Precipitates were then transferred to a clean glass plate, dried for 24 h at 37 °C, and
then prepared and sputtered with a Hitachi carbon evaporator (CIC, Universidad de
Granada) for HRSEM observation.
III.4.2.2. Barite extraction from sediments
Following the leaching procedure of Eagle et al. (2003), barite was separated from
diverse intervals representative of sapropels spanning different time periods
(Pleistocene and Pliocene). This sequential leaching procedure includes reaction with
6N hydrochloric to remove carbonates and sulfides, sodium hypochlorite to remove
organic matter, hydroxylamine to remove Fe‐Mn oxyhydroxides and hydroflouric acids
to remove silica. The barite crystals recovered following this protocol were deposited
in a sample holder and sputtered with carbon for their analysis with HRSEM.
III.4.2.3. Marine bacteria retained in filters
To determine if the filters used for bacterial isolation from seawater samples
contained bacterial cells after washing, they were submerged in the fixative solution
for marine bacteria previously described. Once fixed (4 h at 4oC), the samples were
washed with a 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (x3, 20 min, at 4oC). They were then post‐fixed
with osmium tetroxide solution (1%) during 1 hour (at 4oC, in darkness). After that
they were washed with distilled water (x3, 10 min) and dehydrated in an ethanol
gradient (50, 70, 90 and 100%, 10 min in each one, x3). To finish this procedure, each
sample was dried by means of the critical point method (Anderson, 1951) with carbon
dioxyde in a Polaron CPD 7501 dryer (Quorum Technologies Ltd, UK) and small
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portions were randomly cut and carbon‐coated in the sample holder with a Hitachi
evaporator (CIC, Universidad de Granada) prior to analysis with HRSEM.
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Chapter IV. The Barium record in Mediterranean deep‐sea sediments:
role of productivity fluctuations and preservation
IV.1. Introduction
The use of barite (BaSO4) and other Ba proxies for reconstructing paleoproductivity
has been broadly demonstrated (Dehairs et al., 1980; Bishop, 1988; Paytan et al., 1996;
Paytan and Griffith, 2007; Liguori et al., 2016; Carter et al., 2020). In high productivity
regions, marine barite precipitates in the water column, once precipitated, it is
exported to the seafloor where is preserved if conditions are oxygenated enough to
prevent sulfate reduction (Paytan and Griffith, 2007). Thus, Ba enrichment in marine
sediments is broadly used as a record of enhanced productivity, and to date numerous
Ba profiles have been reported in diverse basins worldwide. Deserving mention as
most exceptional examples of well‐preserved Ba records are the Mediterranean basins
(Weldeab et al., 2003; Van Beek et al., 2009; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000, 2015). In the
Eastern Mediterranean basins in particular, the Ba content in sediments mirrors the
deposition of sapropels (Van Santvoort et al., 1996; Wehausen and Brumsack, 1999;
Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2003; Rohling et al., 2015). These are dark‐coloured sediments
with TOC concentrations ˃2% (Kidd et al., 1978), deposited cyclically over the last 13.5
Ma (Krijgsman et al., 1995; Lourens et al., 1996; Schenau et al., 1999; Hilgen et al.,
2003; Rohling et al., 2015). In general, the thickness of sapropels varies 2‐30 cm
(Cramp and O’Sullivan, 1999; Marino et al., 2007; Moller et al., 2012), although in some
sites of the Levantine basin (Hieke et al., 1999; Hemleben et al., 2003), the Napoli dome
(Cane et al., 2002) and the Aegean Sea (Morigi, 2009) it can reach up to 120 cm.
Importantly, post‐depositional oxidation may affect the original thickness of sapropel
layers, since organic carbon is easily oxidized. In such cases, Ba records evidence the
original sapropel deposition, given by the Ba/Al ratio or algorithms as the Ba excess,
which is the fraction of Ba in marine sediments that is not of terrigenous origin —it is
also referred to as biogenic Ba, bio‐Ba or Baxs (Paytan and Griffith, 2007). Sapropels
were numbered in the Mediterranean from the most recent one, S1, to older sapropels
(McCoy, 1974), and have also been classified according to insolation cycles (i‐cycle).
For instance, the sapropel deposited 1872 kyr ago is denoted as corresponding to i‐
cycle 182 coinciding with this insolation cycle (Hilgen, 1991; Lourens et al., 1996;
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Emeis et al., 2000). Sapropels occur both in interglacial and glacial periods (Grant et al.,
2016), and the conditions favoring their deposition have been linked to precession‐
forced summer insolation maxima in the northern hemisphere, which lead to
latitudinal migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and higher river
runoff as a consequence of the African monsoons´ displacement northward, increasing
precipitation over the Nile basin (Hennekam et al., 2014; Weldeab et al., 2014; Rohling
et al., 2015; Grant et al., 2016). Besides the increase in river runoff, the deglacial
freshwater input from the Atlantic contributed to water column stratification and high
nutrient concentrations in surface layers (Grimm et al., 2015; Kotthoff et al.,
2008; Spötl et al., 2010; Toucanne et al., 2015). Subsequently, higher nutrient and
freshwater inputs increased primary productivity and its associated oxygen variations
in bottom waters, resulting in enhanced organic carbon fluxes to the seafloor and
seawater stratification allowing organic matter preservation (Emeis et al.,
2003; Marino et al., 2007; De Lange et al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2015; Van Helmond et
al., 2015). However, the debate about the mechanisms promoting the formation of
these organic‐rich sediments remains active. It was initially proposed that anoxia was
the dominant mechanism leading to organic matter preservation (e.g., Calvert and
Pedersen, 1990; 1992), yet the increase of primary productivity as a main forcing
mechanism was also claimed (e.g. Bouloubassi et al., 1998; Van Helmond et al., 2015).
At present, it is broadly accepted that a combination of both constitutes the important
forcing mechanism (e.g., Emeis et al., 2000; Rohling et al., 2015). As increasing rainfall
due to intense monsoonal activity led to a decrease in salinity in the surface water
masses, the subsequent water stratification resulted in oxygen‐depleted deep waters.
Therefore, the physiography of the basin affected the total organic carbon, and
sapropels deposited in deep basins show the highest TOC values: ranging from 1.2 to
3.4% for Holocene sapropels in the Ionian and the Levantine basins (Murat and Got,
2000; De Lange et al., 2008), up to 18% in Pleistocene sapropels (Murat, 1991), or even
30% in those deposited during the Pliocene (Emeis et al., 1996). In summary,
increasing nutrient input resulted in enhanced primary productivity with the
subsequent increases in organic matter export to the seafloor and organic matter
accumulation (Rohling, 1991; Corselli et al., 2002). In many cases, the higher
productivity also led to a bloom of N‐fixing bacteria, which in turn gave rise to greater
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oxygen consumption, hence reduced oxygenation leading to greater organic matter
preservation (Gallego‐Torres et al., 2011; Bristow et al., 2017; Jickells et al., 2017; Bale
et al., 2019). The fresh water input derived from the African monsoons activated fossil
river/wadi systems along the North‐African margin and small rivers around the
Aegean and Adriatic Seas (e.g., Filippidi and De Lange, 2019), delivering larger nutrient
inputs to the Eastern Mediterranean basin. Still, the major contribution was from the
Nile, which was particularly high in the Levantine Basin (Hennekam et al., 2014;
Ehrmann et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Tesi et al., 2017; Zwiep et al., 2018). All these
factors resulted in significant spatial variability for TOC content and also Ba content.
Indeed, there is great variability throughout time. For example, compared to the most
recent sapropel S1, the deposition of older sapropels S3 and S5 is characterized by
stronger freshwater fluxes due to a more intense African monsoon, giving rise to the
development of dense vegetation cover and therefore decreased erosion. Thus, Nile
river runoff was higher during S1 deposition as compared to S5, although the influence
of the Aegean and Adriatic riverine sediment input during sapropel S5 appears to be
much higher because of precipitation seasonality (Wu et al., 2018). Global sea level was
also variable throughout sapropel deposition, being lower during S3 than during S1
and S5 (Zwiep et al., 2018), the latter deposited in a fast sea level rise related to
deglaciation phases (Capozzi and Negri, 2009). Such changes likewise influenced
sedimentation rates that subsequently affected marine barite abundance in sapropels.
In general, Ba contents increase with depth of the basins (Dymond et al., 1992, 1996;
Von Breymann et al., 1992; Weldeab et al., 2003), reflecting the importance of
physiography and basin hydrodynamics. Furthermore, sapropels show higher Ba
content in sediments deposited in lower sedimentation rate settings, as enhanced
sedimentation rates dilute the Ba content (Krom et al., 1991; Francois et al., 1995;
Mercone et al., 2001; Moutin and Raimbault, 2002; Thingstad et al., 2005; Gallego‐
Torres et al., 2007; De Lange et al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2015). At this time, the Sahara
dust contribution was negligible because of the development of dense vegetation
during humid periods (Rohling et al., 2002, 2004, 2006; Hennekam et al., 2014; Grant
et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016, 2018; Zwiep et al., 2018).
Variations in paleoclimate and paleoceanographic conditions may have also been
an important factor in the western Mediterranean basin, where sapropels are not
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recognized; though in the Alboran Sea basin organic rich‐sediments with TOC content
up to 1.05% mass have been recognized (Murat, 1999; Cacho et al., 2002; Martínez‐
Ruiz et al., 2000; Jiménez‐Espejo et al., 2007; Rodrigo‐Gámiz et al., 2011) —the so‐
called Organic‐Rich Layers (ORLs). They have also been related to changes in
oxygenation and productivity.
Within the context of the aforementioned spatial and temporal differences, this
work aims to investigate sapropel depositional variability and to characterize marine
barite distribution in the Mediterranean Sea, comparing barite and Ba records from
different basins and time periods.
IV.1.1. Oceanographic setting
The Mediterranean Sea is subdivided into the western and the Eastern
Mediterranean basins, which are in turn compartmentalized as diverse sub‐basins
(from West to East: the Alboran basin, South Balearic, Tyrrhenian, Ionian, Adriatic,
Cretan, Mediterranean Ridge, Aegean, Levantine and Erathostenes Seamount). On the
whole, the Mediterranean Sea has proven to be an exceptional natural laboratory for
paleoenvironmental research, because its semi‐enclosed nature and restricted water
circulation (Roether et al., 1996; Pinardi and Masetti, 2000) makes this basin
particularly sensitive to the effects of global changes (Durrieu de Madron et al., 2011;
Lionello, 2012; Picotti et al., 2014; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2015; Cortina et al., 2018). The
current overall Mediterranean Sea circulation comprises relatively lighter surface
Atlantic water passing through the Gibraltar Strait and travelling eastward, becoming a
saltier and denser water mass, which sinks in the Levantine basin to undo its pathway
westward as a deeper water body that flows out to the Atlantic. The surface Atlantic
inflowing waters (0‐200 m depth) travel eastward, reaching their highest salinity up to
~39 psu and temperatures up to 28 °C in the Levantine basin (Millot and Taupier‐
Letage, 2005; Pinardi et al., 2019). In the easternmost part of the basin, the cold
winter winds provoke intense evaporation that causes surface water sinking by
density, becoming Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW). The LIW does the reverse at
intermediate depths (200‐600 m) with a lower temperature of ~15.5 °C (Lascaratos et
al., 1999; Millot and Taupier‐Letage, 2005). The Mediterranean Deep Waters (MDW)
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are denser water masses, mainly formed in the southern Adriatic in the eastern basin
(Eastern Mediterranean Deep Water, EMDW), and in the Gulf of Lion in the western
(Western Mediterranean Deep Water, WMDW), with a mean temperature of ~13 °C
(Roether et al. 2007; Tsimplis et al., 2008). The deep waters travel westward and the
outflow is mixed with LIW, passing by the Strait of Gibraltar as Mediterranean Outflow
Water (MOW) (Kinder and Parrilla, 1987; Sparnocchia et al., 1999; Astraldi et al.,
2002). Variations in the MOW strength may play a significant role in the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) through the outflow of more saline
Mediterranean waters into the intermediate North Atlantic (Rogerson et al., 2006;
Voelker et al., 2006). In addition, a reduced MOW leads to a density increase of the
Atlantic waters at 1000 m and below, since the water mass replacing MOW is denser;
this weakens the deep AMOC and leads to a significant warming of the Nordic Seas and
surrounding areas through a subpolar gyre displacement eastward (Rahmstorf, 1998;
Voelker et al., 2006; Swingedouw et al., 2019). In this framework, sapropels are a piece
of the puzzle in global paleoclimate reconstructions and during their deposition, the
decrease in deep and intermediate water formation may weaken the MOW and
consequently affect the AMOC (Bahr et al., 2015; Voelker et al., 2006; Penaud et al.,
2011).
IV.1.2. The Mediterranean sapropel record
As mentioned, oxygen depletion in deep waters and higher productivity are thought
to be the major forcing mechanisms for sapropel deposition (Rohling et al., 2015; Grant
et al., 2016; Amies et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018; Zwiep et al., 2018). The intervals of
sapropels deposition typically last between ~3 and ~8 kyr (Rohling et al., 2015; Grant
et al., 2016) and they are recognized at different water depths. The shallowest
sapropels are usually found ~300‐400 m below the present sea level (Rohling and
Gieskes, 1989; Murat and Got, 2000; Rohling et al., 2015), although in smaller basins
such as the Aegean Sea the most recent sapropel S1 was found at 80‐110 m water
depth (Perissoratis and Piper, 1992; Siddall et al., 2003; Stanford et al., 2011). In terms
of time scales, going from past to recent sapropel layers, old Pliocene sapropels are
very rich in Corg, up to 30% (Emeis et al., 1996; Passier et al., 1999; Nijenhuis and De
Lange, 2000; Waning and Brumsack, 2000), while Plio‐Pleistocene sapropels show a
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TOC‐decreasing trend towards the present, from concentrations up to 18% to less than
2% (Calvert, 1983; Murat, 1991, 1999; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2010). The most recent
sapropels show lower TOC contents, for instance S5 has ~8% (Rohling et al., 2006;
Gallego‐Torres et al., 2007; Grant et al., 2016), and sapropel S1 was deposited during
the last post‐glacial rebound between ~6 and 10.8 kyr BP (De Lange et al., 2008;
Hennekam et al., 2014; Tesi et al., 2017). Although it was proposed that S1 deposition
was favored by anoxic conditions during the period of insolation maximum (Rossignol‐
Strick et al., 1982; Rossignol‐Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015; Tesi et al., 2017), recent
studies point out that S1 —at least for shallower water columns— might also have
been deposited during water renewal at intermediate depths (Tachikawa et al.,
2015; Filippidi and De Lange, 2019). The deglaciation during S1 deposition led to a
subsequent sea level rise, increasing the Atlantic‐Mediterranean water exchange and
decreasing salinity and the residence time of the Mediterranean waters (Rohling et al.,
2015). The density decrease in surface waters interrupted deep‐water formation and
favored stagnation. It has been suggested that the significance of the sea level rise was
greater for S1 than the monsoon effect, because compared to older sapropels, such as
S5, the insolation maximum during its deposition was weaker (de Noblet et al., 1996;
Grimm et al., 2015), and also the duration of the S1 deposition (4.8 kyr) is shorter than
that of S5 (6.8 kyr) (Grant et al., 2016). In contrast, S5 is one of the best developed
Quaternary sapropels. The buoyancy changes driven by monsoonal river runoff were
significantly higher during S5 than during S1, and the effect of the sea level rise by
deglaciation was lower compared to sapropel S1. Even though the Nile river inputs
increased during S5 deposition, it may be that its contribution was limited during the
deposition of this sapropel because of dense vegetation covering the Ethiopian
Highlands (Hennekam et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018). However, minor rivers
surrounding the Aegean and Adriatic basin brought larger amounts of sediments into
the Eastern Mediterranean (Wu et al., 2018; Amies et al., 2019), much higher during
sapropel S5 than during S1. As already discussed, other than the enrichment in organic
carbon, the Mediterranean sapropel record is essentially characterized by a significant
Ba enrichment. Although only part of the precipitated barite accumulates in the
underlying sediments (Dymond et al., 1992; Paytan et al., 1996), particulate Ba
preservation in the Eastern Mediterranean basin is exceptional, which may be related
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and possibly due to sulfate saturation in pore waters derived from Miocene saline
deposits formed during the Messinian salinity crisis (De Lange et al., 1990). This
situation would have allowed barite to be preserved, being less affected by diagenetic
dissolution (Nijenhuis and De lange, 2000; Filippidi and De Lange, 2019; Passier et
al., 1999; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000). TOC content in sapropels mainly reflects input,
preservation and dilution (Schwartzkopf, 1993; Tyson, 1995, 2001). In this regard,
higher linear sedimentation rates (LSR) are expected to result in increasing TOC
contents, because organic carbon would be buried fast, reducing exposure time and
mitigating degradation effects, while low LSR would result in decreasing organic
matter preservation, due to its oxidation (Heath et al., 1977; Müller and Suess, 1979;
Coleman et al., 1979; Betts and Holland, 1991; Collins et al., 1995; Hartnett et al., 1998;
Mayer, 1995). Nonetheless, high LSR bear a clastic dilution effect on TOC accumulation
(Ibach, 1982; Stein, 1986; Canfield, 1989; Tyson, 1995, 2001, 2005; Schoepfer et al.,
2015). It is moreover important to distinguish between LSR (sediment thickness per
unit time, cm/kyr) and mass accumulation rates (MARs, mass deposited during a
certain time on a unit area, g/cm2/kyr), since sediments undergo compaction and LSR
are not accurate enough for quantitative studies. MARs are calculated from LSR and
dry bulk density (g/cm3 of dry sediment per wet volume). An accurate and precise age
model is critical for the calculation of MARs. In the Mediterranean Sea the LSRs
increase westward, with an average of 3 cm/kyr in the Eastern Mediterranean (Cita et
al., 1977; Thunell et al., 1977; De Lange et al., 2008; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2010) and
between 4.4 and 15 cm/kyr in the western basins (Grazzini, 1975; Masqué et al., 2003;
Jiménez‐Espejo et al., 2006; Pinardi et al., 2006; Zuñiga et al., 2007; Nieto‐Moreno,
2012; Rodrigo‐Gámiz, 2012). The highest values for MARs are found near the shoreline
and nearby slopes. This is a particular important aspect regarding the Ba
concentrations in sapropels, as they could be diluted by high sedimentation rates
(Murat and Got, 2000). Even in relatively closely spaced cores, the MARs could be very
different, which should be taken into account for calculating barite accumulation rates.
The highest Babio‐MAR values during the Holocene are found in the Levantine basin
(site 967), whereas for the Plio‐Pleistocene sapropels they are found in the Ionian
basin (site 964), especially during S5 deposition (see Figure 3). In general, there is
temporal variability from the Pliocene to the Holocene sapropels, with a decreasing
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trend of Ba content towards the present with the exception of sapropel S5, with the
highest concentrations. The Ba record is prominent within sapropels S1, S5 and S7, but
it fluctuates in S6, which shows lower values, particularly in the Ionian basin and the
Mediterranean Ridge. This may be related to higher sedimentation rates during S6
deposition (Castradori, 1993; Emeis et al., 2003). The lowest Babio‐MARs are
recognized in the shallow sites (Dymond et al., 1992, 1996; Von Breymann et al., 1992;
Weldeab et al., 2003). This is in agreement with the observed MARs both in the
Holocene and Pleistocene sapropels (Table 4), even when sites are closely located,
such as sites 966 (926 m depth) and 967 (2555 m depth).
IV.1.3. Mediterranean Organic‐Rich Layers
During ODP Leg 161, dark sediments with an organic carbon content of ˂2%
recognized in the western Mediterranean (Comas et al., 1996) were defined as ORLs.
The relationship between eastern sapropels and ORLs in the western basins is still
unclear. For the most recent ones, S1 and the last ORL, there is no correlation in age.
The most recent ORL was deposited earlier than S1 in the Alboran Sea basin, between
14.35 – 8.9 kyr, during deglaciation and the early Holocene (Cacho et al.,
2002; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2015). These organic‐rich sediments are thought to derive
from reduced bottom circulation by changes in the buoyancy of the surface layer
coupled with a reduction in the aspiration of the WMDW (Rogerson et al., 2008; Grant
et al., 2016; Perez‐Asensio et al., 2020). Such changes occurred during the Heinrich
Event 1, including a decreasing trend in the seawater surface temperatures (Reguera,
2004) that affected surface water buoyancy and reduced the westward flux. Dense
waters originated in the Gulf of Lion were injected at intermediate depth more often
than at bottom depth, causing water stratification, with the subsequent isolation of the
deep water mass, hence reinforcing the low oxygen conditions (Frigola et al., 2008;
Rogerson et al., 2008). Oxygen depletion in the deep western basin is considered
independent of the eastern basin (Rogerson et al., 2008; Rohling et al., 2015). The
thickness of ORLs varies from a few to about 30 cm (Cramp and O’Sullivan, 1999;
Marino et al., 2007; Moller et al., 2012), and these sediments do not show a significant
Ba enrichment compared to sapropels, in some cases because of shallow depths. For
instance, at site ODP 976 the shallow water column and high sedimentation rates led to
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low Ba content in the ORLs. Something similar occurred at 966 (Table 4), located in the
Erathostenes Seamount (926 m. depth), where the Babio‐MARs are the lowest of the
eastern basin because of the shallow water column. In general, similarly to organic
carbon, low Ba contents are related to a shallow bottom likely due to shorter duration
for barite to precipitate and dissolve in the water column (Singh et al., 2020), and/or to
high sedimentation rates diluting Ba (Fagel et al., 2002), which reinforces the
importance of the geological setting in the preservation of Ba records.
IV.2. Results
Diverse intervals were selected for the study as representative examples to analyze
Ba content in Mediterranean sapropels (Figs. 1 and 2, Tables 1 to 4). These intervals
correspond to cores recovered during ODP‐Leg 160. From west to east, the drilling
sites from this Leg are located in the Ionian basin (site 964), the Mediterranean Ridge
(site 969), the Erathostenes Seamount (site 966) and the Levantine basin (967). Site
964 is the deepest (3658 mbsl), located in the Ionian basin and affected by the marine
currents flowing through the Sicily Strait. Site 969 (2200 mbsl) constitutes the
centermost location of the eastern basin, whereas site 966 (926 mbsl) is located in a
pelagic high, and site 967 (2555 mbsl) is influenced by the detrital Nile River inputs.
Sites 964 and 969 comprise Holocene to Pliocene sapropels; sites 966 and 967 record
Holocene to Pleistocene sapropels.
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Table 1‐ Ba concentrations (ppm) and Ba/Al ratios in Pliocene to Holocene sediments from different
Mediterranean Sea sub‐basins.
Tyrrhenian
Ionian basin
Adriatic basin
Alboran basin
South Balearic basin
basin
Ba
226‐680
159‐324
21‐631
167‐2732
14‐336
(ppm)
1 0.0020
3 0.0055
3 0.0130
5 0.0058
2 0.0033
3 0.0220
Ba/Al
3 0.0034
5 0.0140
4 0.0037
7 0.0180

Ba
(ppm)

Cretan
basin

Mediterranean Ridge

Aegean basin

Levantine
basin

Erathostenes seamount

n

143‐3500

130‐4500

168‐677

187‐700

127‐1260

75

1 0.0050

1 0.0040

1 0.0050

1 0.0020

1 0.0030

1

Ba/Al

5

0.0060
0.0029

5
7

0.0100
0.0310

5

0.0250

5

0.0050

0.0010
0.0019
7 0.0060
7 0.0200

5

6

References: Cita et al., 1977; Calvert, 1983; Robertson, 1990; Leoni et al., 1991; Pruysers et al., 1991; Van Os et al., 1991;
Thomsom et al., 1995; Van SantVoort et al., 1996; Dolenec et al., 1998; Wehausen and Brumsack, 1998; Martínez‐Ruiz et al.,
2000, 2003; Warning and Brumsack, 2000; Böttcher et al., 2003; Weldeab et al., 2003; Arnaboldi et al., 2007; Gallego‐Torres
et al., 2011; Rodrigo‐Gámiz et al., 2011; Rozic et al., 2011; Saccà et al., 2011; Karditsa et al., 2014; Tanaskovski et al., 2014;
Möbius et al., 2015; this work. n= number of total cores. 1 Weldeab et al., 2003; 2 Moreno et al., 2004; Sánchez‐Vidal et al.,
2005; 3 Martínez‐Ruíz et al., 2003; 4 Reitz et al., 2004; 5 Mercone et al., 2000; 6 Van Os et al., 1994; Wehausen et al., 1998; 7
this work.

Fig. 1. Total organic carbon (TOC) (%) and Ba/Al ratio profiles in the selected intervals analyzed
in this thesis. Age (ky) in vertical scale (modified from Gallego‐Torres et al., 2010). Dark brown
shading corresponds to visible sapropel, based on TOC concentration and dark colored
sediments. Light brown shading represents the oxidized sapropel intervals, determined by the
offset between Ba/Al and TOC increases.
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Selected Plio‐Pleistocene sapropels are shown in Table 5. As mentioned in Chapter
III, barite crystals were extracted following a leaching procedure (Paytan et al., 1996;
Eagle et al., 2003). Afterwards, the sample was washed and the insoluble residue was
observed under HRSEM to determine barite morphologies and chemical composition.
In all the analyzed samples the crystals showed the typical barite morphologies alike
those seen in sediment trap samples (Dehairs et al., 1980; Bishop, 1988; Paytan et al.,
2002), the ovoid, spherical and sub‐euhedral shapes, and sizes ˂5 µm (Figure 3), which
support its formation in the water column (Dehairs et al., 1980; Bishop, 1988; Paytan
et al., 2002; Griffith and Paytan, 2012; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2019). Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that Pliocene and Pleistocene barite crystals extracted from the same
study sites as in this work (ODP Sites 964, 966 and 967) were authigenic (Paytan et al.,
2004).
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Table 2‐ Ba concentration (ppm) in Mediterranean sapropels and ORL’s.
Age
i‐cycle
(ky)

South
Alboran
Balearic
basin
basin

Tyrrhen.
basin

Cretan
basin

Medit.
Ridge

S1

8

2

S3

81

8

S4

102

10

362

S5

124

12

548‐2732 362‐35003406‐4500

S6

172

16

429‐548 362‐2600 561‐2500

S7

195

18

548‐2122

S8

217

20

548‐1100

Pleistoc.*
Pliocene*

390‐680

Ionian
basin

Levant.
basin

300‐1200 362‐1100 855‐1269

210‐324

522‐611

n

317‐1003

16

960

1

818

3

700

1260

10

500

594‐885

11

761

5

721

4

563‐1072

10

270

2

1400

2250

1735‐1889 856‐1269 856‐3305 1261‐1273
179

Erathost.
seamount

References: Pruysers et al., 1991; Van Os et al., 1991; Thomsom et al., 1995; Van SantVoort et al., 1996; Martínez‐Ruiz et al.,
2000, 2003; Weldeab et al., 2003; Arnaboldi et al., 2007; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2011; Möbius et al., 2015; this work. n=
number of total cores. *Calvert, 1983; Cita et al., 1977; Arnaboldi et al., 2007; **Wehausen and Brumsack, 1998.
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Fig. 2. Average barium concentrations in organic‐rich layers (ORLs) and sapropels from the Mediterranean Sea. References: Ryan
et al., 1973; Cita et al., 1977; Calvert, 1983; Robertson, 1990; Van Os et al., 1991; Leoni et al., 1991; Pruysers et al., 1991;
Thomson et al., 1995; Van Santvoort et al., 1996; Dolenec et al., 1998; Wehausen and Brumsack, 1998; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000,
2003; Passier et al., 1999; Böttcher et al., 2003; Weldeab et al., 2003; Arnaboldi et al., 2007; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2010, 2011;
Rodrigo‐Gámiz et al., 2011; Rožič et al., 2012; Saccà et al., 2011; Karditsa et al., 2014; Tanaskovski et al., 2014; Möbius et al.,
2015; this work. AB: Alboran basin, SBB: South Balearic basin, TB: Thyrrenian basin, IB: Ionian basin, ADB: Adriatic basin, CB:
Cretan basin, MR: Mediterranean Ridge, AEB: Aegean basin, LB: Levantine basin, ES: Erathostenes seamount.
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Table 3‐ Ba/Al ratios in Mediterranean sapropels and ORL’s.
Ba/Al
Alboran basin
S1

3, 4, 5, 6

0.0020‐0.0037

South
Balearic
basin
3

0.0055

Ionian basin
1, 2, 3

0.013‐0.022

Cretan basin
2, 4

0.029‐0.060

Mediterranean Ridge
1, 2, 4

0.010‐0.031

S3

Levantine basin
2, 4

0.002‐0.005

Erathostenes
seamount
1, 2, 7
1

S4

0.001‐0.020

0.004‐0.017

1

0.044

1

0.015

1

0.029

S5

1

0.043

1

0.127

S6

1

0.009

1

0.018

S7

1

0.034

1

0.093

S8

1

0.021

1

0.015‐0.022
1

0.018

1

0.018

i‐c 170

1

0.017

i‐c 172

1

0.014

i‐c 178

1

0.013

i‐c 180

1

0.021

i‐c 182

1

0.018

i‐c 152

1

0.062

i‐c 156

1

0.093

i‐c 160

1

0.045

i‐c 272

1

0.064

i‐c 280
i‐c 282

1

0.033

i‐c 284

1

0.024

i‐c 286

1

0.048

1

0.030

1

0.028

This work; 2 Mercone et al., 2000; 3 Martínez‐Ruíz et al., 2003; 4 Weldeab et al., 2003; 5 Moreno et al., 2004; Sánchez‐Vidal et al.,
2005; 6 Reitz et al., 2004; 7 Van Os et al., 1994; Wehausen et al., 1998.
1

Table 4‐ Ba concentration (ppm) and Babio‐MAR’s from the studied sapropel intervals (Gallego‐Torres
et al., 2010).
Site

964

Region

Ionian
basin

969 Med. Ridge

967

Levantine
basin

966

Erath.
seamount

Water
depth Sapropel
m
S1
S5
S6
S7
S8
3658
i‐c 272
i‐c 282
i‐c 284
i‐c 286
S1
S4
S5
S6
S7
2200
i‐c 152
i‐c 156
i‐c 160
i‐c 280
i‐c 284
S1
S3
S4
S6
i‐c 170
2555
i‐c 172
i‐c 178
i‐c 180
i‐c 182
S1
S3
S5
926
S6
S7

Age
ky BP
8
124
172
195
217
2828
2943
2965
2989
8
102
124
172
195
1564
1603
1642
2921
2965
8
81
102
172
1736
1757
1829
1851
1872
8
81
124
172
195

Sed. rate
cm/ky

Ba ppm

Ba/Al
·10‐4

4.14
5.93
6
4.04
3.02
2.55
2.41
2.87
2.50
4.39
4.36
4.24
2.62
2.64
2.80
2.63
2.75
1.88
2.37
5.36
5.64
5.9
4.67
2.20
2.58
2.42
2.30
2.18
4
2.6
2.35
2.19
2.24

864
2732
429
2122
1100
3094
1335
1083
1893
1051
1400
3406
561
2250
1951
1319
1467
1366
1259
1003
960
818
885
883
596
639
1022
1146
317
266
1260
594
761

184.4
432.9
86.3
337.0
207.6
644.0
326.7
238.4
484.7
307.8
438.5
1265.5
182.6
934.2
616.9
927.8
452.1
296.8
282.0
204.3
172.4
154.2
216.7
177.4
139.1
133.1
205.7
182.4
64.0
44.6
291.9
150.6
182.2

MAR
Babio‐MAR
·103
mg/cm2/ky
mg/cm2/ky
5.14
4.44
6.99
19.09
8.06
3.46
5.23
11.11
4.30
4.73
4.36
13.47
3.30
4.41
3.71
4.02
3.20
6.05
5.54
5.82
5.17
7.24
4.81
16.39
3.25
1.830
2.98
6.717
3.37
6.57
3.25
4.282
3.37
4.94
2.14
2.93
2.93
3.68
7.60
7.62
7.77
7.46
8.76
7.17
6.93
6.13
3.01
2.65
3.93
2.34
3.57
2.27
3.22
3.28
3.03
3.47
5.09
1.62
3.76
1.00
2.86
3.61
2.88
1.71
2.93
2.23

Table 5. Sapropel intervals selected for barite separation.
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Core

Section (cm)

Location

Age

969A 1H 03

78‐80, 96‐98

Mediterranean Ridge

Pleistocene

969D 9H 01

30‐32

Mediterranean Ridge

Pliocene

964 9H 05

89‐91

Ionian basin

Pliocene

967D 2H 3A

80.5‐82.5

Levantine basin

Pleistocene

967A 9H 06

120‐122

Levantine basin

Pliocene

966D 5H 06

38‐40

Erathostenes seamount

Pliocene

966B 1H 03

132.5‐143

Erathostenes seamount

Pleistocene

Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs showing barite crystals extracted by the leaching procedure
(Eagle and Paytan, 2003) from core intervals from sites 966 and 969. Photographs were obtained
under two different SEM observation modes: Secondary (left) and backscattered electron mode
(right). A and B: Barite from sample 969D 9H 01 (see table 3 from Chapter III). C, D and F: Barite
from sample 966D 5H 06 (see Table 3 from Chapter III). E: X‐ray spectroscopy spectra from a large
barite crystal representative of the chemical composition of the most barite crystals present in the
samples.

IV.3. Discussion
Spatial Ba distribution in marine sediments
Understanding the Ba distribution in marine sediments and hence the productivity
variations linked to climate variability in the Mediterranean Sea is essential to shed
further light on the impact of global climate changes in this region. Although many
proxies have been used for climate reconstructions in the Mediterranean (e.g.,
Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2015 and references therein), barium proxies stand as a reliable
tool for productivity reconstructions in the sedimentary record when sufficiently
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oxygenated conditions allow for barite preservation (Rutsch et al., 1995; Paytan et al.,
1996; McManus et al., 1999). Baexcess (total barium minus the fraction associated with
terrigenous material) usually includes other phases (carbonates, opal, oxides and
ferromanganese oxyhydroxides); but to study productivity in Mediterranean Sea
sediments, we focused on the proxy Babio, as it can be considered practically equivalent
to barite precipitated in the water column and accumulated in sediments underlying
areas of high productivity (Eagle et al., 2003), which are precisely the characteristics of
the studied sediments. In the Mediterranean Sea, Ba spatial variability —both in the
water column and in sediments— reflects marine barite distribution and therefore
productivity. Although Ba records have been commonly used for reconstructing
productivity in the Eastern Mediterranean (Ehrmann et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Tesi
et al., 2017; Zwiep et al., 2018), it should be taken into account that sedimentation
rates can affect Ba accumulation, as this element can undergo significant dilution.
Indeed, near the Tyrrhenian coastline and in the shallow Adriatic sub‐basins, high
sedimentation rates have resulted in low Ba content; whereas in deeper sites with
lower sedimentation rates, higher Ba contents are found. Coeval sapropels have shown
that water depth also affects Babio‐MARs, as occurring in some sites having a nearby
location, such as site 966 in the Erathostenes Seamount (a pelagic high with a water
column of 900 m depth) and site 967 (2700 m water depth) with Babio‐MARs of 1.6161
mg/cm2/kyr and 7.6214 mg/cm2/ky, respectively, during S1 deposition. Schenau et al.
(2001) made the same observation in surface sediments of the Arabian Sea, showing a
linear Ba increase in deeper basins, which can be extrapolated to carbon
concentrations (Murat and Got, 2000). Thus, the strong correlation of Babio‐MARs and
water column depth suggests enhanced barite formation at deeper sites and its
subsequent accumulation in sediments. This should also be taken into account when
comparing coeval sediments deposited at different water depths. In general,
physiography and water depth are also important factors conditioning Ba spatial
distribution. Bottom‐current directions and velocities can also indirectly be affected by
bottom morphology, such as slope gradient changes, bathymetric highs, eddies and
gyres interacting with the water masses, which would in turn affect the eutrophic zone
isotherms punctually increasing nutrients and therefore primary production in
oligotrophic areas (Owens and Hogg, 1980; Candelario et al. 2008; Schroeder et al.,
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2012). In summary, detrital mass accumulation rates, water depth and the
physiography of the basin would locally affect the Ba concentration in sediments
(Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Schmitz, 1987; Dymond et al., 1992). Despite the
effects of these factors, the Ba distribution in the Mediterranean Sea sediments (Figure
3) correlates well with the TOC, showing an eastward increase, and accordingly the
highest Ba concentrations in the eastern basin. This reflects the primary productivity,
whose variations are mainly due to the Nile river contribution in the eastern
Mediterranean (Hennekam et al., 2014; Van Helmond et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016),
which delivered vast amounts of nutrients to the oriental basin (which are related to
high evaporation in the surface water mass). Data complied here show that the spatial
variability of Babio‐MAR (Table 4) —especially during the Holocene— follows the
regular trend of productivity in the Mediterranean Sea, increasing eastward, except at
the Erathostenes Seamount (site 966) because of the shallow water column. During the
Pleistocene this trend is also observable from the Ionian (site 964) to the Levantine
(site 967) basin, but it is not so clear at the Mediterranean Ridge (site 969), where the
water depth difference with respect to sites 964 and 967 cannot account for the huge
difference in Babio content (which is much lower in site 969). This could point to spatial
gradients of nutrient availability and surface water productivity in the Eastern
Mediterranean at the times of S5, S6 and S7 deposition, as reported for sapropel S5 by
Weldeab et al. (2003). Indeed, during S5 deposition, seafloor anoxia developed with
different timings at different locations, reflecting spatial differences in organic carbon
fluxes to the seafloor, signaling spatial export productivity gradients and/or spatial
ecosystem differences (Casford et al., 2003; Weldeab et al., 2003; Bianchi et al., 2006;
Rohling et al., 2006; Moller et al., 2012). The differences in nutrients and therefore
spatial variability of productivity were partly explained by Rohling and Gieskes (1989),
who proposed the shoaling of the pycnocline to the lower part of the photic layer
during S5. River inputs could explain the moderate productivity increase during S5 at
some sites (Wehausen and Brumsack, 1999), although for areas with less riverine
influence further mechanisms of nutrient delivery into the photic zone would be
required. While in south Crete high primary productivity was recorded, in the
southeast and southwest areas the upward nutrient mixing was likely moderated by
weak wind mixing (Weldeab et al., 2003). Furthermore, Moller et al. (2012) proposed
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that the eastern Mediterranean is generally more sensitive to development of deep‐sea
anoxia than the western basin because of differences in the efficiency of deep water
renewal. The highest values for Babio‐MARs during the Holocene are found at the
Levantine basin (site 967), whereas during deposition of S5 and S7 in the Pleistocene
the highest Babio‐MARs are located at the Ionian basin (site 964) and the
Mediterranean Ridge (site 969).
Temporal Ba distribution: changes in productivity and preservation
At present, the Mediterranean Sea is poor in nutrients, especially in nitrogen and
phosphorus. This lack of nutrients, along with other factors —mainly salinity and
temperature triggering density changes and water masses stratification— gave rise
to an oligotrophic basin in the western and an ultra‐oligotrophic one in the eastern
Mediterranean (Krom et al., 2003, 2010; Thingstad et al., 2005; Zohary et al., 2005;
Krom et al., 2010; Pujo‐Pay et al., 2011). Primary production decreased eastward
from 232 to 20 gC/m2 yr (Siokou‐Frangou et al., 2010; Yogev et al., 2011). The
highest values of primary productivity are found in the western basin, varying from
86 to 232 gC/m2 yr (Marty and Chiaverini, 2002); meanwhile, in the eastern basin
they vary from 20 to 80 gC/m2 yr, the lowest values being located at the Levantine
Basin (Psarra et al., 2005; Siokou‐Frangou et al., 2010; Yogev et al., 2011). The
nitrate to phosphate ratio (28:1) in the EMDW does not follow the Redfield ratio
(16:1) for the world ocean (Krom et al., 1991). In the eastern basin there is very little
organic matter production and oxygen is not completely consumed, so denitrifying
bacteria cannot act and the excess of nitrate to phosphate remains (Krom et al.,
2016). Yet the Mediterranean Sea´s situation has significantly varied over time. Past
frameworks entail periods of high productivity, from Miocene to Holocene
sediments. Although sapropel formation is controlled by cyclic changes in productivity
and preservation (Higgins et al., 2010), the degree of importance of each one has been
debated or is still under debate. During the Miocene and Pliocene, high productivity
and preservation were apparently of equal importance (Menzel et al., 2003; Gallego‐
Torres et al., 2011; Vasiliev et al., 2019). In the Pliocene and Early Pleistocene, when
deep‐water circulation in the eastern basin was slower, the restricted water
ventilation enhanced sapropel preservation along with high productivity (Menzel et al.,
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2003; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2011). In contrast, Late Pleistocene and Holocene
sapropels show greater productivity than preservation (De Lange et al., 2008; Rohling
et al., 2015; Van Helmond et al., 2015; Zwiep et al., 2018). Overall, Mediterranean Sea
sediments draw a downward organic matter trend to the present owing to lesser
productivity, and the Ba content within sapropels evolves along the same line because
of its strong link with productivity. The S6 is a Pleistocene exception, showing the
lowest values of Babio‐MARs (Table 4); the underlying reasons are a moderate increase
in productivity, likewise reported for S8 (Emeis et al., 2003), and higher sedimentation
rates diluting Ba, also observed for TOC (Gallego‐Torres et al., 2010). In the Eastern
Mediterranean, such unfavorable conditions for S6 and S8 deposition during glacial
periods implied a cold, arid climate with a low sea level, alternating with slightly
warmer climatic shifts (Triantaphyllou et al., 2009). The contrast with S5 and S7 is
remarkable: they show the highest Ba accumulations (Table 4). This suggests that the
differences in conditions for sapropel deposition between glacial (S6, S8) and
interglacial (S5, S7) periods are more important than previously thought.
Barite from sapropels
Barite extracted from the studied sapropel intervals reveals the usual sizes and
morphologies of authigenic marine barite precipitated in the water column (Figure 3).
Furthermore, BaSO4 extracted from Mediterranean Holocene sapropels has been
described as authigenic (Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000), its origin confirmed by the
isotopic S signature corresponding to seawater (Paytan et al., 2004). This is concordant
with the fact that marine barite precipitation occurs mainly in the upper part (~200 –
1000 m) of the water column, where organic aggregates exist and decompose
(Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Bishop, 1988; Bernstein et al., 1992; Ganeshram et al.,
2003; Paytan and Griffith, 2007; Griffith and Paytan, 2012; Carter et al., 2020). Bacteria
are the most abundant microorganisms involved in organic matter decomposition,
colonizing sinking particles that are converted into small substrates available for
cellular metabolism (Arnosti, 2011). Thus, there is a coupling between sinking
particles and free living bacteria in the mesopelagic (Cho and Azam, 1988; Smith et al.,
1992) and bathypelagic layers (Nagata et al., 2000); the same happens with marine
barite, linked to a higher bacterial activity in the mesopelagic zone (Dehairs et al.,
2008; Jacquet et al., 2011; Planchon et al., 2013) and therefore to organic matter decay.
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Under nutrient limitations —that is, the Mediterranean Sea situation— the labile
carbon from phytoplankton production may be first respired for bacterial basal
metabolism (Carvalho et al., 2017). In this basin, bacterial respiration on average
represents 62% of the total community respiration, a value slightly higher than in open
oceans, according to the general oligotrophic nature of the Mediterranean Sea
(González‐Benitez et al., 2019). Such a percentage means that bacterial activity is very
substantial and therefore any variation in its role decomposing organic matter in the
water column may affect barite formation. In fact, changes in productivity throughout
the Mediterranean Sea´s history are reflected in sapropel deposition and barite content
in these sediments (Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2000; Gallego‐Torres et al., 2011; Rohling et
al., 2015; Zwiep et al., 2018). Moreover, barite in not altered during post‐depositional
oxidation, remaining in the sediments for detection of the actual layer thickness, while
organic matter may have been oxidized (Thomson et al., 1995; Van Santvoort et al.,
1997; Paytan et al., 1996; Thomson et al., 2006). As mentioned, the good preservation
of barite in the Mediterranean sapropel layers can be linked to sulphate saturation in
pore waters, which may be promoted by a high saline background in the basin
originated by Messinian deposits (De Lange et al., 1990).
IV.4. Conclusions
We have analyzed and compared Ba data reported for Mediterranean Sea
sediments, finding extensive evidence of spatial productivity gradients as well as major
temporal variability in barite accumulation. In general, sapropel formation occurs
during high productivity episodes associated with monsoon maxima, during which
strong water mass stratification may also led to deep water oxygen depletion.
However, overlying variability —imposed by spatial differences, depth and
sedimentation rates within each sapropel event— distinctly show that actual sapropel
deposition during such events is also ruled by a dynamic system constrained by
interactions between physiography, seawater circulation, detrital fluxes and
biogeochemical processes that also influenced organic matter accumulation.
Thereupon, the key to unveil the exact mechanisms behind sapropel deposition at each
particular region also lies in further studies, needed to correlate Ba data from
Mediterranean Sea sediments and the water column, to arrive at a better
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understanding of the regional and temporal variability. In the next chapter we
therefore analyze and discuss the spatial Ba distribution in the Mediterranean Sea
water column.
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Chapter V. Barium concentration in the water column along a
Mediterranean Sea transect
This chapter will be extedended with further information and submitted for
publication in an international journal in collaboration with Prof. Gert de Lange, who
was the chief scientist of the cruises providing the dissolved Ba data included in this
thesis (1999 “Smilable” with RV Logachev; 2010‐2011 “Ristretto e Lungo” with RV
Meteor; 2000 “Pasap”, 2008 “Doppio”, 2009 “Macchiato” and 2012 “Cortado” with RV
Pelagia. Respective codes: SL, RL, PS, DP, MP, CP).
V.1. Introduction
In the water column, barium shows a nutrient‐like profile reflecting Ba biogenic
uptake for barite precipitation (BaSO4) in surface waters while Ba release through
partial dissolution of this mineral in the deep layers (Chan et al., 1976; Dehairs et al.,
1980; 1991; Collier and Edmond, 1984; Von Breymann et al., 1992; Hoppema et al.,
2010). Although most modern oceans are rich in sulphates (~28 mM at salinity of 35
psu), they are in general undersaturated with respect to barium, showing
concentrations that usually range 60‐140 nM in deep waters to 30‐60 nM in surface
waters, with the exception of areas near river inputs or with intense upwelling
increasing Ba concentration (Chan et al., 1976; Elderfield, et al., 1996; Jeandel et al.,
1996, 2000; Monnin et al., 1999; Jacquet et al., 2005). The Ba removal in surface waters
is relatively slow compared to its supply, besides this element is progressively
concentrated with aging of deep water masses during their pathway from the North
Atlantic to the Pacific (Rushdi et al., 2000; Jacquet at al., 2005; Sternberg et al., 2005).
The Atlantic shows Ba concentrations ranging from 4 μg/l in surface waters to roughly
18 μg/l in the deep layer, whilst the Pacific ranges from 8 to 31 μg/l (Wolgemuth and
Broecker, 1970; Broecker et al., 1976; Bernat et al., 1972; Chan et al., 1976; Sugiyama
et al., 1984; Horner et al., 2015; Bates et al., 2017; Le Roy et al., 2018). The Southern
Ocean and the Indian Ocean are almost in the same range than the Atlantic, with
maximum barium concentrations up to 16 μg/l at depth (Jeandel et al., 1996; Jacquet et
al., 2004, 2007; Singh et al 2013; Pyle et al., 2018). Despite of the Ba undersaturation in
seawater, marine barite precipitates in the mesopelagic zone where organic matter
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decomposition occur (Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Church and Wolgemuth, 1972;
Bishop, 1988; Ganeshram et al., 2003; Dehairs et al., 2008; Jacquet et al., 2011; Griffith
and Paytan, 2012; Planchon et al., 2013). For decades scientists have been trying to
unveil which are the mechanisms of marine barite precipitation under subsaturated
conditions and they first attributed to some microorganisms (e.g., Acantharia) the Ba
release, although their abundance was not enough to explain barite content in
sediments nor in seawater (Fresnel et al., 1979; Gooday and Nott, 1982; Bernstein et
al., 1992; Bertram and Cowen, 1997). In the last years bacteria have arisen as
promising microorganisms for the Ba contribution (González‐Muñoz et al., 2012;
Martinez‐Ruiz et al., 2018), but the biotic barite precipitation mechanisms are still
partially understood. On the other hand, there are several geochemical sources
contributing to the Ba input in seawater: rivers, dust, hydrothermal systems, cold
seeps, submarine groundwater discharge (SGD), desorption from remineralization
processes and diffusion from sediments (Elderﬁeld and Schultz, 1996; Monnin et al.,
2001; Hsieh et al., 2017; Bridgestock et al., 2018). Rivers provide large Ba inputs to the
oceans with an average global flux from 2 to 6.14 nmol/cm2 yr (Von Damm et al., 1985;
Elderfield et al., 1996; Dickens et al., 2003; Das et al., 2006). Although with a modest
contribution, submarine groundwater discharge has been recently estimated to
contribute with up to the 25% of the river input, about 0.46 nmol/cm2 yr (Mayfield et
al., 2021). In North America, on the southern shore of Cape Cod, it has been
demonstrated that SGD is a major source of dissolved Ba to the ocean (Charette et al.,
2015). Nevertheless, the concentration of dissolved Ba in rivers and groundwater
varies and their influence decreases away from the coast, this is reflected in spatial
variations in seawater (Dehairs et al., 1987; Jeandel et al., 1996; Moore, 1997; Jacquet
et al., 2005, 2007; Guay et al., 2009; Santos et al., 2011; Mayfield et al., 2021). Indeed,
near coastal areas the Ba concentrations reach up to 28 μg/l, being higher than in the
pelagic water column (Carter et al., 2020 and references therein). In areas of low
productivity, the SGD can be also a source of iron, affecting to adsorption of dissolved
Ba into metal oxides that sink in association with organic debris (Sajih et al., 2014;
Grissom, 2015). Then, barium will be desorbed enhancing an enrichment of the
dissolved phase near the oxygen minimum zone. Regarding the Ba contribution from
cold seeps and hydrothermal systems, it has been calculated about 1.4 to 5.6 μg/l
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(Edmond et al., 1979; Von Damm et al., 1985; McQuay et al., 2008), about the 2%‐13%
of the total Ba input to the ocean. Nevertheless, there are many uncertainties both for
SGD, hydrothermal systems and cold seeps since they are not easily detectable and it is
difficult to quantify the total contribution of these systems. Moreover, the precipitation
of barite mounds and chimneys in cold seeps and hydrothermal systems consume
most the dissolved Ba expelled and their fluxes may have been overestimated. In
regard to the Ba input from dust lithogenic fluxes, some researchers argue that an
increase of this input because of human activities could be significant (Guerzoni and
Chester, 1996), whilst other authors have determined that the inputs of particulate
barium from this source are despicable (Piela et al., 2012). Taking the global ocean as a
whole, it is difficult to evaluate and quantify all sources as compared to the restricted
ocean basin setting of the Mediterranean, whose seawater masses are very well
defined. The major lithogenic contributions to the Mediterranean Sea are traditionally
attributed to rivers and dust. In the eastern basin, the Nile River is the most relevant
(Weldeab et al., 2014). However, although rivers seem to be important sources there
are few studies focusing on their total contribution to the western Mediterranean
basin (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). In turn, river sources contribute only 3.5% of the
atmospheric input (Chou and Wollast, 1997), and their input can be considered
negligible in view of estuarine removal processes (Maring and Duce, 1987). The dust
input was also suggested as a substantial Ba source into the Mediterranean Sea (Hydes
et al., 1988) but its contribution to the dissolved Ba in the Mediterranean Sea was
overestimated by Dehairs et al. (1987) and has been demonstrated as negligible by
Weldeab et al. (2014). Dehairs et al. (1987) also concluded that the internal cycling of
Ba is of minor importance if compared to the fluxes throughout the system and Jacquet
et al. (2016) confirmed this by studying a high resolution transect of dissolved Ba in
the Mediterranean Sea and conclude that the dissolved Ba distribution is mainly driven
by hydrodynamics. These authors pointed to high dissolved Ba contents in deep waters
as a reflection of particulate Ba dissolution in undersaturated waters, enhanced by the
residence time and low ventilation of deep waters. Additionally, the hydrothermal Ba
fluxes may be substantial, as well as the sediment‐related input source arriving to the
deep water; but as previously mentioned these fluxes are difficult to estimate. Along
these lines, in this chapter we provide high resolution barium profiles from the water
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column through a Mediterranean Sea transect (see Figure 1 of Chapter III), also
compared with those from literature. Despite research efforts, Ba fluxes are still fairly
unknown and it is crucial to evaluate in more detail the processes driving Ba fluxes in
order to constrain the model and to understand how global variations affect to the Ba
cycle and marine barite accumulation.
V.1.1. Oceanographic setting
The Atlantic inflowing water travels through the Mediterranean Sea in a surface
layer (0‐200 m depth) with salinity increasing eastward from 35 to ~39 psu, and a
temperature of 15‐28 °C (Marullo et al., 1999; Millot and Taupier, 2005; Rohling et al.,
2009). This Modified Atlantic Water (MAW) passes through the Sicily Strait, although
part of it remains in the western basin to contribute to the deep water formation. The
flux of MAW passing the Sicily Strait is estimated in 1‐3 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s. Millot,
1999). When the MAW reaches the Levantine basin, during winter, under cold and dry
air conditions, a decreasing surface water temperature generates denser water that
sinks and turns into Levantine Intermediate Water (LIW) near the Rhodes gyre. The
mean annual production of LIW is of 1 Sv (Ovchinnikov, 1984; Lascaratos, 1993;
Tziperman and Speer, 1994; Lascaratos and Nittis, 1998). The LIW spreads westward
at intermediate water depths (200‐600 m depth) with a temperature of ~15.5 °C
(Millot, 2013 and references therein). In the western basin, the LIW continues as
Mediterranean Intermediate Water (MIW), being slowly admixed with adjacent
watermasses (Emelianov et al., 2006). Meanwhile, the Mediterranean Deep Water
(MDW) is formed by denser water with salinity up to 39 psu and temperature of 12.7
to 13.6 °C. The MDW formation depends on its location in the Mediterranean Sea, so
that: a) the Eastern Mediterranean Deep Water (EMDW) is usually formed the
southern Adriatic Sea (0.1‐0.4 Sv) but sometimes its formation has been located in the
Aegean Sea (Roether et al. 1996, 1998, 2007; Lascaratos et al., 1999; Tsimplis et al.,
2008); whereas b) the Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW) comes from the
Gulf of Lion (Leaman and Schott, 1991). The volume of WMDW varies widely
depending on the method used in its estimation (0.4.3 Sv). Finally, a mixture of MIW
and WMDW, known as Mediterranean Outflow Water (MOW), flows through the
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Gibraltar Strait (Kinder and Parilla, 1987; Sparnocchia et al., 1999; Astraldi et al.,
2002). A general scheme of the water masses circulation in the Mediterranean Sea is
modeled in Figure 1. Regarding volumes of deep (DW, 600‐1500 m), intermediate (IW,
200‐600 m) and surface (SW, 0‐200 m) water masses of the eastern and western
Mediterranean basins, they can be easily derived from the often cited data in Bethoux
and Gentili (1999), obtaining a reasonable aproximation. The water masses derived
from the model are: SWmass= 1.6 x 1017 kg; IWmass= 3.3 x 1017 kg; DWmass= 7.85 x 1017 kg
for the western Mediterranean Sea and SWmass= 3.65 x 1017 kg; IWmass= 6.2 x 1017 kg;
DWmass= 14.4 x 1017 kg for the eastern Mediterranean Sea. From these data we can
calculate volumes by multiplying by the seawater density, thus for the western basin
we obtain volumes of 155 x 1012 m3 (SW), 320 x 1012 m3 (IW) and 760 x 1012 m3 (DW),
whereas in the eastern basin these values are of 355 x 1012 m3 (SW), 603 x 1012 m3 (IW)
and 1400 x 1012 m3 (DW). The volumes of surface and intermediate waters in the
western basin fit well with those from Powley et al. (2016). Compared with oceans, the
residence time of the Mediterranean water masses is relatively short overall. The MAW
remains between 2.2 to 10 years (Chou and Wollast, 1997; Roether et al., 1998; Migon,
2005; Van Cappellen et al., 2014), while the LIW residence time varies between 8.7 and
25 years (Ovchinnikov, 1983; Stratford and Williams, 1997; Roether et al., 1998, Van
Cappellen et al., 2014). Times for the WMDW are reportedly from 2 to 30 years
(Bethoux and Copin‐Montegut, 1984; Bethoux et al., 2002; Schroeder et al., 2008), and
even up to 80 years according to the Bèthoux model. However, our water samples are
more coherent with a residence time of 30 years for the WMDW since they were
recovered during a post‐Eastern Mediterranean Transient (EMT) period. The EMT was
a hydrodynamic event caused by a combination of high‐salinity waters intruding into
the Aegean Sea between 1991 and 1993, in a context of particularly strong winters
(Roether et al, 2014). The deep‐water formation rates during the EMT were therefore
higher, about 1.0‐3.0 x 106 m3/s rather than 0.3 x 106 m3/s (Roether and Schlitzer,
1991; Lascaratos, 1993; Béranger et al., 2009; Theocharis, 2009). For the EMDW, a
residence time between 50 and 150 years has been put forth (Bethoux and Copin‐
Montegut, 1984; Schlitzer et al., 1991; POEM‐Group, 1992; Roether and Well, 2001;
Bethoux et al., 2002; Theocharis, 2009), but again, here we should adopt a coherent
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number. Consequently, a post‐EMT residence time of ~100 yr for the EMDW seems
more realistic for our sampling periods.

Fig. 1. Modelling of water mass circulation along the studied Mediterranean Sea transect (see
Fig.1 Chapter III). Data from MedatlasII database (Fichaut et al., 2003. MEDAR group) and World
Ocean Database (Boyer et al., 2018) plotted together using the Ocean Data View software
(Schiltzer, 2013). The acronyms MAW, LIW, MIW, WMDW and EMDW correspond to Modified
Atlantic Water, Levantine Intermediate Water, Mediterranean Intermediate Water, Western
Mediterranean Deep Water and Eastern Mediterranean Deep Water, respectively.

In the Mediterranean Sea there are potential mixing zones that can slightly modify
the typical temperatures and salinity of the waters bodies in some regions due to an
intensive water mixture underway, i.e. the Atlantic inflow in the western basin and the
Sicily Channel. The obtained salinity and temperature profiles (Figure 2) are consistent
with the physical and chemical characteristics of the inflowing and eastward‐moving
Atlantic surface waters (MAW), relatively warm, as well as those of the westward‐
flowing bodies of intermediate and deep waters (LIW, MIW and MDW), which are
denser and therefore colder and saltier. The anti‐estuarine circulation of the
Mediterranean Sea relies in the excess of evaporation over precipitation and river
inputs. This renders in a water budget deficit that enhance the input of Atlantic water
to balance the sea level and also it increase the density in the eastern basin forcing the
vertical mixing that leads to deep water formation, which increase the pressure that in
turn leads to outflow the deep water masses to the western Mediterranean Sea and
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then to the Atlantic (Sánchez‐Román, 2008; Soto‐Navarro, 2012). About 0.78 Sv (1 Sv =
106 m3/s) of MOW passes thought the Gibraltar Strait to the Atlantic Ocean whereas
the overlying Atlantic waters inflow is about 0.83 Sv (Powley et al., 2016). In general,
the Mediterranean watermass budgets seem to be in balance, although some
uncertainties remain for the Sicily Strait due to the lack of data in this region. Recently,
García‐Solsona et al. (2020) used rare‐earth elements and Nd isotopes as water masses
tracers and concluded that the contribution of deep water from the eastern
Mediterranean passing through the Sicily channel to the western basin could reach
70% of the deep waters in the Tyrrhenian Sea, a value higher than previously
calculated. In view of the water balance a net‐transfer of water across the Sicily
Channel from west to east of 0.02 Sv would be needed. An important number of
researchers have tried to assess the water budget in the Mediterranean Sea with the
available data and models (Bethoux, 1979; Peixoto et al., 1982; Bryden and Kinder,
1991; Harzallah et al., 1993; Gilman and Garrett, 1994; Castellari et al., 1998; Angelucci
et al., 1998; Bethoux and Gentili, 1999; Boukthir and Barnier, 2000; Mariotti et al.,
2002; Soto‐Navarro et al., 2010), but their approaches are always shaded by many
uncertainties depending on the methodology, sources of the datasets and temporal
variability. As example, the studies of river inputs provided a mean annual flux
between 8.1‐16 x 103 m3/s for the whole Mediterranean (Tixeront, 1970; Ovchinnikov,
1974; Margat, 1992; Boukthir and Barnier, 2000; Struglia et al., 2004). This has been
related to the construction of dams in recent decades as well as the increase in the
fluvial catchments for irrigation. Several authors have also mentioned the potential
underestimation of river fluxes since not all rivers are included in some estimates. In
addition, subterranean estuaries are generally overlooked, but they may contribute up
to 50% of the river waterflux, and for dissolved species this represents an amount
possibly equal to that transported by rivers. For the Black Sea, several numbers have
also been proposed for the mean net inflow, from 5.8 x103 m3/s to 9.6 x 103 m3/s
(Tolmazin, 1985; Unluata et al., 1990; Beşiktepe et al., 1994, Bethoux and Gentili, 1999;
Karnaska and Maderich, 2008). Despite certain differences, the high evaporation in the
Mediterranean basins has been estimated by several authors e.g., using the salt‐
balance

at

Gibraltar,

or

derived

from

long

time

series

of

satellite

evaporation/precipitation observations, or from direct precipitation rates summarized
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per country (e.g., Bryden and Kinder, 1991; Mariotti et al., 2002). The values mostly fall
in the range 0.035 +/‐ 0.05 Sv. These estimates have provided the most consistent
picture for the average water budget over a few decades, which proves important for
future calculations of detrital fluxes and barium budgets.

Fig. 2. Salinity and temperature profiles of the stations plotted in map from Figure 1, Chapter III,
located in the studied Mediterranean Sea transect.

Large‐scale patterns of atmospheric variability exert a potential influence on the
Mediterranean Sea. This is the case of one of the most important climate variability
indicators, the North Atlantic Oscilation (NAO), which according to Mariotti et al.
(2002) appears to be closely related to decadal and interdecadal variability of the
Mediterranean winter moisture deficit. The NAO is a fluctuating climatic phenomenon
in the North Atlantic Ocean resulting from atmospheric pressure differences at sea
level between the Icelandic Low and the Azores High (Hurrell and Deser, 2009). In
particular, the increase in Mediterranean water deficit from the 1970s to the 1990s
corresponds to a switch from a low to high NAO index. This climatic phenomenon has a
major influence on precipitations and temperatures in the Mediterranean Sea basin
(Hurrell 1995; Rodwell et al., 1999; Mariotti et al., 2002) and therefore affects
evaporation and river runoff (Tsimplis and Josey, 2001; Struglia et al., 2004; Milly et
al., 2005), although the latter also has an increasingly significant anthropogenic
component (enhanced irrigation, reduced run‐off). The excess evaporation and
consequential Mediterranean Water Deficit (MWD) must, of course, be on average
similar to the water balance at Gibraltar. Thus, on inter‐annual to inter‐decadal
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timescales, during the period 1948 – 98, the Atlantic water influx through Gibraltar
must have adjusted to compensate for the enhanced Mediterranean water deficit.
Initially, precipitation would have been mainly responsible for this —no significant
correlation with the NAO is found for evaporation. Even so, variability in
Mediterranean excess evaporation has been also favored by variations in other climate
patterns. Josey et al. (2011) concluded that the NAO has minor impact on the winter
mean heat budgets, whereas the East Atlantic pattern (EA), less known but with an
effect five times greater than NAO in the whole Mediterranean, bears a strong impact
especially evident in the western basin (Josey and Marsh, 2005; Josey et al., 2011). The
negative EA pattern influence upon the Mediterranean Sea is associated with cold and
dry air from the northeast increasing the sea‐atmosphere temperature and moisture
gradients, leading to a greater heat loss. The positive phase of the East Atlantic/West
Russian pattern (EA/WR) moreover leads to higher latent heat losses in the Eastern
Mediterranean, since it enhances northerlies over the eastern basin and southerlies
over the western one (Krichak and Alpert, 2005; Josey et al., 2011). Some authors have
suggested the existence of its own pattern in the Mediterranean Sea between the
eastern and the western basins, the Mediterranean Oscillation (MO, Conte et al., 1989).
This index of local character could have a more specific influence in the basin
processes (Supić et al., 2004; Gomis et al., 2006), although it remains poorly studied.
The MO is an oscillation of sea level pressure anomalies in the Central and Western
Mediterranean that correlates well with NAO in winter but it seems that the MO
influence in the Mediterranean is more noticeable than the NAO in all seasons (Criado‐
Aldeanueva and Soto‐Navarro, 2020) and its negative phase is linked to increased
rainfall and intensified evaporation in the Levantine basin. In the whole, there are
three patterns that could influence the ocean‐atmosphere heat exchanges during
winter in the Mediterranean Sea: the EA, the EA/WR and the MO patterns. The NAO
plays a secondary role. The warming and heightened net evaporation over the
Mediterranean Sea surface in recent decades was predicted through atmospheric
models based on re‐analysis of observational data (Mariotti et al., 2008, 2015; Somot et
al., 2008). In adittion, an increasing salinity trend has been predicted for the whole
basin (Macias et al., 2015; Adloff et al., 2015; Maier et al., 2019), which could
dramatically affect the overturning circulation of the Mediterranean Sea.
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V.1.2. Ventilation and primary productivity (nutrients)
Besides productivity, for predicting the response of oceans to climate change it is
also necessary to understand the temporal and spatial variability of nutrients
distribution and ocean ventilation. Ocean ventilation is linked to heat transport,
salinity, dissolved gases and nutrients (Luyten et al., 1983; Khatiwala et al., 2012).
Although the Mediterranean Sea is well ventilated in comparison to the global ocean
because of the relatively fast deep water formation and the short renewal timescale of
the water masses (Li and Tanhua, 2020), a slowly ventilated water body is found
between 1200 m and 2600 m depth. As mentioned in section V.1.1 (see references
there), the residence time of the water masses in the Mediterranean Sea have been
estimated in and average of 17 years for the LIW, 100 yr for the EMDW and 16 years
for the WMDW (Bethoux and Copin‐Montegut, 1984; Bethoux et al., 2002; Schroeder et
al., 2008). Such ventilation ages affect to the nutrients content and dissolved oxygen in
the different Mediterranean basins. The present Mediterranean is oligotrophic due to a
lack of nutrients, especially of inorganic phosphorus and nitrogen, which is the main
limitation for primary production (e.g., Krom et al., 1991, 2010; Thingstad et al., 2005).
Because of this limitation the oxygen input by deep‐water formation may exceed the
deep oxygen demand, which could explain why the obtained profile of average
dissolved O2 (Figure 4) in the intermediate and deep waters shows a slight increase
eastward. Although the Levantine basin is ultraoligotropic, the dissolved oxygen
produced by primary production would not be consumed at the same rate of its
production and this would increase oxygen concentration in deep waters. Also, fast
deep water formation could increase oxygen concentrations. A significant dissolved
oxygen maximum is located in surface waters of the Levantine basin, which has been
reported by several authors (e.g., Schlitzer et al., 1991; Krom et al., 1992; Yacobi et al.,
1995) and it has been attributed to the fast layering of the water mass, preventing gas
exchange and keeping the oxygen concentration constant (Kress and Herut, 2001).
Along to the rapid deep‐water formation, other authors invoke changes in solubility
and aerobic respiration kinetics due to climate warming as enhancers of high O2 levels
(Powley et al., 2016). Indeed, O2 consumption rates in the intermediate waters along
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the whole basin are lower than the global average mesopelagic value (Williams, 2014),
as well as nutrients in the present Mediterranean Sea, which level is also low in
comparison to the world ocean. In the Mediterranean, nutrient concentrations entering
through the Gibraltar Strait are low because the subtropical Atlantic water has low
nutrient content. The atmospheric and terrestrial inputs of phosphate and nitrate are
not significant enough to increase the nutrient levels in the MAW, therefore, the
Mediterranean Sea surface layer remains oligotrophic. In the water column, nutrients
are thought to be primarily influenced by precipitation and subsequent
remineralization of settling organic debris; their concentration profiles versus water
depth reflect uptake in surface waters and release in deep waters (Figure 3). As
precipitation is thought to take place in all surface waters, albeit at low rates for the
Mediterranean (Chow and Goldberg, 1960; Church and Wolgemuth, 1972; Monnin et
al., 1999; Rushdi et al., 2000), the continuous remineralization of organic matter
produces increasing nutrient concentrations with age in the deep water mass. This has
been clearly demonstrated for Atlantic‐Pacific deepwaters (e.g., Broecker et al., 1980).
In this study, the increasing nutrients concentration for the Mediterranean
Intermediate Water flowing from east to west, and the average nutrient level for
Mediterranean Deep Waters in the eastern and western Mediterranean, concur with
these general processes (Figure 4) as well as with the data reported by other authors
(Lazzari et al., 2016). In addition, the rather moderate concentration gradient is in line
with an oligotrophic —i.e. low‐productivity— Mediterranean and with the relatively
modest ages for this water mass compared to those in the Atlantic‐Pacific system.
Whereas the Atlantic inflow brings few nutrients, the MOW could export them, making
the anti‐estuarin circulation and net nutrient removal render the Mediterranean into a
marine desert overall. Notwithstanding, Crispi et al. (2001) showed through numerical
simulations that an anti‐estuarine circulation do not fully explain the oligotrophy of
the Mediterranean Sea. Phosphate is a primary productivity‐limiting nutrient in the
Mediterranean Sea, and its deficit in this basin is not only due to the depleted Atlantic
inflow, but also because the armospheric input provide N in excess, which leads to P
deficit in seawater. This P deficiency relative to N in atmospheric deposition it is
reflected in the unbalanced Redfield ratio in the Mediterranean Sea (Durrieu de
Madron et al., 2011; Huertas et al., 2012). The nitrate/phosphate ratio for the
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intermediate waters given by our data (N:P=20‐28:1) confirms the ultra‐depletion of
phosphate in the Mediterranean Sea, which matches previous reports (N:P=20‐27:1)
as very far from the world ocean´s typical Redfield ratio (N:P=16:1). Nitrate and
phosphate profiles reach their maxima at depth where the maximum bacteria
degradation occurs, these nutrients are regenerated faster than silica, whose profiles
are strongly correlated with those from Ba (e.g., Jacquet et al., 2005, 2007);
accordingly, it would be expected barium to be depleted in surface as much as silica,
which is also corroborated by our data. Silica is also the main scavenger of Al, which it
is used to predict iron inputs from dust fluxes into the euphotic zone (e.g., Han et al.,
2008; Han, 2010; Measures et al., 2005, 2010) since iron is essential for phytoplankton
photosynthesis and its concentration in seawater has a direct impact on primary
productivity (e.g., Boyd et al., 2007; de Baar et al., 2005). On the other hand, Al impedes
the solubility of sedimentary biogenic Si, with the subsequent effect that this would
have in productivity (e.g., Emerson and Hedges, 2006; Sarmiento et al., 2006). The
major Al source in the Mediterranean Sea is the Saharan dust, which in contact with
water dissolves between 1‐15% of Al (e.g., Maring and Duce, 1987; Measures et al.,
2005). Dissolved Al is attached to solid surfaces of sinking particles (Bacon and
Anderson, 1982; Goldberg, 1954; Bruland and Lohan, 2006) and during its pathway to
the seafloor Al desorbs or it is released by dissolution of the biogenic carrier particles,
increasing its concentration with depth as corroborated by our data (Figure 3). The Al
concentrations are used to determine the detrital fluxes to the basin, which is the first
step to estimate Ba fluxes in the Mediterranean Sea.

Fig. 3. Ba, Al, NO3, PO4 and Si average concentrations in the water column both in the
western Mediterranean (Site 1) and in the eastern (Site 14). See Figure 1, Chapter III.
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Fig. 4. Average concentrations of Ba (diagram on top), O2, NO3 and PO4 in water masses
from stations along the studied Mediterranean sea transect (See Figure 1 in Chapter III).
Note that avg. Ba concentrations are plotted with points indicating the station with a
number above.
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V.1.3. Barium distribution in the water column
The Ba distribution in the water column, with relatively low dissolved Ba in surface
waters, reflects the productivity‐related Ba‐uptake processes and enrichment in deep
waters due to partial dissolution of barite (Bernat, 1972; Dehairs et al., 1987; Jacquet
et al., 2016; Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). High dissolved Ba concentrations are correlated
with the Apparent Oxygen Utilization (AOU), a proxy to cumulative net community
respiration, linked to bacterial activity and organic matter remineralization (Arraes‐
Mescoff et al., 2001). The AOU maxima values in the Mediterranean Sea are located in
the mesopelagic layer, where barite precipitation takes place. Here marine barite
precipitation needs Ba saturated microenvironments linked to organic matter decay to
precipitate (e.g., Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Bishop, 1998; Bernstein et al., 1992,
1998), and the high dissolved Ba concentrations are maintained despite barite
precipitation because the saturation index for Ba in the Mediterranean Sea is ultra low.
Thus, any barite crystal sinking to the seafloor would be immediately dissolved
(Jacquet et al., 2016). The Mediterranean Sea can be considered a sort of mini‐ocean
where surface waters flow from Gibraltar to the most eastern part, and deep waters
travel from east to west to flow out into the Atlantic. Accordingly, we would expect to
see a consistent, gradual increase in the dissolved Ba concentration in the deep water
flowing from east to west, if substantial productivity‐related Ba‐removal from surface
water and release into deep water took place. If no appreciable sources of dissolved Ba
occur (rivers, upwelling, dust) while this water flows to the eastern Mediterranean
basin, then surface water productivity related processes would even further decrease
the surface‐water Ba content. In surface waters, the dissolved Ba concentrations reflect
the low primary productivity in the oligotrophic present‐day Mediterranean. In
contrast, there are rather constant deep‐water Ba concentrations from east to west,
though the Ba‐enriched levels in deeper waters relative to surface waters are more
difficult to explain. The dissolved Ba enrichment is coincident with the Oxygen
Minimum Layer (OML), a layer with ultra‐low oxygen concentrations (185 µmol/ kg.
Coppola et al., 2018) located from about 200 to 1300 m in the Mediterranean Sea
(Millot and Taupier‐Letage, 2005). The oxygen consumption in the OML is fuelled by
organic matter decomposition exceeding the O2 input through physical processes such
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as upwelling and diffusion (Packard et al., 1988; Tanhua et al., 2013). The dissolved Ba
increase in this layer it is related to the organic matter decay and the subsequent
partial dissolution of marine barite during its pathway to the seafloor. Although
productivity in itself cannot explain the Ba increase with depth in the Mediterranean
Sea, the residence time of intermediate and deep waters could account for the gradual
increase of Ba since the RT of this element is about 10,000 years (Chan et al, 1976),
much higher than those of Mediterranean seawater masses. Similarly to the increase of
nutrient content with water mass age, an increase in barium has been reported for the
Atlantic‐Pacific deep water system (e.g., Broecker et al., 1980; Clarke and Coote, 1988;
Pérez et al., 1993; Rushdi et al., 2000). Compared to the latter system, the increase in
barium in Mediterranean intermediate waters is very modest, which is in line with the
low productivity, hence low organic matter fluxes and barite precipitation, and the
modest age of this water mass. The long residence time of Ba in seawater compared to
the relatively short residence time of the Mediterranean water masses, evidences that
the high Ba concentrations observed in deep‐water must be related to hydrology and
to average biomineralization and dissolution processes over many seasonal cycles,
which is concordant with the general idea of a consistent and gradual increase of
dissolved Ba concentrations in deep waters from North Atlantic to the North Pacific. In
general, oceans (e.g., the Pacific) are undersaturated in barite (Monnin et al., 1999), but
the Pacific Ba concentrations are the double than in the Mediterranean Sea, meaning
the Mediterranean Deep Water is even more undersaturated relative to barite than
other

oceans.

Furthermore,

the

Mediterranean

salinity

—thus

sulphate

concentration— is ~10% higher than in the Pacific, and therefore the saturated Ba
concentration could be ~10% lower. The Ba concentration in deep waters could also
vary depending on where the deep‐water formation takes place (Adriatic or Aegean)
due to the presence of possibly unknown Ba‐sources, which should be further
investigated. To explore barium systematics, i.e. biological processes and provenance,
in a more quantitative way, it is first necessary to assess barium sources and fluxes, a
matter discussed in the next sections.
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V.1.4. Barium sources in the Mediterranean Sea
After more than four decades of research, the Ba cycle is just beginning to be
untangled. The main Ba inputs to the Mediterranean Sea come from the Atlantic Ocean,
whose inflowing water contains rather low Ba concentrations. If no appreciable
sources of dissolved Ba occur, a depletion of this element could be expected in the
surface layer eastward. It is known that evaporation, and therefore salinity increases,
however, these do not suffice to explain barite accumulation in the Mediterranean
basin since only accounts for a rise of 8% of the dissolved Ba (Jacquet al., 2016), thus,
additional sources are required. The plausible Ba sources in the Mediterranean Sea are
the Saharan dust, rivers, the Black Sea, hydrothermalism and cold seeps, diffusion from
sediments, and even Messinian evaporites. Although some microorganisms may be
behind the Ba release, it is difficult to quantify them and the precipitation mechanisms
involved are still poorly understood. It is assumed that they have a minor contribution
until further research reveals the opposite. Despite efforts made to explain Ba
concentrations in the Mediterranean basin through the above sources, there are no
sound estimates and no Ba balance in this basin, as the contribution of rivers and dust
cannot be clearly depicted to date. Recently, some authors have been proposed for first
time a quantitative Ba budget scheme for the western Mediterranean Sea (Roy‐Barman
et al., 2019). Among other reasons, the absence of quantitative approximations for the
Ba budgets in the Mediterranean Sea it is because the Ba sources are difficult to
evaluate given the uncertainties in the actual Ba desorption percentage, there is a wide
range of estimates and a lack of data from rivers and other regions. Although
submarine groundwater fluxes have been recently claimed to be more important than
previously thought, yet many uncertainties remain regarding groundwater discharge
as well as the Messinian evaporites contributions or the actual Ba input from rivers.
We further suggest that the Ba released from human activities should not be
underestimated given their increasing impact on Earth and climate change. In the
following paragraphs each source will be addressed in greater detail.
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Atlantic Ba input
The Atlantic Ocean is the source that introduce more water to the Mediterranean
basin (0.83 Sv, Powley et al., 2016). The mean dissolved Ba concentration in the
Atlantic surface layer is of 6.1 µg/l (43 ± 3 nmol/kg. Grissom, 2015), which is in line
with the Ba concentration found in this water mass once have passed throught the
Gibraltar Strait (40–47 nmol/kg. Jacquet et al., 2016; Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). Our
data in station 1 located in the Alboran Sea, near the Gibraltrar Strait entrance, show a
mean dissolved Ba for the upper layer (0‐200 m) of 8.3 µg/l, within the range of the
reported by Jacquet et al. (2016) and Bernat et al. (1972), who give 5.3 µg/l (38
nmol/kg) and 11.3 µg/l respectively. On the other hand, the average Ba concentration
in the MOW, below 200 m water depth, is of 10.6 µg/l at the same site, which is in line
with the range of 9.9–10.6 µg/l (~70–75 nmol/kg) given by Jacquet et al. (2016). In the
water column, the Ba increase with depth it is related to barite dissolution by pressure
changes and the ultra‐low saturation index of Ba in the Mediterranean Sea (Jaquet et
al., 2016), although the Ba excess in the MOW may be due to lateral accumulation after
several remineralization cycles during the water mass pathway westward, first as
intermediate and deep water in the eastern basin, and finally as MOW in the western.
This is in agreement with the reported for other oceans, such as the Ba increase from
the Atlantic to the Pacific related to the ageing of the water mass (Rushdi et al., 2000).
Nevertheless, the Mediterranean water masses have a relatively short residence time
compared to the mentioned oceans, and other sources have to be invoked to account
for the excess of dissolved Ba in this basin.
Ba from the Black Sea
The Black Sea is currently the largest anoxic basin in the world due to its restricted
water circulation. There is a salinity gradient between the surface water fed by
riverine fluxes and the intermediate and sulphide‐rich deep water masses ventilated
by the highly saline input from the Mediterranean Sea (Murray et al., 1991), which
creates a permanent halocline and prevents oxygenation (Özsoy and Ünlüata, 1997).
Primary production in the Black Sea is sustained by the nutrients input from major
rivers (Murray et al., 1991; Sur et al., 1996; Yiğiterhan and Murray, 2008) despite the
inconsistency of such input in past decades (Codispoti et al., 1991; Tuğrul et al., 1992;
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Cociasu et al., 1996; Konovalov and Murray, 2001; Cociasu and Popa, 2002). Although
data on dissolved Ba in the Black Sea water column are very scarce, it is known that the
Ba vertical profile shows an increase with water depth, as in other seas and open
oceans (Falkner et al., 1993). Furthermore, its dissolved Ba concentrations are much
higher than in any other marine environment: from 130 – 310 nM/l (17.8 – 42.6 µg/l)
in surface waters to 450 – 500 nM/l (61.8 – 68.7 µg/l) in deep waters, and up to twice
the value for barite (Falkner et al., 1991, 1993; Moore and Falkner, 1999). In the Black
Sea, the dissolved Ba maximum it is located near the redox interface, where microbial
activity promotes organic matter deccay and barite dissolution rates are high because
of the sulfate reducing conditions. The dissolved Ba concentration of the Marmara Sea
inflowing waters to the Black Sea is of 115 ± 5 nM (15.8 µg/l. Falkner et al., 1993).
Regarding the Black Sea output to the Mediterranean, Dehairs et al. (1987) made a
theorical estimation of 1.8 x 1016 µg/yr, which is over three times the input. The
sources of Ba to Black Sea surface waters are mainly attributed to upwelling,
groundwater discharge and rivers. Moore and Falkner (1999) were the first to report
data for the concentrations of dissolved Ba in rivers draining into the Black Sea,
showing a range of 215 – 405 nM/l (29.5 – 55.6 µg/l), which matchs with the dissolved
Ba outflowing to the Mediterreanean Sea. Nevertheless, the Ba cycle in the Black Sea
has not been steady during the past few decades because of anthropogenic impact;
high nutrient inputs owing to human contamination have given rise to high
productivity, while dams decrease detrital influx from rivers. The theorical estimates
for Ba input from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean made by Dehairs et al. (1987)
should be confirmed with the modern datasets and having also into account other Ba
sources in its balance since there is recent evidence of submarine groundwater
discharge in the Black Sea (Schubert et al., 2017).
Ba dissolved in riverine
The major detrital inputs to the Mediterranean Sea have been traditionally
attributed to rivers and dust. Estimating riverine detrital input into the ocean is
hampered by a lack of consistent long‐term data for most small river systems and
because of recent changes due to the damming of most large rivers. Total riverine
discharge to the basin is currently estimated around 0.3 x 1012 m3/yr (Ludwig et al.,
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2009). Although riverine discharge is considered as a main continental source of trace
metals to the ocean (Oelkers et al., 2011; Jeandel and Oelkers, 2015), rivers are not
significant Ba sources in the Mediterranean Sea since their contribution to the Ba
fluxes is < 3%. It is believed that only major rivers could account for Ba release in
deep‐water formation areas. In general, 10% of the fluvial discharge reaches the deep
basin while the remaining 90% is deposited in deltaic and continental shelf areas
(Martin et al., 1989). The Rhône (1550 ± 200 m3/s) is the main river providing
sediment fluxes to the western Mediterranean basin and the fraction of suspended
matter exported beyond the coastal zone, thus between 1.5 and 10% actually makes it
to the deep‐sea. Roy‐Barman et al. (2019) calculated average dissolved Ba fluxes along
the Rhône River at 1.1 x 107mol/yr (1.5 x 106 kg/yr). Neglecting the contribution of
other rivers and assuming 100% of particle dissolution, these authors assessed a total
dissolved Ba input by rivers to the western basin at (6.0 ± 1.3) x 107 mol/yr (8.2 x 106
kg/yr), which roughly fits the estimate of Dehairs et al. (1987). In the eastern basin,
mainly the Rosetta and Damietta branches of Nile River discharge freshwater into the
Mediterranean Sea and form the Nile delta. The Nile flow is very fluctuant: the average
total annual Nile discharge in the period 1959‐1964 reached 42.9 km3, whereas after
the Aswan dam in 1964 the flow to the estuary decreased to just 18‐21 km3 (Halim,
1991). The Nile freshwater reaching the Mediterranean annually amounts to 2.5 – 4
km3 (Halim, 1991). The Rosetta Nile branch influx constitutes the main winter source
of nutrients in the coastal area off the Nile delta (Hamza, 2005). El‐Bouraie et al.
(2010) reported an averaged dissolved Ba concentration of 0.204 mg/l (0.5 – 0.8 x 106
kg/yr) in surface waters close to the mouth of this branch (after Aswan dam).
Nevertheless, the Ba input from rivers may be underestimated since there are a large
number of unmonitored coastal basins and minor rivers have been ignored. As
example, in the western Mediterranean only the Rhône river has been considered as
Ba source but other French, Spanish, Algerian, Tunisian and Italian rivers could also
account since Wang and Polcher (2019) found that more freshwater (40 – 60%) flows
into the Mediterranean Sea than previously estimated, also pointing to the neglected
submarine groundwater discharge. In the central Mediterranean and the eastern basin
not only the Po and Nile but other Italian rivers and unaccounted subterranean rivers
should be taken into account.
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Ba dust related sources
Along with river contributions, atmospheric deposition has been traditionally
invoked as major source of trace metals in the ocean (Duce et al., 1991; Jickells, 1995;
Bowie et al., 2002; Mahowald et al., 2005; Mackey et al., 2012). Large amounts of
Saharan dust are deposited both in the western and the eastern Mediterranean surface
waters by wet (rainfall) or dry deposition and it has been considered a dominant Ba
input to the Mediterranean basin (e.g., Dehairs et al., 1987; Bonnet and Guieu, 2006)
despite being a source with high intra‐annual and inter‐annual variability (Avila et al.,
1998; Guieu et al., 2010). Indeed, both in the western and eastern Mediterranean Sea,
the fluxes of many trace elements from dust to the surface layer are much higher than
those from the Rhône and Po rivers (Guieu et al., 1997; Guerzoni et al., 1999). The
average present‐day Saharan dust fluxes vary from ∼1 mg/cm2 yr in the western
Mediterranean Sea up to 3.5 mg/cm2 yr in the eastern basin (Herut and Krom, 1996;
Guerzoni et al., 1999; Guerzoni and Molinaroli, 2005), the last one is almost double
than the 2 mg/cm2 measured in sediment traps reported by Rutten et al. (2000), and
account for 10 ‐ 20% of the recent deep‐sea sedimentation in the western
Mediterranean (3 ‐15 mg/cm2 yr). Dulac et al. (1996) and Moulin et al. (1997)
compared Meteosat data with measured aerosols at the Corsica site for a six‐month
period, finding that the average measured aerosol flux was roughly 0.9 mg/cm2yr,
whereas Meteosat data yielded an average of 0.8 mg/cm2 yr (0.4 ‐ 1.1 mg/cm2 yr) for
the same period. They also compared the atmospheric fluxes derived from Meteosat
with dust fluxes measured in sediment traps for a period of two years. The Meteosat
gave a similar range both years, 0.35 ‐ 1.1 mg/cm2 yr, while the sediment trap data
showed different fluxes, 1.2 and 0.9 mg/cm2 yr. To explain these variations, these and
other authors (Heimbürger et al., 2014) point to several short‐term hydrological and
biological processes controlling the downward flux of particles in the water column.
Atmospheric deposition cannot explain by itself the downward transport, especially in
the eastern Mediterranean, and it is rather a conjunction of dense water convection
and surface primary productivity leading to the formation of aggregates that facilitates
the transport of particulate material to the bottom (Theodosi et al., 2019). Guerzoni et
al. (1999) estimated annual dust fluxes of 8 – 12 – 35 g/m2 for the Western
Mediterranean (WM), Central Mediterranean (CM) and Eastern Mediterranean (EM),
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respectively. Guerzoni and Molinaroli (2005) used these values to arrive at a total
annual dust flux for the whole Mediterranean of ~40 x 106 tons, pointing out that these
fluxes amount to one third of riverine sources. In general, it is assumed that mineral
dust aerosols dissolve in the ocean surface in a range of 1.5‐5% (Measures et al., 2008).
Hydes et al. (1988) assumed that 10% of the dust input is Al, and of this percentage 5%
is finally dissolved in the ocean (deduced from Pacific Ocean: Maring and Duce, 1987;
Prospero et al., 1989), assuming this in a steady state model framework that considers
negligible the influence of rivers and sediments for the Al contribution. This was
corroborated by Chou and Wollast (1997) with a sophisticated data set and budget
calculations for the western Mediterranean; and Moreno et al. (2006) arrived at a close
estimate of 6% total Al flux (reported as 12% Al2O3). The same fractional solubility can
be considered both for Al and Ba (Weldeab et al., 2014), thus 5%. Although other
authors proposed much higher percentages —such as Dehairs et al. (1987), who gave
75% of Ba from dust finally dissolved in seawater— a Ba fractional solubility in
agreement with the range 1.5‐5% previously reported is the most reasonable
(Desboeufs et al., 1999; Measures et al., 2008; Hsu et al., 2010). Still, Roy‐Barman et al.
(2019) considered the percentage given by Dehairs et al. (1987) and derived a Ba flux
of 0.6 ×108 mol/yr from dust finally disolved in the western Mediterranean, but they
coud not justify the Ba loss due to water circulation. In general, it has been concluded
that dust fluxes are negligible and the dissolved Ba distribution is mainly driven by
hydrodynamics (Weldeab et al., 2014; Jacquet et al., 2016).
Submarine groundwater discharge
Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) is known to play an important role in the
biogeochemical cycles of marine environments. These fluxes comprise both fresh
meteoric groundwater and recirculated seawater through permeable marine
sediments. The location and quantification of SGD inputs are challenging, but the
combination of different methods —aerial thermal infrared images, electromagnetic
techniques, salinity and temperature measurements, Rn and Ra tracing or direct
measurement of the spring outflow by seepage meter— allow for an approximation to
the total groundwater outflow (e.g., Ollivier et al., 2008; Moore, 2010; Mejías et al.,
2012; Bejannin et al., 2017; Bejannin et al., 2020). SGD has been estimated up to 4
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times higher than riverine discharge into the oceans (Kwon et al., 2014), about 0.7–6%
of the global river discharge (Zektser, 2006; Beck et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2019;
Luijendijk et al., 2020). SGD is a significant source of chemical elements (Moore et al.,
2008; Beusen et al., 2013; Trezzi et al., 2016; Cho et al., 2018; Robinson et al., 2018)
and it is a Ba‐rich reservoir. The concentration and desorption of Ba during marine
water intrusions are being alike to those from Ra (Li and Chan, 1979; Moore, 1996;
Rama and Moore, 1996), meaning a Ba release about ten times higher than from rivers
(Shaw et al., 1998). Indeed, the Ba fluxes from SGD are ranging to 5–57% of the
riverine flux (Gaillardet et al., 2003; Mayfield et al., 2021). Despite the recent attention
to the SGD, in the western Mediterranean, these fluxes have been already calculated in
some coastal areas (Garcia‐Solsona et al., 2010; Mejías et al., 2012, Rodellas et al., 2012,
2017). The total SGD fluxes to the Mediterranean Sea ranges from 0.3 x 1012 to 4.8 x
1012 m3/yr, i.e. up to 16 times larger than the riverine fluxes and it constitutes an
important source of nutrients and trace elements (Basterretxea et al., 2010; Garcia‐
Solsona et al., 2010; Rodellas et al., 2015; Trezzi et al., 2016; Roy‐Barman et al., 2019;
Bejannin et al., 2020). In their study of karstic submarine groundwater discharge, Chen
et al. (2020) estimated dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and dissolved inorganic
phosphorous (DIP) fluxes to the Mediterranean Sea equivalent to 8 – 31% and 1 – 4%
of total riverine inputs, respectively. Furthermore, in some regions of the
Mediterranean Sea the importance of SGD has been demonstrated in the supply of
dissolved trace metals when rivers cannot account for the observed enrichment
(Moore et al., 1997; Shaw et al., 1998; Rodellas et al., 2014; Tovar‐Sánchez et al., 2014;
Trezzi et al., 2016; 2017). The Ba flux to the Mediterranean Sea can be controlled by
climate patterns such as sea level changes (Shaw et al., 1998; Maciopinto and Liso,
2016; Veit and Conrad, 2016) but also by seasonal oscillations in groundwater
chemistry related to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) patterns (Llovel et al., 2011;
Sweet and Zervas, 2011; Tremblay et al., 2011; Gonneea et al., 2013; Neves et al.,
2019). The depth and location of the measurements also affect the value of the trace
metal concentrations (Charette and Sholkovitz, 2002; Beck et al., 2007) and there is a
high variability of the Ba/228Ra ratio in groundwater. Given the likely importance of
SGD in the Ba cycle, such uncertainties should be further investigated.
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Hydrothermal vents and cold seeps
Some additional sources of dissolved Ba to deep waters have been largely ignored,
the submarine hydrothermal fluxes and cold seeps. Hydrothermal vents and cold seeps
expel chemical‐rich fluids from the seafloor usually composed of natural gases and
other hydrocarbons, being cold seeps less ephemeral and with fluxes at lower
temperature. The actual amount of Ba derived from these systems is not well
quantified in the global Ba budget due to difficulties in locating and measuring them.
Still, it has been reported that cold seeps are common in continental margins and their
contribution is as significant as hydrothermal vents, responsible for 2 – 13% of the
global Ba input to the oceans (Elderfield et al., 1996; Von Dam et al., 1985; Edmond et
al., 1979) with fluxes ranging 10‐40 µmol/kg (Von Damm et al., 1985; Paytan and
Kastner, 1996; Dickens et al., 2003) and similar for cold seeps (Torres et al., 1996,
2001, 2002; McQuay et al., 2008). The release of Ba from these systems may result in
the authigenic precipitation of barite, which is mainly consumed in the formation of
chimneys (Torres et al., 1996, 2002; Aquilina et al., 1997; Naehr et al., 2000; Greinert et
al., 2002), and little Ba remains available for release to seawater. Nevertheless, barite
microcrystals from friable cold seep structures can be exported and affect dissolved
barium fluxes (Aloisi et al., 2004; McQuay et al., 2008). In the Mediterranean Sea,
although some authors have overestimated the Ba fluxes from these systems (1.4
nmol/cm2 yr. Carter et al., 2020), it has been demonstrated the influence of
hydrothermalism releasing particulate Ba in some areas of the Aegean Sea, with a Ba
flux from 0.11 to 1.45 μg/l (Megalovasilis, 2020). This is only an example among many
others in the Mediterranean Sea (e.g., Varnavas and Cronan, 1991; Dando et al., 1999;
Dekov and Savelli, 2004). As these fluxes are suspected to have a significant impact in
the current Ba cycle in restricted marine basins (Torres et al., 2002) and may have
affected the global ocean barium cycle in past geological times (Dickens et al., 2003;
McQuay et al., 2008), it worthwhile to further investigate and quantify their Ba fluxes
to the Mediterranean Sea.
Diffusion from the seafloor
Another Ba source to bottom waters is fluid diffusion from anoxic sediments where
sulfate reduction has released barium to pore waters. This usually leads to barite
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reprecipitation fronts where reduced fluids interact with oxic pore waters or regular
seawater at the water‐sediment interface (Torres et al., 1996). It has been
demonstrated that Ba increases with water depth in west of Sargaso Sea due to
diffusion from the seafloor (Van Beek et al., 2007). Furthermore, high dissolved Ba
concentrations in bottom waters in the Bay of Bengal also indicate fluxes from seabed,
which means that Ba dissolution within the sediment and its subsequent migration in
pore waters would suffice to provide dissolved Ba in stagnant bottom waters (Singh, et
al., 2013). In the western Mediterranean Sea and the Sicily Strait, the Ba concentration
in pore waters is four times that in the overlying seawater (Michard et al., 1974;
Böttcher et al., 2003), promoting Ba fluxes from sediments. Indeed, Roy‐Barman et al.
(2019) used high resolution pore water data from other authors (Michard et al., 1974)
and calculated a Ba concentration gradient of ~1020 nmol/kg/m and a diffusive flux of
Ba from the sediment to seawater of 1.8 x 10‐2 nmol/m2/s, which is high compared
with those from other oceanic sediments (Falkner et al., 1993; McManus et al., 1998).
These authors give a Ba flux approximation of 4.75 x 108 mol/yr from sediments to the
western Mediterranean basin, proposing that this could be enough to balance the Ba
budget of the deep water masses. Meanwhile, in the eastern basin, the outcrop of
Messinian evaporites can release dissolved Ba from the sediment directly to deep
waters, so that Ba‐rich bottom waters are associated with brines (De Lange et al.,
1990; Jacquet et al., 2016). Although evaporites have been identified through seismic
data in the western basin (Driussi et al., 2015), no current brines have been observed.
Diffusion from the seafloor presents in general many uncertainties and it should be
further investigated in order to assess more accurately the Ba budgets in the whole
Mediterranean Sea.
Other Ba sources
It is a fact that human activities leave an ecological footprint on our environment,
but the anthropogenic influence on marine Ba budgets has been overlooked,
considered irrelevant on the geologic time scale. Yet given the peaking interest in
climate change and the ecological impact of our developing industry, it would be
advisable to take into account anthropogenic Ba fluxes in the current Mediterranean
Ba balance. Ba‐rich drilling fluids can reach estuarine sediments and be discharged to
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the ocean during oil well drilling campaigns, both onshore and offshore, releasing high
amounts of particulate Ba (Boothe and Presley, 1989; Neff and Sauer, 1995). In fact,
between 295 to 411 tons of barite are discharged to the ocean in conjunction with
these activities (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019), and this mineral may slowly dissolve under
reducing conditions, enriching the neighbouring waters in dissolved Ba (Boothe and
Presley, 1989). Proof of this is that in some coral strains from Thailand were found to
have up to 18 μg/g of Ba in their skeletons as a result of well drilling (Howard and
Brown, 1986). The intensified exploration after the 60s resulted in a higher variability
of the Ba/Ca ratios in coral skeletons (Neff, 2002). Other marine organisms, such as
bivalves, have likewise been affected by production platforms, showing higher Ba
concentrations in their tissues than animals from areas without oil well influence (e.g.,
Boesch and Rabalais, 1989; Spangenberg, and Cherr, 1996). Offshore oil exploration
has been minimal in the Mediterranean Sea, limited to some explorations by Italy in
the Adriatic Sea during the 50’s and in the Aegean Sea and the Gulf of Gabest (east
coast of Tunisia) during the 70’s‐80’s, drilled by Greece, Italy and Libya. Nevertheless,
at present there are production platforms offshore of Spain, Malta and some North
African countries, and there are plans to drill and install wells offshore Northern
Greece during 2021 (Carpenter and Kostianoy, 2018). Turkey has also become
interested in the Libyan sea exploration, having signed an agreement with the Tripoli
Government. This means that human impact is on the rise in the Mediterranean, so
that its influence in Ba cycling could be much more significant in the coming decades.
Further research is needed to clarify the actual and eventual impact of this factor.
V.2. Results
The salinities and temperatures (Figure 2) of the studied water masses are ranging
37 to ~39 psu and 15 to ~18 °C for the surface waters (0‐200 m), from the Alboran Sea
to the Levantine Basin respectively. Regarding the LIW (200‐600 m), it is characterized
at ~39 psu and ~16 °C, which denotes a higher density than the overlying water mass.
The deep waters in the eastern basin (>600 m) have similar salinity than the LIW but
presents lower temperature (~14 °C), whereas the western Mediterranean shows a
slightly lower salinity (~38 psu) and temperature (~13 °C). The average nutrient
concentrations in the surface layer in site 1, located in the Alboran Sea, are 5.3 µM for
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NO3 and 0.3 µM for PO4, while in the easternmost part of the Mediterranean (site 14)
are 0.24 for NO3 and 0.02 µM for PO4 (Figure 4). As expected, for the LIW the nutrient
concentrations increase with depth, 10.1 µM for NO3 and 0.5 µM for PO4 in site 1, and
3.4 for NO3 and 0.1 µM for PO4 in site 14. On the other hand, the average oxygen
concentrations thought the whole basin for surface waters is of ~224 µM, for
intermediate waters of ~182 µM and for deep waters ~189 µM. Note that in Figure 4
the plot do not shows O2 for surface waters since there are seasonal changes with a
strong influence in the values, reflecting the different sampling periods. Our Ba profiles
show dissolved Ba concentrations ranging from 6.5 to 11.1 µg/l, which are roughly in
line with the 5.6 µg/l to 10.3 µg/l (40.5 – 75.3 nmol/kg) given by Roy‐Barman et al.
(2019) for the whole Mediterranean. Our data show averaged Ba concentrations of 8.3
µg/l in the surface layer (0‐200 m) at the Gibraltar entrance, coherent with the 8.5 µg/l
(62 nmol/kg) of Roy‐Barman et al. (2019), and 7.5 µg/l in the easternmost part of the
basin for the same water mass, which supports the discrete productivity in the
Mediterranean Sea and it is only slightly higher than values previously reported (45
nmol/kg – 53.9 nmol/kg, thus 6.3 – 7.4 µg/l; Jacquet et al., 2016; Roy‐Barman et al.,
2019; see Figure 6 of this chapter). In the intermediate water layer (200‐600 m), the
dissolved Ba concentration average is of 9.1 µg/l, which concurs with the previously
reported data (Jaquet et al., 2016; Roy‐Barman et al., 2019), and a lateral gradient of
0.6 µg/l is observed (avg. 8.9 µg/l in the eastern to 9.5 µg/l in the western basin; see
Table 2, Figure 6), which can be attributed to progressive Ba accumulation during its
pathway westward, that is, hydrodynamics. For the deep waters the Ba concentrations
appear to be quite constant, with a dissolved Ba average of 10.3 µg/l, nearly the same
as reported in previous research (70‐75 nmol/kg, thus 9.6 µg/l; Jaquet et al., 2016;
Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). The lowest dissolved Ba value is of 6.4 µg/l and it is located
in the Alboran sea (site 4), whereas the highest value is of 11.7 µg/l, in the
Erathostenes seamount (site 14). At station 10, we observe a significant Ba increase
from ~10 at 3104 dbar to 11µg/l at 3107 dbar, along to the typical salinity and
temperatures of the deep water mass (38.7 psu and 13.9 °C).
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Table 1. Dissolved Ba concentrations in the water column of the studied stations.
1 Depth Ba
1
834 10.4
2
828 11.0
3
807 11.1
4
706 10.8
5
706 10.0
6
605 10.8
7
454 10.5
8
303
9.8
9.5
9
226
10
177 9.4
11
127 9.3
12
105 9.0
8.9
13
96
14
90
9.2
8.7
15
85
16
81
8.0
7.7
17
75
7.5
18
70
19
70
7.7
7.6
20
65
7.5
21
60
22
49
7.3

2 Depth Ba
9.4
1
2769
2
2760 10.9
3
2723 10.1
4
2500 11.0
5
2001 10.8
6
1499 10.8
7
997 10.6
8
750 10.6
9
500 10.4
9.2
10
350
11
250
8.8
12
201 8.3
13
148 8.3
14
101 8.2
7.3
15
75
16
58
7.4
7.4
17
50
7.4
18
45
19
39
7.1
7.2
20
34
7.4
21
30
22
25
6.9
7.0
23
21
6.9
24
14

3 Depth Ba
1
2797 10.4
2
2700 11.0
3
2495 9.9
4
2036 11.1
5
1526 10.8
6
1018 10.7
7
1018 10.2
8
509
10.3
9
509
9.2
10
257
9.1
11
257
8.3
12
156
7.8
13
106
8.1
14
106
7.8
15
95
8.4
16
90
7.9
17
85
7.8
18
80
7.8
19
75
7.7
20
70
7.5
21
65
7.3
22
55
7.3

4 Depth Ba
1
2793 10.4
2
2770 10.4
3
2722 10.6
4
2501 10.4
5
2000
6
1500 10.4
7
1002 10.2
8
599 10.1
9
449 9.7
10
303 9.2
11
249 8.9
102
12
7.1
13
75
14
60
7.0
15
55
6.9
16
50
6.9
17
46
7.3
18
43
7.0
19
39
6.5
20
33
6.5
21
30
6.8
22
24
6.4
23
20
6.5
24
15

5 Depth Ba
1
2881 10.6
2
2509 10.1
3
1820 10.1
9.8
5
446
6
354
9.7
8.8
7
254
8.1
8
121
9
95
7.4
7.4
10
85
7.9
11
80
12
75
7.3
7.4
13
70
6.8
14
61
15
48
7.2
65
16
17
91
151
18
302
19
20
354
667
21
809
22

6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
23
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Depth
2563
2563
2557
2538
2440
1933
1599
1262
970
658
396
396
298
197
122
93
80
69
64
59
54
49
39

Ba
10.8
10.5
10.6
10.3
10.1
10.6
10.6
10.5
10.2
10.0
9.4
9.3
9.3
8.5
7.8
7.6
7.6
7.2
7.3
7.0
7.5
6.8

7 Depth Ba
2967
1
2
2967
2967
3
4
2967 9.7
5
2967 10.3
6
2762 10.2
7
2558 10.0
8
2044 10.3
9
1536 10.2
10 1027 10.3
11
722 10.2
12
520 9.5
13
267 9.1
14
129 8.1
15
105 7.1
16
94 6.7
17
84 6.9
18
80 6.9
19
75 6.9
20
69 6.8
21
64 6.9
22
55 7.1
23
44 6.9

100

8

Depth

Ba

9

Depth

Ba

10

Depth Ba

11

Depth Ba

12

Depth Ba

13 Depth Ba

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2380
2380
2378
2368
2320
2200
1699
1199
698
399
239
150
109
95
85
80
75
70
64
60
55
49
45

10.1
9.7
9.9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

3390
3390
3350
3300
3200
3100
3000
2500
1750
1250
750
500
375
250
200
175
150
125
100
75
50
25

11.1
10.8
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.1
10.9
10.8
10.9
10.1
10.9
10.2
9.7
8.9
8.1
8.2
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.9
7.9
7.6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
24

3107
3100
3001
2500
2000
1500
1000
450
299
174
100
85
75
70
65
60
54
50
45
40
34
24
15
30

11.0
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.7
10.7
10.9
9.6
8.8
8.5
8.0
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.6
7.7
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.3
7.5
7.3
7.5
7.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

3542
3500
2746
2000
1750
1450
1100
900
750
350
250
180
160
145
130
116
100
91
85
80
75
65
50

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

655
655
645
635
615
600
550
500
400
300
200
150
145
140
125
100
60
40
30
20
15
10
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

10.1
10.2
10.2
10.9
9.8
9.5
8.6
7.7
7.4
7.8
7.6
7.6
7.3
7.0
7.2
7.0
6.9
6.8
7.0

10.4
10.5
10.6
9.8
10.5
10.7
10.8
10.5
11.0
8.6
7.7
7.6
7.4
7.4
7.5
7.5
7.6
7.5
7.5
7.6
7.4
7.6
7.4

9.1
9.1
9.1
9.0
9.2
9.0
8.6
8.6
8.0
7.8
7.3
8.0
8.4
7.6
7.8
7.8
7.9
8.1
8.7
9.2
9.3
9.7

1513
1513 9.3
1490 9.4
1465 9.5
1440 10.0
1415 9.2
1365 9.6
1200 9.3
1100 9.3
1000 8.9
850 9.6
700 8.6
600 8.8
500 8.3
400 8.1
300 7.8
250 8.0
200 7.8
150 7.6
125 7.6
100 7.6
75
7.5
7.5
50
7.4
25

14

Depth

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

2028
1998
1973
1923
1822
1517
1263
1110
1010
1010
1010
909
808
706
656
606
504
403
302
201
152
126
102
76

Ba
10.8
10.7
11.1
11.4
11.7
11.3
11.5
11.4
10.8

11.4
11.1
10.4
10.7
10.4
9.6
8.3
7.5
7.5
7.7
7.4

Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of dissolved Ba concentrations in the seawater column of the studied
stations.
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Fig. 6. Some Ba profiles obtained in this thesis, in red, compared with those from Jacquet et
al. (2016), in blue.
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V.3. Discussion
The physical and chemical attributes of the water masses forming the
Mediterranean Sea overturning circulation are confirmed by our salinity and
temperature profiles, from the Atlantic inflowing surface waters, relatively warm, to
the denser and colder intermediate and deep waters (Figures 1 and 2). Our data also
corroborates the Mediterranean oligrotrophy and the ultra‐depletion of phosphate
especially in the eastern basin (Figures 3 and 4). The derived nitrate/phosphate ratio
(N:P=20‐28:1) it is in line with the previously reported (N:P=20‐27:1), very far from
the world ocean´s typical Redfield ratio (N:P=16:1). The increasing nutrients
concentration both for intermediate and deep water masses flowing from westward
(Figure 4) concur with the data reported by other authors (Lazzari et al., 2016) and
with the general biological processes and accumulation with aging of the deep water
masses as in e.g., the North Atlantic – Pacific system. In Figure 4, it can be also deduced
the good ventilation of the Mediterranean water masses in comparison to other oceans
since the oxygen concentrations are relatively high and have a slight increase
eastward, supporting the oxygen excess over biological demand due to deep‐water
formation inputs and low productivity, with the oxygen minimum located as expected.
Regarding the Ba profiles provided in this thesis (Table 1, Figure 4 and 5), these
corroborate the biological Ba‐uptake in surface waters and the dissolved Ba increase
with water depth due to barite partial dissolution, also in line with the previously
reported (Bernat, 1972; Dehairs et al., 1987; Jacquet et al., 2016, Roy‐Barman et al.,
2019). Ba concentrations in surface waters support the discrete productivity in the
Mediterranean Sea, which is further confirmed by the slight Ba increase westward in
the intermediate layer, highlighting the modest age of this water mass. The high
dissolved Ba accumulations in the deep water masses can be attributed to partial
dissolution of barite because of pressure changes and the ultra‐low saturation index of
Ba (Jacquet et al., 2016). The data provided here also reflect the gradual increase in the
dissolved Ba concentrations in the deep water flowing westward due to the
accumulation after several Ba cycles with the aging of the deep water mass. Overall,
there is a Ba increase from surface waters to 600 m and a relatively constant
concentration below 600 m. This profile reflects the nutrient‐type behavior of Ba, with
Ba uptake by biologic processes in the upper and intermediate water layers and
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gradual release downward tied to organic matter decay and partial dissolution of
barite (Figs. 6 and 7). In general, the high dissolved Ba concentrations are correlated
with the AOU and the OML, thus bacterial activity and organic matter decay linked to
marine barite precipitation. It may be contradictory, but barite precipitation needs of
such Ba saturated microenvironments and at the same time the low Ba saturation in
the Mediterranean Sea leads to dissolve any sinking barite crystal (Jacquet et al., 2016).
The highest values of dissolved Ba were observed at station 14, coincident with the
pelagic high of the Erathostenes Seamount, have been also reported by Jacquet et al.
(2016) who attributed the high values to the local dissolution of settling barite
particles related to organic debris. Despite of these assumptions, productivity in itself
nor the traditional accounted sources (dust and rivers) cannot explain the Ba
unbalance in the Mediterranean Sea. In station 10 (3107 dbar), we observe a
significant Ba increase just above the bottom, which could be attributed to the
influence from sediment fluxes or perhaps even to a brine located at roughly 3323
dbar in the Bannock Basin, which is close to this site (Luther et al., 1990; De Lange et
al., 1990), since the dissolution of barite in brines and at the interface lead to enhanced
concentrations of Ba (De Lange et al., 1990). The Ba provided by the brine could
contribute to the increase at the bottom of station 10 by lateral transport, although the
temperature and salinity profiles in this site do not reflect such an influence. The role
of brines, cold seeps and diffusion from the seafloor should be further investigated and
quantified in order to improve our knowledge of the Ba cycle and its budgets in the
Mediterranean Sea. Figure 7 offers a general diagram of the marine Ba cycle for the
Western Mediterranean Sea (Carter et al., 2020). These authors reported the
terrestrial input including rivers and groundwater (6.14 nmol/cm2yr) although these
sources are likely being underestimated since most of them are under‐explored and
the same thing would occur for the hydrothermal sources. They also include
dissolution in sediment in the flux for dissolution in the water column but they justify
the most Ba fluxes mainly with the internal cycling. Calculating Ba fluxes accurately is
no easy task, given the uncertainty of variables such as the fractional solubility of Ba,
among others, traditionally considered the same as for Al (Weldeab et al., 2014). Over
the last decades very different values have been proposed, ranging from 1.5% to 80%
(Dehairs et al., 1987; Arraes‐Mescoff et al., 2001), although the most broadly accepted
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values are 1.5‐5% (Chester et al., 1993; Desboeufs et al., 1999; Measures et al., 2008;
Hsu et al., 2010). In light of this data fluctuation, results may lean towards an
overestimation or underestimation of the Ba fluxes. Other authors recently studying Ba
budgets for the Western Mediterranean report a net flux of ‐7.0 x 108 ± 1.8 x 108
mol/yr at the Gibraltar strait (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019), a negative Ba balance that
reflects the need of additional Ba sources. These authors also give a flux of 0.6 x 108
mol/yr from dust deposition taking into account the highest Ba desorption value
(80%), and the same flux from rivers (Rhone and Ebro) assuming a particulate Ba
dissolution of 100% and neglecting the contribution of other rivers, meaning a possible
underestimation of their Ba contribution. At any rate, inputs from Saharan dust and
rivers appear to be insufficient for explaining the imbalance in the Mediterranean Ba
budget, since their contributions are at least 10 times lower than the net Ba loss from
the western basin. Sediment fluxes could balance the Ba budgets in the deep water
masses: they are estimated to provide, in the western Mediterranean alone, a total Ba
flux of 4.75 x 108 mol/yr (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). Another potential source of
dissolved Ba would be Ba‐rich brines from Messinian evaporites, identified both the
eastern and the western basin (De Lange et al., 1990; Driussi et al., 2015; Jacquet et al.,
2016), although their contribution to the Ba budget calls for quantification. Likewise,
submarine groundwater discharge is an underexplored dissolved Ba source that could
account for the Ba imbalance, with a flux of 3.6 ± 2.4 x 108 mol/yr just for the western
basin (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). All things considered, some kind of diffusion would be
the most plausible source behind the Ba imbalance in the entire basin, but it is
necessary to quantify their contribution. Moreover, the internal Ba cycle is only
partially understood; the role of bacteria —which is discussed in the next chapter—
requires further investigation, beyond the qualitative approaches undertaken to date.
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Fig. 7. Simplified diagram of the marine barite cycle in the Western Mediterranean
Sea. Fluxes are shown with black arrows (in nmol/cm2yr). Dissolved Ba is shown in
red as Ba2+ and the particulate phase as BaSO4. Note that Ba is also associated with
other terrigenous and authigenic minerals not depicted in this figure. *Terrestrial
input includes rivers and groundwater discharge. ** Dissolution in sediment is
included in the flux for dissolution in the water column (from Carter et al., 2020).

V.4. Conclusions
High‐resolution data on barium in the water column along a Mediterranean Sea
transect, obtained during different oceanographic campaigns, have been analyzed in
order to a better understanding of Ba distribution in this basin. In surface waters, the
chemistry of the water column reflects the modest productivity of the Mediterranean
Sea and a Ba gradient evidencing high Ba concentration in the deep layers throughout
the basin when compared to those from the surface layer. The data of this thesis
further support the Ba imbalance predicted by Dehairs et al. (1987) and recently
corroborated by Roy‐Barman et al. (2019), highlighting the underestimation of an
external Ba source to the Mediterranean Sea since the contributions of Sahara dust and
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rivers are insufficient to explain the Ba deficit in this basin. Submarine groundwater
discharge, brines from Messinian deposits, or some kind of diffusion from sediments
could be suitable candidates for the missing Ba input in the balance and further
investigations are needed on this topic. The complexity and difficulty of unveiling the
actual Ba contribution from these sources underline the necessity to clarify Ba budgets
and fluxes in the whole Mediterranean Sea in order to constrain the likely source. In
this sense, we provide new data correlated with those from previous research, which
will help to complete the Ba balance scheme in future investigations.
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Chapter VI. Role of bacteria in marine barite precipitation: A case study
using Mediterranean seawater
This chapter has been published in the international journal Science of the Total
Environment as follows:
Torres‐Crespo, N., Martínez‐Ruiz, F., González‐Muñoz, M.T., Bedmar, E.J., De Lange,
G.J., Jroundi, F., 2015. Role of bacteria in marine barite precipitation: A case study using
Mediterranean

seawater.
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VI.1. Abstract
Marine bacteria isolated from natural seawater were used to test their capacity to
promote barite precipitation under laboratory conditions. Seawater samples were
collected in the western and eastern Mediterranean at 250 m and 200 m depths,
respectively, since marine barite formation is thought to occur in the upper water
column. The results indicate that Pseudoalteromonas sp., Idiomarina sp. and
Alteromonas sp. actually precipitate barite under experimental conditions. Barite
precipitates show typical characteristics of microbial precipitation in terms of size,
morphology and composition. Initially, a P‐rich phase precipitates and subsequently
evolves to barite crystals with low P contents. Under laboratory conditions barite
formation correlates with extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) production. Barite
precipitates are particularly abundant in cultures where EPS production is similarly
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abundant. Our results further support the idea that bacteria may provide appropriate
microenvironments for mineral precipitation in the water column. Therefore, bacterial
production in the past ocean should be considered when using Ba proxies for
paleoproductivity reconstructions.
Keywords:
Marine barite, Bacteria, Water column, Microbial processes, Biomineralization.
VI.2. Introduction
Biogenic barium content in marine sediments has been traditionally considered as
a reliable proxy for reconstructing past‐ocean productivity (Paytan and Griffith, 2007
and references therein). At present, it usually occurs as discrete crystals of the mineral
barite in ocean waters underlying high productivity regions. As barite subsequently
accumulates in proportion to export production from the surface waters in marine
sediments, Ba proxies (barite and algorithms based on Bio‐Ba) have served to
recognize productivity variations in the past. The settling of particulate Ba has been
broadly demonstrated, as has its correlation with organic carbon fluxes and primary
production (e.g., Dehairs et al., 1980, 1987, 1991, 1992, 2008; Bishop, 1988; Dymond
et al., 1992; Planchon et al., 2013). Moreover, barite is very refractory under oxic
conditions; thus, it is well preserved in oxic settings, and dissolution may occur only in
anoxic sediments. Since the early discoveries of Ba enrichment in marine sediments
(Goldberg and Arrhenius, 1958; Chow and Goldberg, 1960), a vast body of literature on
Ba proxies has appeared (e.g., Van Santvoort et al., 1996; Griffith and Paytan, 2012 and
references therein). However, the mechanisms behind barite precipitation in seawater
that is undersaturated in barite (e.g., Monnin et al., 1999) still remain unknown. Barite‐
supersaturated microenvironments may result from the decay of organic matter (e.g.,
Dehairs et al., 1980, 1990; Bishop, 1988; Ganeshram et al., 2003) or the dissolution of
acantharian celestite (SrSO4) skeletons, enriched in barium (e.g., Bernstein et al., 1987;
Bernstein and Byrne, 2004). Yet the dissolution of acantharians would only contribute
up to 20% of the observed barite precipitation, as demonstrated in the Southern Ocean
by Jacquet et al. (2007). There is likewise a lack of clear correlation between
acantharian abundance and barite concentration in sediments or in the water column
(Bertramand Cowen, 1997). To date a direct biologicmediation of barite precipitation
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by living organisms has not been demonstrated. In this regard, the bacterial
precipitation of barite is a promising field to explore. Microbially induced precipitation
of barite has been shown in diverse environments; González‐Muñoz et al. (2003) were
able to precipitate barite in culture experiments with a soil bacterium, and suggested
that bacteria may have also played a significant role in barite precipitation in natural
environments. Glamoclija et al. (2004), Sanchez‐Moral et al. (2004) and Senko et al.
(2004) reported barite precipitation in natural environments where microbes may
have played a role either oxidizing sulfur compounds to generate sulfate or providing
biofilms favoring biomineralization. Bonny and Jones (2007) suggested a re‐evaluation
of the capability of different microbial groups to mediate barite precipitation, which
should be taken into account when using particulate marine barite as a
paleoproductivity proxy. In a warm sulfur spring in Canada, Bonny and Jones (2008)
reported barite crystals that nucleated on microbial cell surfaces and in microbial
extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), suggesting that microbes are capable of
adsorbing and bioaccumulating barium. Recently, González‐Muñoz et al. (2012)
demonstrated that marine bacteria promoted barite precipitation under laboratory
conditions. These authors assayed marine bacteria for experimental work, using
selected strains with proven biomineralization capability such as Idiomarina
(González‐Muñoz et al., 2008), as well as other strains of Gram‐negative and Gram‐
positive bacteria. Other authors have shown that higher mesopelagic Ba in the Pacific
coincides with greater bacterial activity, suggesting a potential relationship (Dehairs et
al., 2008). Similarly, Jacquet et al. (2011) describe a correlation between mesopelagic
Ba contents and bacterial activity in the Southern Ocean. Additional work is required
to fill gaps in our knowledge of barite production in seawater. As it seems to be
correlated with enhanced bacterial activity and is produced throughout the
mesopelagic layer, natural samples from the Mediterranean at depths of 200 m and
250 m were selected to isolate bacteria for the present study. Our objective was to
explore the potential role of marine bacteria living in the upper water column in barite
precipitation, as well as the mechanisms involved in such precipitation.
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VI.3. Material and methods
VI.3.1. Sampling
Water column samples were obtained from two Mediterranean stations (Fig. 1): the
Algero‐Balearic basin station RL33CT (37° 44.05′N 2° 12.43′ E) and the Ionian basin
station RL81CT (34° 43.00′ N 22° 12.90′ E), from hereon referred to as stations WM
(Western Mediterranean) and EM (Eastern Mediterranean) respectively. These
samples were collected during the Ristretto e Lungo cruise M83/3 (Research vessel
“Meteor”) using a CTD (conductivity, temperature and depth) rosette with
Niskin bottles of 12 l volume. One water sample was gathered at 250 m depth in the
WM station, and another at 200 m depth in the EM station. Sampling depths were
selected in view of indications of barite formation in the upper water column. The
distribution of barite particles suggests that much of it would come from decaying
organic matter aggregates, occurring mainly in the upper water column, where most
organic matter is regenerated (e.g., Dehairs et al., 1980).
VI.3.2. Culture media
For marine bacteria isolation and cultivation, “Marine Broth” (MB, DIFCO
laboratories, USA) culture medium was used in both liquid and solid forms (jellified
with 2% purified agar‐agar, DIFCO laboratories, USA). The barite production assay was
conducted using solid culture media enrichedwith Ba (CMBa) (González‐Muñoz et al.,
2012) initially containing no free sulfate so as to avoid inorganic barite precipitation.
As barite is thought to precipitate in microenvironments where the Ba concentration
may be higher than in seawater, the media were enriched in Ba accordingly. If sulfate
were available in such conditions, inorganic precipitation would occur; hence a sulfate
free medium is required to test mediating biogenic precipitation. We used two types of
CMBa that differed in NaCl concentrations: 1) CMBa1 composed of yeast extract 0.4%,
BaCl2 · 2H2O 2 mM, NaCl 1.9%, purified agar 2%, pH 7; and 2) CMBa2 composed of
yeast extract 0.4%, BaCl2 · 2H2O 2 mM, NaCl 3.5%, purified agar 2%, pH 7. As in
previous studies of barite precipitation by bacteria (González‐Muñoz et al., 2012), two
different NaCl concentrationswere used: that of the “Marine Broth” medium as well as
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the concentration closest to seawater salinity, to further test any potential salinity
effect on bacterial growth and precipitation.

Fig. 1. Bathymetric map of the Mediterranean showing the position of the CTD stations from
which the water samples analyzed in this study were recovered (WM in the Algero‐Balearic
basin, Western Mediterranean, and EM in the Ionian basin, Eastern Mediterranean,
respectively). Source map: Amante and Eakins (2009).

VI.3.3. Isolation of bacteria
From each water sample, 100 ml was aseptically filtered using a filter with 0.45 μm
pore size (Millipore) in a Kitasato system with a vacuum pump. The filter was
recovered with tweezers and gently shaken in 10 ml of NaCl solution (3.5%).
Afterwards, appropriate serial dilutions for both samples were performed and 100 μl
aliquots of each dilution were inoculated and spread on MB solid medium and
incubated at 28 °C; although this is an optimal growth temperature, incubation at a
wide range of temperatures has been shown to produce similar results in terms of
precipitation (González‐Muñoz et al., 2012). Colonies were observed at two time
intervals (6 and 20 days), and counted after the incubation to determine colony
forming units (CFUs). The selection of colonies was based on visual characteristics
such as color, shape and morphology. The purity of selected isolates was confirmed by
repeated streaking on the same medium. Pure bacterial suspensions were stored in
glycerol at −80 °C.
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VI.3.4. Identification of bacteria
Genomic DNA was extracted from bacterial cells using the RealPure Genomic DNA
Extraction kit (Durviz, Valencia, Spain), following the manufacturer's instructions. The
quantity of DNA was determined employing a Nanodrop spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop ND1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Additional quality analyses entailed
electrophoresis of the extracted DNA (5 μl) on 0.7% agarose gel at 100 V for 40 min,
staining with a Gel Red solution (70 μl/l; stock: 10,000x) for 20 min, and visualizing by
means of an UVP documentation system (BioRad Transilluminator, Universal Hood;
Mitsubishi P93D‐printer). To obtain fingerprint patterns of all isolates and cluster
them in different groups, repetitive extragenic palindromic‐polymerase chain
reactions (rep‐PCR) were performed using primers REPIR‐I and REP2‐I (de Bruijn,
1992), as described in detail in Jroundi et al. (2010). PCR products of all isolates were
electrophoresed on 1.5% agarose gel and the DNA fingerprints were compared by
visual inspection of the banding patterns. The representative strains of each cluster
were identified on the basis of their 16S rDNA amplification using the two opposing
primers, fD1 and rD1 (Jroundi et al., 2010). PCR products were purified with the
Qiagen PCR product purification system and directly sequenced using the same
fD1/rD1 primers with an ABI PRISM 3130xI Genetic Analyzer. The sequences were
compared with those from the GenBank using the BLASTN tool (Altschul et al., 1997)
available at EMBL‐EBI database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk) and the EzTaxon‐e tool, an
extension of the original EzTaxon database (Chun et al., 2007) available at EzBioCloud
(http://eztaxon‐e.ezbiocloud.net). Phylogenetic analyses were performed by means of
the BioEdit computer program (package version 7.1.11; Hall, 2007), which uses the
neighbor‐joining algorithm, to be visualized with MEGA 4.0.2 (Tamura et al., 2007).
The 16S rDNA sequences obtained in this study were deposited in the GenBank
database. The accession numbers are shown on the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2).
VI.3.5. Barite production assays
Representative strains of each rep‐PCR group were inoculated in MB liquid culture
medium (test tubes with 5 ml/tube) and incubated under shaking (200 rpm) for 24 h
at 28 °C. Afterwards, cultures were centrifuged (15,871 xg for 5 min), washed 3 times
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with a NaCl solution (1.9%, the same concentration as in MB) and finally re‐suspended
in a 5 ml final volume of the NaCl solution. Drops of 20 μl were inoculated on CMBa1
and CMBa2 solid media and incubated at 28 °C for more than one month. Plates were
periodically observed by optic microscopy (4x and 10x objectives) to detect the
presence of crystals.
VI.3.6. Analysis of precipitates
– X‐ray diffraction (XRD): Prior to XRD analyses, bacterial cells were killed by
exposition to a germicide UV lamp for 2 h. Portions of the agar containing dead
bacterial cells and precipitates were dried for 24–48 h at 37 °C. The mineralogical
composition of the precipitates in these portions was determined using an X'Pert Pro
diffractometer with an X'Celerator detector. As the sample size was small, a zero
background sample holder was used. The diffractograms were interpreted using X‐
powder software (http://www.xpowder.com; Martín‐Ramos, 2004).
– High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscopy (HRSEM): For morphological and
compositional analyses of the precipitates by HRSEM, agar pieces with dead bacterial
cells (treatment with UV for 2 h) were immersed in distilled water and melted in a
microwave oven (600 W for 50 s). After centrifugation (30 s at 6261 xg), the
precipitates were recovered and washed with distilled water to eliminate the
remaining culture medium, salts and cellular debris. Precipitates were transferred to a
clean glass plate, dried for 24 h at 37 °C, then prepared and sputtered with carbon for
HRSEM observation. Morphological and chemical analyses of the precipitates were
performed with an AURIGA model microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT) coupled with energy‐
dispersive X‐ray microanalysis (EDX) and Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD),
Oxford Instruments.
VI.4. Results
VI.4.1. Bacterial isolation and identification
The counts of bacterial colonies gave an average bacterial load of (3.6 ± 1.2) x 105
CFU/ml in the EM water sample and of (7.19 ± 1.0) x 104 CFU/ml in the WM water
sample. Different heterotrophic bacteria were isolated from the two water samples.
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Rep‐PCR grouped the 78 isolates (35 from EM water and 43 from WM water) into 32
REP patterns (Table 1). A phylogenetic tree derived from the nearly complete 16S
rRNA gene sequences (Fig. 2) of a representative strain of each REP pattern showed
the isolates to pertain to six genera, namely Marinobacter, Alteromonas,
Pseudoalteromonas, Idiomarina, Bacillus and Brevibacillus. The 35 isolates recovered
from the EM water sample (Ionian basin) mainly belonged to phyla Proteobacteria
(62.8%) and Firmicutes (37.2%) (Table 2). Within the Gammaproteobacteria, 15
isolates (42.8%) were affiliated with the genus Marinobacter from the family
Alteromonadaceae, this being the most abundant genus. The strains were clustered in
five rep‐PCR groups (IV, V, VI, VII and VIII), and
Marinobacter algicola DG893T was found to be the closest relative species, with
similarities ranging from 94% to 99%. Within the same family, the genus Alteromonas
was represented by seven isolates (20%), which clustered in three rep‐PCR groups (I,
II and III) showing similarity of over 98% with Alteromonas stellipolaris LMG 21861T
(groups II and III) and more than 97% with Alteromonas addita R10SW13T (group I).
More than 34% of the isolates were related to the genus Bacillus and they clustered in
six rep‐PCR groups (X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV and XV), showing similarities with Bacillus
anthracis ATCC 14578T ranging from 99.85% to 100%. One additional isolate (rep‐
PCR group IX) was affiliated with the genus Brevibacillus from the family
Peanibacillaceae (2.6%) and showed a similarity of more than 97% with Brevibacillus
formosus NRRL NRS‐863T. From the WM water sample (Algero‐Balearic basin), 43
isolates were identified as members of the same two phyla found in the EM water
sample. Within the Gammaproteobacteria, three families dominated: Idiomarinaceae
(25.6%), Pseudoalteromonadaceae (20.9%) and Alteromonadaceae (12.9%). One
isolate (rep‐PCR group IV) affiliated with the genus Alteromonas showed more than
98% similarity with the closest relative species, A. stellipolaris LMG 21861T. Three rep‐
PCR groups (V, VI, and VII) were related to the genus Marinobacter, the closest relative
species being M. algicola DG893T. Nine isolates (20.9%) belonged to the genus
Pseudoalteromonas and clustered in three rep‐PCR groups (I, II, and III) showing
almost 99.8% similarity with the type strain Pseudoalteromonas espejiana NCIMB
2127T. Within the family Idiomarinaceae, the genus Idiomarina dominated with three
different rep‐PCR groups (VIII, IX, and X), and Idiomarina abyssalis NCIMB 2127T as
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the closest relative species, with similarities ranging from 87.7% to 99.3%. Seventeen
isolates were highly related to the members of the Firmicutes, Bacillus (32.6%) and
Brevibacillus (7%). The isolates belonging to the genus Bacillus clustered in six rep‐
PCR groups (XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII), the closest relative species being B.
anthracis ATCC 14578T with similarities ranging from 99.85% to 100%. One rep‐PCR
group (XI) was related to the genus Brevibacillus, the closest relative species being B.
formosus NRRL NRS‐863T, having 97% similarity.
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Fig. 2. Neighbor‐joining phylogenetic tree based on nearly complete 16S rRNA gene sequences
of the studied strains from Mediterranean seawater samples and phylogenetically related
species within the genera Pseudoalteromonas, Alteromonas, Idiomarina, Marinobacter,
Brevibacillus and Bacillus. The rep‐PCR representative strains are in bold letters. Bootstrap
values are indicated as percentages derived from 1000 replications. Values lower than 70 are
not shown. Bar, 2 nucleotide substitutions per 100 nucleotides. The tree is rooted on Ralstonia
pickettii LMG 5942T.
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VI.4.2. Barite production assays
No precipitates were observed under optic microscopy among the killed cell
controls. In the bacterial colonies of Pseudoalteromonas sp., precipitates appeared after
the 6th day of incubation (Table 3). They were easily recognized as a concentration of
small dense points that were particularly abundant at 15 days and even detectable
with the naked eye at one month. This strain showed conspicuous mucus on both solid
and liquid culture media, and HRSEM observations also revealed grid‐like structures
most likely corresponding to EPS (Fig. 3). The isolate Idiomarina sp. was able to
precipitate barite crystals but they were abundant only after one month of incubation.
Alteromonas sp. also produced barite precipitates at the border of the colonies but
after longer incubation and these precipitates were less abundant. On the other hand,
Brevibacillus sp. and Marinobacter sp. showed low growth on any of the media used in
this study (CMBa1 or CMBa2). All isolates related to B. anthracis species were
eliminated for the sake of biological safety.
VI.4.3. Analysis of precipitates
XRD analysis confirmed that barite is the mineral phase precipitated in the bacterial
cultures. Diffractograms also revealed halite as a consequence of desiccating the
culture media (Fig. 4). HRSEM showed that barite aggregates were mostly spherical or
ellipsoidal in shape, with a size ranging from 0.5 to 2 μm. In general the morphologies
resembled previously reported barite that was microbially mediated in culture
experiments mostly spherulitic, and occasionally dumbbell‐shaped aggregates. As the
size of the aggregates reflects the rate of growth, barite aggregates in the bacterial
colonies of Pseudoalteromonas sp. were larger than those of Idiomarina sp. and
Alteromonas sp. colonies. EDX analyses showed the composition of barium, sulfur and
oxygen, although phosphorous was also abundant in some precipitates (Fig. 5). The
compositions also generally agree with previous experimental results in terms of P
enrichment in the initial phases of crystallization (González‐Muñoz et al., 2012). Thus,
larger spheroidal aggregates had more abundant Ba and S as compared to P. In
contrast, smaller and less compact aggregates had relatively high P content with
respect to S and Ba.
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Table 1. Phylogenetic classification of marine strains identified in this study.
Strainsa

Rep‐PCR
pattern

Closest relative
species on basis
of 16S rRNA gene

Accession numbers o Similarity
%
the closest type
strains

Family

Class

Phylum

Algero‐Balearic basin water sample (WM)
WM9, WM8b,
WM19a

I

Pseudoalteromonas
espejiana

NR_029285.1

99.78

Pseudoalteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM40a, WM57,
WM40b, WM35

II

Pseudoalteromonas
espejiana

NR_029285.1

99.78

Pseudoalteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM77, WM16

III

Pseudoalteromonas
espejiana

NR_029285.1

99.78

Pseudoalteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

'WM32b

IV

Alteromonas stellipolaris

NR_025433.1

98.69

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM2

V

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

98.1

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM11, WM7,
WM10

VI

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

99.11

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

VII

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

98.57

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM1, WM46,
WM49, WM56

VIII

Idiomarina abyssalis

NR_024891.1

95.74

Idiomarinaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM5, WM6a,
WM14a, WM8a

IX

Idiomarina abyssalis

NR_024891.1

87.69

Idiomarinaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

WM21, WM30,
WM17a

X

Idiomarina abyssalis

NR_024891.1

99.38

Idiomarinaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

2

WM48
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3WM3, WM31a,
WM31b

XI

Brevibacillus formosus

NR_40979.1

97.04

Paenibacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

4WM17b, WM27,
WM6b

XII

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.92

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

5

WM13

XIII

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.92

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

6

WM14b, WM29

XIV

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

100

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

WM19b, WM20,
WM4a, WM4b

XV

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.92

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

WM22, WM25,
WM24

XVI

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.85

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

WM64

XVII

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.85

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

Ionian basin water sample (EM)
EM26a, EM26b,
EM27

I

Alteromonas addita

NR_043100.1

97.73

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM4, EM67

II

Alteromonas stellipolaris

NR_025433.1

98.69

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM12a, EM66b

III

Alteromonas stellipolaris

NR_025433.1

98.69

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM3, EM5

IV

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

98.77

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM10, EM9b

V

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

98.57

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM20, EM18,
EM17a

VI

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

94.01

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM21, EM22

VII

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

99.04

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM28, EM29,
EM65, EM66a,
EM31, EM44

VIII

Marinobacter algicola

NR_042807.1

98.70

Alteromonadaceae

Gammaproteobacteria

Proteobacteria

EM8

IX

Brevibacillus formosus

NR_40979.1

97.04

Paenibacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM1

X

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

100

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM7

XI

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.85

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM11

XII

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.92

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM13, EM14

XIII

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.85

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM25b, EM30,
EM33, EM2

XIV

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.85

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

EM36, EM48,
EM32

XV

Bacillus anthracis

NR_041248.1

99.92

Bacillaceae

Bacilli

Firmicutes

a For

a given strain, the letters WM and EM stand for Western Mediterranean and Eastern Mediterranean respectively, the names of the locations
from which water samples were collected. Strains in bold were chosen as representative strains of each rep‐PCR group. 1 to 6: The
representative strains of these groups are EM4, EM10, EM8, EM36, EM11 and EM1, respectively.
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Table 2. Number of isolates (N) related to the corresponding genera and their percentages
in each water sample.
Genus

Algero‐Balearic basin water
sample (WM)

Ionian basin water sample
(EM)

N

%

N

%

Alteromonas

1

2.3

7

20

Pseudoalteromonas

9

20.9

0

0

11

25.6

0

0

Marinobacter

5

11.6

15

42.8

Brevibacillus

3

7

1

2.9

Bacillus

14

32.6

12

34.3

Total of 6 genera

43

Idiomarina

100

35

100

Table 3. Bacterial growth on both CMBa culture media (CMBa1 and CMBa2) and barite
production by the tested strains.
Strains

Growth

Barite
production

CMBa1 CMBa2 CMBal

CMBa2

Alteromonas sp. EM4, EM12a and EM26a

++

++

P

P

Pseudoalteromonas sp. WM9, WM40a and WM77

++

++

P

P

Idiomarina sp. WM1, WM5 and WM21

++

++

P

P

Marinobacter sp. WM2, WM11, EM3, EM10, EM20,
EM21 and EM28

+

+

–

–

Brevibacillus sp. EM8

+

+

–

–

+: Low growth; ++: Moderate growth; P: Crystal production; –: Unknown.
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Fig. 3. Scanning electron micrographs (backscattered) showing cells
of Pseudoalteromonas sp. strain WM40a that present abundant grid‐
like structures, most likely corresponding to EPS. Samples were
prepared using the CO2 critical point method.

VI.5. Discussion
The precipitation of barite under laboratory conditions in association with bacteria
isolated from natural seawater represents a step forward towards demonstrating the
significance of bacteria in the precipitation of barite in natural environments.
Laboratory experiments (e.g., Bonny and Jones, 2008; González‐Muñoz et al., 2003,
2012) and field observations (e.g., Bonny and Jones, 2007 and references therein) have
revealed that the precipitation of barite can be microbially mediated. Furthermore, our
experimental work showed that the sizes, morphologies, and presence of high P
concentration at the initial stages of crystallization are consistent with microbial
precipitation (Fig. 5). In fact, the formation of P‐rich precursors is a common step in
bacterial biomineralization. Nucleation of an amorphous phosphate phase has been
previously reported for the microbial precipitation of barite (González‐Muñoz et al.,
2003, 2012), aragonite, apatite and iron oxides, both under laboratory conditions and
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in natural environments (Rivadeneyra et al., 2010 and references therein). As
suggested by González‐Muñoz et al. (2012), phosphoryl groups in structural polymers
as EPS or cell membranes may act as sorbing constituents during the precipitation
process, resulting in amorphous or poorly crystalline P‐rich precursors. Our results
show that in precipitates from Idiomarina sp. and Alteromonas sp. which appeared
later than those from Pseudoalteromonas sp. and where smaller aggregates were
observed, P is particularly abundant in comparison to S. This further suggests that
crystals produced at initial stages have higher P contents. Moreover, marine barite is
usually found in oceanic sinking aggregates in association with decaying organic
matter (e.g., Bishop, 1988; Dymond et al., 1992; Dehairs et al., 2000), and in
suchmicroenvironments a high bacterial activity is expected from organic matter
degradation. A correlation between higher mesopelagic Ba and bacterial activity has
been demonstrated in several regions from the Pacific and the Southern Oceans. It has
been proposed that mesopelagic particulate biogenic Ba reflects bacterial degradation
of organic matter, and is related to oxygen consumption and bacterial carbon
respiration (Dehairs et al., 2008; Jacquet et al., 2011; Planchon et al., 2013). Thus, the
precipitation of barite in association with bacteria isolated from natural seawater, at
depths where particulate Ba is more abundant, further points to a connection between
high bacterial activity and marine barite formation. In terms of the phylogenetic
groups retrieved in this study, our results are not very different from those obtained in
offshore oligotrophic waters from the Mediterranean Sea, and from the Pacific and
Atlantic oceans. The rep‐PCR fingerprint technique, used in this study, has enough
sensitivity to accurately detect genotype microbes at the strain or subspecies levels.
This is a valuable tool used to group, identify, track and examine diversity among
environmentally important microorganisms (Versalovic et al., 1991, 1998; Sadowsky
and Hur, 1998; Rademaker et al., 2004; Healy et al., 2005; Ishii et al., 2009). Bacteria
with the same rep‐PCR pattern belong to the same bacterial species or even the same
strain (de Bruijn, 1992; Ishii and Sadowsky, 2009), while the same species with
different fingerprint patterns indicate that the isolates belong to different strains from
the same species. The bacteria isolated from the two areas of our study showed similar
phylogenetic distributions and taxonomic resolutions: the communities were
dominated by Gammaproteobacteria (60.4% in the western sample and 62.8% in the
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eastern sample), although members of Firmicutes (39.6% in the western sample and
37.2% in the eastern sample) were also abundant. These results confirm that these
bacteria are common in seawater from different oceans (Sawabe et al., 2000; Van
Trappen et al., 2004; Ivanova et al., 2005; López‐López et al., 2005; Green et al., 2006;
Keim et al., 2006; Ki et al., 2009; Porob et al., 2013; Lekunberri et al., 2014). The genus
Bacillus, within the Firmicutes, is one of the most frequently isolated from marine
waters (Eilers et al., 2000). The sequences found here matched very well with B.
anthracis, though this species belongs to the B. anthracis group (B. anthracis, Bacillus
cereus, Bacillus thuringiensis and Bacillus toyonensis), a taxonomic group that includes
species/subspecies that are not distinguishable by the 16S rRNA sequence. The same
observation was made by Ki et al. (2009), who isolated several marine Bacillus species
from diverse marine environments but failed to separate, on the basis of 16S rRNA
sequences, the species of B. cereus group in individuals. Accordingly, discerning the
members of B. anthracis group found here would call for further studies. The genus
Brevibacillus is related to the genus Bacillus, which is distributed widely throughout
nature. The habitat of both genera overlaps, occurring in diverse environments such as
rocks, dust, aquatic environments, and guts of various insects and animals (Nicholson,
2002). Gammaproteobacteria represent a large phylogenetic group of cosmopolitan
species (Bowman et al., 1997; Pinhassi et al., 1997; Suzuki et al., 1997; Eilers et al.,
2000). Our results are consistent with those of Lekunberri et al. (2014), who used
culture‐dependent methods to show that this group of bacteria dominated in the
waters in the NW Mediterranean Sea (Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory,
approximately 70 km north of Barcelona). Mullins et al. (1995) found that the
Gammaproteobacteria subclass contains the largest number of sequences from
cultured marine isolates. In our study, this is reflected by the high degree of similarity
between our sequences and those of members of the genera Alteromonas, Idiomarina,
Marinobacter and Pseudoalteromonas. The occurrence of these genera could be an
effect of the peculiar depth conditions of the chlorophyll maximum (DCM), with a much
higher abundance of phytoplankton and perhaps a higher availability of organic
nutrients; or it could signal a change in physical conditions, e.g. water temperature and
light intensity. The isolates representing Marinobacter sp. appear to branch at some
distance from the other Gammaproteobacteria (Fig. 2) and are related to halotolerant
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bacteria. The genus Idiomarina has a widespread distribution in marine and
hypersaline habitats (Martínez‐Cánovas et al., 2004), and different species were
isolated from the Pacific Ocean deep‐sea (Ivanova et al., 2000), hydrothermal vents at a
depth of 1296 m (Donachie et al., 2003), surface water of the central Baltic Sea (Brettar
et al., 2003), hypersaline water in Spain (Martínez‐Cánovas et al., 2004), and wetland
and seashore sand in Korea (Choi and Cho, 2005; Kwon et al., 2006). Recently, several
species of this genus have served to demonstrate the capability of marine bacteria to
precipitate barite (González‐Muñoz et al., 2012). The predominant occurrence of
Alteromonas and Pseudoalteromonas spp. in marine waters all around the world had
been suggested previously (Acinas et al., 1999; Eilers et al., 2000; Schäfer et al., 2000;
Lekunberri et al., 2014). In particular, Alteromonas species were abundant in
Mediterranean offshore samples, in the surface and down to 400 m (Acinas et al.,
1999). This was supported by our rep‐PCR DNA fingerprints and further identification
on the basis of the 16S rDNA, as we recovered Alteromonas sp. from both eastern and
western Mediterranean waters at respective depths of 250 m and 200 m. Other
authors describe the significant presence of this marine organism in samples from the
Atlantic (Klochko et al., 2012), and in many other tropical and temperate seas (García‐
Martínez et al., 2002). The genus Pseudoalteromonas is common to the marine
environment, including seawater, algae, and marine invertebrates (Baumann et al.,
1972, 1984; Baumann and Baumann, 1981; Gauthier and Breittmayer, 1992; Sawabe et
al., 2000). It was described for the first time by Gauthier et al. (1995) as a
heterotrophic, Gram‐negative, aerobic, rod‐shaped, and polarly flagellated marine
bacteria. All pseudoalteromonads require Na+ ions for growth (Mikhailov et al., 2006),
and could therefore be regarded as obligate marine microorganisms. The sequences
found herein matched very well with P. espejiana, characterized by non‐pigmented,
translucent and highly mucoid colonies, all of which confirm the phenotypic
characteristics of this microorganism described previously by a number of authors
(Chan et al., 1978; Bowman, 1998). Some members of the genus Pseudoalteromonas
are highly effective in biofilm formation (Saravanan et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2007;
Iijima et al., 2009) and accordingly might be hosted by marine fauna and flora for
defense, by means of biofouling (Lindquist and Fenical, 1991; Holmström et al., 1996,
2002; Dobretsov et al., 2006, 2007). Interestingly, several bacterial strains of the genus
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Pseudoalteromonas, including P. espejiana, commonly produce EPS. Itwould appear
that this characteristic provides a range of survival strategies for the cells. This EPS
acts as protective barriers against antibiotics and against predation by protozoa
(Costerton et al., 1987), reduces the diffusion of some substances to and from the cells,
and functions as enhancers for nutrient and ion uptake (Geesey, 1982). EPS production
would therefore play a key role in barite precipitation, as is the case for other mineral
phases (Bontognali et al., 2014; Tourney and Ngwenya, 2014). Ba would bind to
phosphate groups on EPS and bacterial cells, locally increasing its concentration
(González‐Muñoz et al., 2012). As a second step, the replacement of phosphate by
sulfate occurs. Under experimental conditions, bacteria also oxidize sulfur compounds
and generate the sulfate needed for barite precipitation. However, in seawater, where
sulfate is available, the major role played by bacteria would be providing binding sites
for cations in the EPS and cell membranes. It is also important to note that living
organisms such as plankton contain a relatively large pool of labile Ba, which is readily
released during decomposition, as demonstrated by Ganeshram et al. (2003), who also
suggested that Ba enrichment rather than sulfate induced barite precipitation. Thus, in
natural seawater where sulfate is available, bacteria could contribute to Ba enrichment
and saturation in microenvironments where barite may precipitate. As the assayed
bacterial strains are common and abundant in seawater, it is likely that bacteria
promote Ba saturation in natural decomposing organic matter microenvironments.
Barite formation may involve the Ba binding to phosphate groups on EPS and bacterial
cells, the increasing of Ba concentrations at nucleation sites followed by the
replacement of phosphate by seawater sulfate and barite crystal growth. It is known
that organic matter degradation, particularly in sinking organic aggregates, is linked
tomicrobial activity. Thus, bacterial production would significantly impact barite
precipitation, and this would be a major process to take into account when using Ba
proxies for paleoceanographic reconstructions.
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Fig. 4. X‐ray diffraction diagram of the precipitates formed in culture experiments by
Pseudoalteromonas sp. (sample WM40a); barite peaks are indicated with red bars. Abundant
halite precipitates as a result of desiccating the medium.

Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrographs (backscattered images) showing typical morphologies
and sizes of the barite precipitates (Pseudoalteromonas sp.WM40a), and acquired energy‐
dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy spectra: A) from one large spherical aggregate that shows
relative abundance of sulfur in relation to phosphorous; B) from one small aggregate, probably
corresponding to initial stages of crystallization, that shows a significantly higher phosphorous
concentration (see arrows).
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VI.6. Conclusions
Several bacterial strains isolated from natural Mediterranean sub‐surface seawater,
at 200 m and 250 m depths, promoted barite precipitation under laboratory
conditions. Our results show that barite precipitates are particularly abundant in
cultures where EPS production is also high. In fact, EPS production and bacterial
growing ability under experimental conditions would appear to affect the rates of
barite production. Therefore, the role of EPS in barite precipitation in the water
column is an important issue for future research. Microbially induced precipitation of
barite under laboratory conditions triggered by bacteria that are common in marine
seawater suggests that bacterially induced precipitation may also occur in the oceans.
Therefore, bacterial production in the past and the mechanisms involved in barite
precipitation should be considered in paleoproductivity reconstructions.
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Chapter VII. General discussion
Barium is ubiquitous in the water column in areas of high biological productivity
where organic matter decomposition takes place. Although the biological mechanisms
that retain barium in such microenvironments are not well understood, it is well
known that the formation of marine barite occurs due to biological intermediation
leading to Ba saturation. In the Mediterranean, the precipitation of marine barite in the
water column and its subsequent deposition has caused the accumulation of this
mineral in the underlying organic‐rich sediments, the so‐called sapropels. As
previously mentioned, in this thesis sapropels were studied from Pliocene to Holocene
ages, and a review of climate and productivity conditions leading to sapropel
deposition over time was carried out. Ba distribution in the water column across a
transect within the Mediterranean Sea has also been analyzed, and the mechanisms for
marine barite formation have been investigated, in particular, focused on the role that
marine bacteria play in barite precipitation within high productivity environments.
VII.1. Ba distribution in Mediterranean Sea sapropels: Climate and productivity.
As the Ba cycle is closely related to primary productivity, assessing the mechanisms
controlling past productivity variations relies on the further understanding of Ba
concentrations both in the water column and in sediments. Indeed, the importance of
marine barite within sapropels as a proxy has been demonstrated in many
paleoproductivity studies (e.g., Dehairs et al., 1996; Jilbert et al., 2010; Hennekam et al.,
2014; Martínez‐Ruiz et al., 2018). At present, the eastern Mediterranean basin shows
high Ba concentrations in surface waters linked to lower Ba uptake, thus lower
productivity than in the western basin. Still, the discrete productivity of the present
Mediterranean Sea is maintained because of the density increase of the surface water
masses eastward due to evaporation, and their sinking in the easternmost part; this
leads to nutrient and oxygen distribution from surface waters towards the
intermediate layer, just below, with the subsequent productivity improvement. At
present, the intermediate layer travels westward, passing through the Sicily strait, and
in the western basin becomes a confined water mass because the less dense Atlantic
inflow generates strong stratification, which provokes poor water ventilation. In this
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way hydrodynamics affect the basin´s productivity, as is reflected in the Mediterranean
sedimentary record. However, the present framework of biological productivity cannot
be extrapolated to other time periods with higher marine productivity; for instance the
most recent Holocene sapropel (S1) in the Alboran basin has 535 ppm of barium, while
in the Levantine basin the concentrations are up to 1003 ppm for the same period
(Chapter IV, Table 4). One exception is the Erathostenes Seamount (avg. 226 ppm),
because its shallow nature does not allow much barite accumulation, yet it is in line
with values observed for other seas such as the Arabian Sea (Schenau et al., 2001).
Primary productivity depends on several factors, including the solar energy received,
temperature, CO2 concentrations, nutrient availability, and community interactions. All
these factors are in turn linked to climate changes. The first sapropels were deposited
roughly 15.4 My ago (Taylforth et al., 2014), when the Mediterranean basin became a
semi‐enclosed system and buoyancy changes began to affect water masses layering.
Since then, sapropels have been deposited during glacial and also during interglacial
periods. During the glacial periods, abrupt climatic oscillations occurred as a
consequence of changes in the oceanic circulation, i.e. the warm cycles Dansgaadr‐
Oeschger during the last glaciation (110000‐10000 years BP). The transitions between
glacial and interglacial periods were fast, and there were also abrupt setbacks such as
the Younger Dryas (13000‐11600 years BP). The warm interglacial periods were more
stable than the glacial periods, with some smaller scale variations. The Riss glaciation
began 200000 years BP and coincides with the deposition of sapropels S8 (i‐cycle 20),
S7 (i‐cycle 18) and S6 (i‐cycle 16). Then, 145000 years ago marked the onset of an
abrupt and short warming until 125000 years ago, coinciding with the deposition of
sapropel S5 (i‐cycle 12). The S5 was triggered by a productivity increase because of
higher nutrient input by riverine, faster Atlantic inflowing waters together with
induced upwelling by westerlies (Moreno et al., 2004). Around that point a gradual and
slow cooling began, until 110000 years BP, a period during which cold summers were
common. There was a stabilization of temperatures, and sapropels S4 (i‐cycle 10) and
S3 (i‐cycle 8) were deposited. Afterward, 60000 years ago, the last glaciation of the
Quaternary era (Würm) was initiated and finished 18000 years ago, when the
characteristic warm period of the current Holocene began. Roughly 8000 years BP the
last great ice age was almost finished, coinciding with the deposition of sapropel S1 (i‐
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cycle 2), triggered by sea level rise that created a connection between the Black Sea
and the Mediterranean Sea (Rohling et al., 2015). There are no differences between
glacial and interglacial sapropels, because an important requirement for the formation
of these sediments is the extra freshwater input into the Mediterranean basin, either
by monsoon intensification or by sea level rise during the deglaciation, giving rise to
similar conditions for sapropel deposition in terms of nutrients and oxygenation.
Sapropels are commonly formed during precession minima (Hilgen et al., 1993, 1995;
Lourens et al., 1996, 2001), when perihelion coincides with summer in the northern
hemisphere, enhancing summer insolation and therefore the contrast between
seasons. This intensifies the summer monsoon, although not all the precession minima
developed sapropels. Regarding deglaciation, the buoyancy increased Mediterranean
seawater layering, leading to the poor oxygen bottom conditions that are required for
organic matter preservation. In short, regardless if sapropels deposited during glaciar
or interglaciar periods, the factors influencing the carbon content in sediments are
mainly productivity, oxygenation (thus buoyancy leading to water layering),
physiography, marine currents and water mass residence time. Both productivity and
preservation are the most significant factors, being more directly related to sapropel
formation. During the Miocene and Pliocene, productivity and anoxic conditions seem
to be high and constant (Menzel et al., 2003, Gallego‐Torres et al., 2011; Vasiliev et al.,
2019). On the basis of the global δ18O record of benthic foraminifera (Lisiecki and
Raymo, 2005), the Earth’s climate has been strongly controlled by obliquity forcing
(41 kyr) during the late Pliocene to early Pleistocene. The deep water circulation in the
eastern basin was slower during the Pliocene and Early Pleistocene, with the
subsequent restriction of water ventilation and therefore better preservation (Gallego‐
Torres et al., 2011), whereas productivity was somewhat more relevant than
preservation during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene (De Lange et al., 2008; Rohling
et al., 2015, Van Helmond et al., 2015, Zwiep et al., 2018). On the other hand,
more saline water output through the Gibraltar Strait into the Atlantic Ocean might
influence the global oceanic circulation strength, as proposed for the Bering Sea by
other authors (Hu et al., 2010). All the productivity variations and ventilation changes
are well reflected by the Ba record in the Mediterranean Sea. Although from Late
Pleistocene to present productivity seems to be the main factor for sapropels
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deposition, there is a generalized carbon decreasing trend towards the present that
could be attributed to decreasing productivity from past to present, supported by the
Ba data presented here (Chapter IV: Figure 2, Tables 2, 3 and 4). As for the spatial Ba
distribution, physiography can be evoked as an important conditioning factor; for
Pleistocene and Holocene sapropels, the highest Ba concentrations are observed in the
Mediterranean Ridge, regardless of the high sedimentation rates diluting Ba during the
Late Pleistocene. This highlights the exceptional productivity during a period
coincident with an insolation maximum enhancing the monsoon effect, leading to
higher riverine nutrient input in this basin (Rohling et al., 2015). The high freshwater
input also enhanced changes in buoyancy that produced stratification and oxygen
depletion, aiding a good preservation of sapropels.
VII.2. Ba distribution in the water column
In the Mediterranean Sea, the dissolved Ba concentration increases from the
inflowing Atlantic surface water (avg. 8.3 µg/l) to the intermediate (avg. 9.1 µg/l) and
deep (avg. 10.3 µg/l) waters. This Ba export to the intermediate and deep
Mediterranean water bodies occurs through convection during winter involving an
intense Ba cycling with barite dissolution in deep waters (Jullion et al., 2017; Roy‐
Barman et al., 2019). The lateral Ba advection is also reflected in its concentration in
each basin along the Mediterranean Sea. The data of this work indicate that in the
western Mediterranean (stations 1 to 6) the dissolved Ba average in surface waters is
7.5 µg/l and increases eastward until an average of 7.8 µg/l in the eastern basin
(stations 12 to 14), while the intermediate and deep waters are Ba enriched westward;
from 8.5 µg/l (stations 12 to 14) to 9.5 µg/l (stations 1 to 6) in the mesopelagic layer
and from 9.8 µg/l (stations 12 to 14) to 10.5 µg/l (stations 1 to 6) in the deep water
masses. The obtained results are in agreement with data previously reported (Jacquet
et al., 2015, 2020; Roy Barman et al 2019). Evaporation by itself cannot account for the
increase of Ba from the Atlantic inflow to the deep waters (roughly 30% if we take into
account the data of the water masses averages) because the salinity increase accounts
only for 8% (Roy‐Barman et al., 2019). In general, the vertical dissolved Ba gradient is
higher than the lateral variations through the whole basin. This is due to the close link
between the distribution of particulate and dissolved Ba in the water column and
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organic matter degradation (Jacquet et al., 2020). Although the current Mediterranean
Sea is oligotrophic, Roy‐Barman et al. (2019) has pointed out that the biological
particulate Ba cycling in the Mediterranean Sea is more intense than previously
estimated by other authors (Dehairs et al., 1987; Jacquet et al., 2016). The high
dissolved Ba concentrations in deep waters can also be attributed, in part, to the
residence time of seawater masses and the subsequent low water ventilation,
increasing Ba content after several cycles. But the relatively modest residence time of
the Mediterranean seawater masses compared to other oceans makes it necessary to
invoke other Ba sources to explain the unbalance in the basin. To date, the most
complete Ba budget scheme has been proposed for the western Mediterranean by Roy‐
Barman et al. (2019), who concluded that both Saharan dust and river inputs are not
enough to explain the Ba distribution in the Mediterranean Sea, which could be
explained by other processes previously ignored such as the submarine groundwater
discharge or Ba diffusion from Messinian evaporites. The importance of submarine
groundwater discharge as Ba source in coastal waters has been demonstrated over the
world and it has been shown that in some cases the groundwater input of Ba appears
to be much more important than the river input (e.g., Shaw et al., 1998). This is still an
open question and further research is needed as well as more data from rivers since
the Ba contribution could have also been underestimated. On the other hand, there is
another factor that has been overlooked regarding the assessment of the Ba budgets in
the current Mediterranean Sea, the anthropogenic contamination. Anthropogenic
activity has introduced major amounts of heavy metals into the oceans (Fowler et al.,
1987; Von et al., 1987; Bethoux et al., 1990). In most cases, the most significant
contribution of anthropogenic metals to a marine coastal area is of terrestrial origin,
such as mining and other industrial activities near rivers and estuaries (Chow et al.,
1978; Morton and Blackmore, 2001; Carman et al., 2007; Karageorgis and Kaberi,
2005; El‐Sorogy et al., 2016; Tornero and Hanke, 2016; Lu et al., 2018). Although the
Ba input from land is only relevant in coastal areas (Singh et al., 2013), drilling fluids
and produced waters associated with shale gas exploration represent important
anthropogenic sources of Ba contamination (Harper, 2008; Kargbo et al., 2010; Payne
et al., 2011). In the Eastern Mediterranean gas and oil explorations have been
conducted for many decades (Kok and Merey, 2014), and therefore the present and
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future potential contamination can be important. Furthermore, most coastal areas of
the Mediterranean were found to discharge untreated sewage to the sea during the
seventies. The Ebro coast in Spain (Albaigés et al., 1984; Fowler, 1985), the French and
the Italian Rivieras (Padan et al., 2016) and the Egypt coastal waters (Martin et al.,
1989, Guieu et al., 1991, Dorten et al., 1991, Palanques and Diaz, 1994, Roussiez et al.,
2006) are considered the most polluted areas in the Mediterranean Sea. The
anthropogenic signal is notably evidenced in most of the Mediterranean near‐shore
sediments as well as in some deeper parts of the Mediterranean (Nolting and Helder,
1991, Fernex et al., 1992, 2001; Marin, 1998; Ferrand et al., 1999; Miralles et al., 2006;
Palanques et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2009). Indeed, the anthropogenic impact on an
industrialized coastal marine area in Sicily (Italy) has recorded a high anthropogenic
disturbance of sediments by Ba and other contaminants (Romano et al., 2020).
Furthermore, the maritime traffic increasing trend elevates the risk of pollution caused
by shipping (Tournadre, 2014), whose most released substances during 1978 – 2013
in European waters included barium (Tornero and Hanke, 2016). A proof of the
contaminants released to the seas has been recorded in North‐Eastern Atlantic deep‐
sea fish (Mormede and Davies, 2003) as well as in fish larvae from coastal areas of the
Black Sea (Niemiec et al., 2018). Given this fact, it would be appropriate to consider
anthropogenic contamination or at least to further research its role in the Ba inputs to
the Mediterranean Sea. On the whole, the study of the Ba distribution in the
Mediterranean Sea has a global significance since its hydrodynamics has an impact on
the global thermohaline circulation and this basin is considered a natural laboratory to
further investigate processes occurring on a higher scale. Overall, the investigations of
the Ba distribution in the water masses of the Mediterranean have been related to
productivity reconstructions, since particulate barium records have been used for such
reconstructions. The global ocean is generally undersaturated concerning barite
(Monnin et al., 1999; Monnin and Cividini, 2006) and the Mediterranean is particularly
undersaturated, thus Ba enrichment in marine sediments has served to support barite
precipitation associated with organic matter decay in the mesopelagic zone as
reported in the open ocean (Dehairs et al., 1980, 1997, 2000; Collier and Edmond,
1984; Bertram and Cowen, 1997; Bishop, 1988; Ganeshram et al., 2003).
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VII.3. Bacterial role in barite precipitation
Investigating the bacterial role in barite precipitation is one of the main objectives
of this thesis. This hypothesis was built on previous studies of bacterial barite
production by the soil strain Myxococcus xanthus 422 (González‐Muñoz et al., 2003) as
well as by diverse marine strains from the genus Idiomarina and the Marinobacter
hydrocarbonoclasticus and Planomicrobium okeanokoite species (González‐Muñoz et
al., 2012). As this thesis focuses on the Mediterranean, the barite production assays
were carried out with bacteria from seawater in an aim to demonstrate the capability
of bacteria from natural environments to precipitate barite. Most of the isolated strains
demonstrated this capacity, specifically the strains belonging to Alteromonas,
Pseudoalteromonas and Idiomarina genera grew properly in the culture media MB and
CMBa and produced abundant barite (this thesis, Chapter VI). In other cases (e.g.,
Marinobacter and Brevibacillus genera) we could not confirm their ability as they did
not show significant growth in the tested media, at least in the specific conditions of
our experiments; yet this does not make these bacteria exempt of such a capacity
under other conditions. The obtained results are of great interest in that they evidence
that all strains exhibiting good growth in the media MB and CMBa produce barite,
highlighting the production capacity of this mineral by phylogenetically different
bacteria. The experiments performed further support the results of González‐Muñoz et
al. (2003, 2012), evidencing that for barite precipitation, Ba initially binds to
phosphate groups from the cell walls and EPS, and Ba phosphate eventually evolves to
barium sulphate. The assays also showed that well developed barite crystals have a
relatively higher S content than the initial amorphous phases, which are richer in P.
This finding was further confirmed by Martínez‐Ruiz et al. (2018, 2019, 2020) in both
experimental and natural conditions. The substitution of the phosphate anions by
sulphates —phosphates being an amorphous precursor phase— has likewise been
demonstrated for example in carbonates (Rinaudo et al., 1994; Rivadeneyra et al.,
2010). The PO42‐ and SO42‐ anions are tetrahedral, they have similar electronegativities,
the same valency, and, both have similar sizes (sulphates being only slightly larger), so
there is enough space in the barite lattice to allow for that substitution, making solid
solution possible (Pinto et al., 2008; Alshemary et al., 2013). This substitution of the
phosphate groups by sulphates occurs frequently in nature, even in abiotic processes
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(Smirnov et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2017; Ruiz‐Agudo et al., 2020). Another important
aspect that our experiments demonstrate is the important role of EPS in barite
precipitation. In the present thesis (Chapter VI) it has been demonstrated that higher
EPS production is linked to enhanced barite precipitation in bacterial cultures.
Different works (Obst et al., 2009; Warren et al., 2001; Bontognali et al., 2006, 2013;
Krause et al., 2012; Zhu and Dittrich, 2016; Petrash et al., 2017; Al Disi et al., 2019)
have demonstrated that EPS can enhance mineral precipitation of carbonates, since
these substances act as a template forming nucleation sites, even in an undersaturated
carbonate environment; furthermore, carbonates precipitating on the cell surface are
dependent on the culture growth phase. In the specific case of the bacteria used in this
thesis, the role of EPS production is similarly demonstrated, for instance by
Pseudomonas (see Chapter VI, Figure 3). The role that bacteria and EPS production
play in marine environments enhancing marine barite nucleation is also under
investigation. Research of barite production under laboratory conditions simulating
natural marine environments serves to highlight the role of biofilms in Ba
accumulation and reveal the mechanism by which bacteria and other potential EPS‐
producing organisms provide for barite precipitation in the water column (Martínez‐
Ruiz et al., 2018, 2019, 2020). These authors have also described how Ba phosphate
acts as a precursor for a later Ba‐enriched phase that becomes more crystalline,
evolving to barite crystals. In general, the role of EPS in concentrating diverse elements
has been broadly demonstrated, for instance for bioremediation due to the capacity to
remove toxic metals (Gupta and Diwan, 2016). Some authors underline the utility of
certain bacteria in retaining lantanides, lead, silver and uranium by sorption
(González‐Muñoz et al., 1997; Merroun et al., 1998, 2001, 2003) and, more recently, it
has been shown that sponge‐associated bacteria can mineralize arsenic and barium on
intracellular vesicles (Keren et al., 2017). Specifically, the EPS of Marinobacter sp., one
of the species studied in this thesis, have proven to be sorbent of metals like lead and
copper (Bhaskar et al., 2006). Large EPS are essential in the formation of biofilms
(Shutterland, 2001; Mancuso Nichols et al., 2005) that in turn allow solutions to be
enriched with cations, increasing local supersaturation and promoting precipitation.
The results of this thesis further support the hypothesis that during high productivity
periods, the organic matter decay and EPS production in microenvironments lead to Ba
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accumulation and barite precipitation. Regarding the surrounding environment some
authors found that biofilms —whose main attaching structures are EPS— enrich the
solution with cations, which affects the balance between nucleation and growth rates
by increasing local supersaturation and promoting the formation of Sr‐rich barite
nuclei in a microenvironment. In fact, it has been shown that in even in a Ba
undersaturated extreme environment, like Lake Superior in North America, it is
possible to find authigenic barite (Horner et al., 2017), which highlights the necessity
of a constrained framework for barite precipitation and the importance of the
microenvironment. Biogenic processes mediating barite precipitation are further
supported by Ba isotope fractionation (Horner et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2016; Bates et al.,
2017; Bridgestock et al., 2018); a better assessment of Ba isotopes fractionation could
provide interesting information about productivity and water mass mixing, meaning
there is still an exciting and broad field to investigate regarding to the Ba cycle.
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Chapter VIII. General conclusions
To further understand mechanisms involved in barite precipitation in the
Mediterranean, this thesis has focused on three main aspects of the Ba biogeochemical
cycle: i) its distribution in sediments including both spatial variability and fluctuations
over time; ii) the dissolved Ba distribution at present to assess Ba sources and cycling,
and iii) mechanisms of barite precipitation leading to the subsequent Ba enrichment in
marine sediments.
In a relatively restricted basin as the Mediterranean Sea, with an exceptional Ba
record preserved mirroring productivity fluctuations, the study of the spatial and
temporal Ba distribution is crucial to further understand such fluctuations. Ba content
in the Mediterranean sapropels has evidenced that these organic‐rich sediments
deposited during enhanced productivity periods associated with insolation maxima.
Increasing precipitation and high freshwater input at this time also led to changes in
buoyancy and to stratification and oxygen depletion in bottom waters, which in turn
contributed to sapropel preservation. The physiography of the Mediterranean basin
has also been an important factor controlling the spatial Ba distribution, which is
demonstrated by the distribution of Pliocene to Holocene sapropels. Over time,
productivity oscillations and barite precipitation have also controlled dissolved Ba. At
present, the dissolved Ba concentration in the Mediterranean increases from the
inflowing Atlantic surface water (avg. 8.3 µg/l) to the intermediate (avg. 9.1 µg/l) and
deep (avg. 10.3 µg/l) waters. These differences between the water bodies are a
consequence of strong convection during winter and an intense Ba cycling releasing Ba
in deep waters. Although it has been recently proposed that the internal Ba cycle is
more important than previously thought, the high Ba concentrations with depth can be
attributed to the residence time of the water masses, thus the Ba content is increasing
after several cycles. Nevertheless, the relatively low residence time of the
Mediterranean water masses compared to other oceans suggests that other Ba sources
may contribute to the Ba unbalance in the Mediterranean. The Ba budget scheme
proposed for the western Mediterranean by diverse authors has revealed that Saharan
dust and river inputs are not enough to explain the Ba distribution, and have
highlighted other potential Ba sources, such as submarine groundwater discharge or
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Ba diffusion from Messinian evaporites. The obtained data in this thesis also support
the importance of these sources, though more information on the Ba input from rivers
is required since it can be usually underestimated. The role of the anthropogenic Ba
release to the Mediterranean also requires further investigation to constrain this
source.
Regarding barite formation, despite oceans are generally undersaturated in Ba,
marine barite precipitates in the water column. Although it is well known that barite
precipitation takes place within Ba‐rich microenvironments during organic matter
decomposition, the precise mechanisms involved in the precipitation are not fully
understood, therefore this thesis has contributed to further understand such
precipitation mechanisms, in particular, the potential role played by bacteria. Barite
production assays carried out with bacteria from natural samples have demonstrated
the capability of bacteria from Mediterranean seawater to precipitate barium sulphate
under experimental conditions. These results further support the hypothesis that
bacteria and associated EPS within decaying organic matter promote Ba accumulation
in microenvironments where barite precipitation occurs.
Within this context the main conclusions of this study are:
1.

The analysis of the Ba distribution across the Mediterranean basins has

revealed that in addition to primary productivity, other factors are also affecting the Ba
content in marine sediments. In particular, water depth is an important one, as
demonstrated by higher Ba accumulation rates in deeper sites. Moreover, high
sedimentation rates also have a dilution effect in Ba accumulation, which should be
taken into account for paleoproductivity estimates. Spatial variability in Ba
accumulation is also affected by physiography and seawater circulation and in turn by
redox conditions.
2.

Regarding Ba accumulation fluctuations over time, TOC and Ba contents

reflect productivity versus preservation. Both were apparently of equal importance
during the Pliocene and Early Pleistocene, when restricted water ventilation enhanced
sapropel preservation, while Late Pleistocene and Holocene sapropels suggest
productivity was the main factor triggering organic matter accumulation.
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3.

The study of barite separated from sapropel layers evidence good

preservation of barite despite reducing conditions may have been important during
certain periods, which suggests pore waters have been saturated in sulphate, which is
likely in the Mediterranean due to the Messinian deposits.
4.

The analysis of Ba distribution in the water column shows typical vertical

profiles of dissolved Ba, which reflects the biological role in barite precipitation in the
upper layers, its partial dissolution in the intermediate layers, and the exporting of
dissolved Ba to the deep water.
5.

While in surface water the distribution of dissolved Ba is controlled by

primary productivity, in the deep water masses hydrodynamics seems to enhance
dissolved Ba content by accumulation after several cycles. Despite the low residence
time of the Mediterranean Sea water masses compared with other oceans, the
relatively high residence time of deep waters promotes, along with barite partial
dissolution at depth, a Ba increase in the basin.
6.

The high resolution dataset of dissolved Ba in the water column provided here

show a very good correlation with other data previously published by other authors
who also predicted a Ba fluxes imbalance in the Mediterranean Sea. External Ba
sources have been largely underestimated, such as the submarine groundwater
discharge, brines from Messinian deposits, or some kind of diffusion from sediments,
which should be further investigated.
7.

Regarding

mechanism

involved

in

barite

precipitation,

the

results

demonstrate that diverse bacterial strains, isolated from natural Mediterranean Sea
surface water samples, are capable to promote barite production under laboratory
conditions. Such production occurs in culture media of composition similar to
seawater, which is nutrient‐enriched. Because these strains belong to very different
phylogenetic groups and they are present in diverse marine habitats, it is suggested
that the participation of bacteria in barite precipitation in the seawater column it is not
linked to specific strains, but rather it is a widespread process. This demonstrates that
bacteria play an important role in barite production at present, which supports they
have played also a significant role in the past.
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8.

As the strains more effective in the production of barite are those showing

higher content of EPS, it can be inferred that the presence of bacterial EPS (which is
common in their natural habitats) is of crucial importance in bacterial barite
production. Its role would be to fix Ba ions to phosphate groups present in the EPS,
reaching a Ba concentration higher than seawater. Therefore, it would make it possible
to reach concentrations high enough to allow barite precipitation.
9.

As demonstrated in initial experimental work using soil bacteria, the obtained

experimental results also support that barite formation initiates with a barium
phosphate phase, a common step in bacterial biomineralization, that evolves to barite
through intermediate Ba phosphate and Ba sulphate phases.
10.

Since the bacterial population’s development is higher as higher is the

quantity of available nutrients, and the metabolic pathways that bacteria can use are
diverse, it can be deduced that in higher productivity periods ‐ with higher nutrient
input – the bacterial production of marine barite is consequently higher than in times
of lower productivity.
In summary, the results of this thesis further support the connection between high
bacterial activity and marine barite formation, and it can be concluded that the
bacterial populations had a major impact in barite precipitation in the oceans and this
would be a relevant process to take into account when using Ba proxies for
paleoceanographic reconstructions.
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